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HEWLETT c€j) PACKARD

Measure any frequency to 15 gc,
with accuracy of 3 parts in 109

Measure long-term drift
Determine AM and FM modulation characteristics

Measure pulsed signal frequency

Counter time-base accuracy is available for

microwave measurements to 15 gc with the

Hewlett-Packard 2590A Microwave Frequency

Converter, which automatically phase-locks

an internal transfer oscillator to the signal

frequency - accuracy is that of time-base.

It has 5 parts in 1010 short term or 3 parts

in 10' per day stability when the 2590A is

used with the hp 5243L and 5245L Counters

and appropriate plug-ins.

Measure drift over long periods ... add a

recorder if you choose. The 2590A intro

duces less than 5/1014 drift.

Monitor FM, at deviation rates to 50 kc - just use the normal phase-lock mode and automatic

phase control (APC) connection. Or switch to the "FM" mode and use a VTVM or Scope with the

internal 2590A high-linearity discriminator for even more precise FM measurements ... at deviation

rate to I me.

Monitor AM ... a demodulated signal is available at the front panel in both APC and FM modes.

Measure the frequency of pulsed signals ... pulses as short as I lJ.sec ... with the use of an auxiliary

scope and the FM discriminator output.

EASY TO USE electronic search system includes a front panel light for positive indication of lock.

AGC system eliminates the need for manual gain adjustment. Push button range switches permit easy

selection of operational mode. Solid state design, circuit enclosure for elimination of RFI.

Here is an instrument which permits measurements never before possible in this frequency

range.

For details please write to:

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS

THE SCIENTIFIC INSTRUlVl~N'r.COM?ANY LIMITED
ALLAHABAD BOMBAY CALCiJ:HAi ~ :):'1~6~~s~-; NEW DELHI

Head Office: 6-~ej Ba~adur ~~ru Road, ~W,a<habad

.<....y ·r' .... . 1"~ ~. t"i:)€;"''''! jot .. ~r._:
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Research & Development Work at the Telecommunication Re
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We are proud ...

... of our
JAWANS

Well done Jawans! . We are behind YOU

Toshniwals for Defence!
Our Special Model EE 51 B Oscilloscope, our Hand Tachometers are serving
the Defence. The first Indian Oscilloscope ever to open a new front in Defence.

We are proud of our humble contribution to Defence.

The HOUSE OF TOSHNIWALS steps ahead to make the nation self-sufficient in
instrumentation.

• GENERAL LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS

• PHYSICS LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS

• ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

• PROCESS CONTROL AND MEASURING EQUIPMENT

• INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS AND MANY MORE

All made in India, thereby saving foreign exchangl

WRITE FOR DETAILED INFORMATION TO
SOLE SELLING AGENTS:

TOSHNIWAL BROTHERS PRIVATE LIMITED
. Stll"t . ~S~'" 198 JAMSHEDJI TATA ROAD, BOMBAY 1

S RESEARCH' ,,,0 Branches: AJMER CALCUTTA NEW DELHI MADRAS
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THE BENGAL IMMUNITY COMPANY LIMITED

153, Dharamtala Street, Calcutta·l)

EXPERIENCE
TELLS
THE STORY

The story of the growth of
8engal Immunity is the

story of experience rich and

varied. gained through the

co-ordination of Research,

Clinical evaluation and Pro

duction. 8engal Immunity

is to.day one of the biggest
organisations manufactur
ing products In biological

and pharmaceutical lines.

8engal Immunity products

are being mllnufactured

over more than f"rty years,
based on the strictest
standards of quality. They

are tested at every stlge
before being marketed and
claim implicit confidence

of the medical profession
throughout I n d i a and

abroad.

[H'rr",ilUltion of IlJpha.umifw nlI1"N""

by I'(M Jlfl~ ap"",alld

A pattoromir ,irw olt'" 8. /. l..Gbofofor,
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Matthey SPECTROGRAPHICALLY
STANDARDISED
SUBSTANCES

GROUP a GROUP I GROUP II (,ROUP W GROUP nl GROUP Y GROUP \J GROUP Yll GROUP 'lIll

H
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Ne Na Mg AI Si P S CI

Ar K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn FeCo Ni
Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br

Kr Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd
Ag Cd In Sn 8b Te

Xe Cs Ba La Ce Pr Nd Pm 8m Eu Gd Tb
Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt

Au Hg TI Pb Hi Po AI

Rn Fr Ra Ac Th Pa U

ELEMENTS

The Johnson Matthey range of spectrographically standardised

substances is wide and now embraces metals and compounds

representing 70 elements. All the materials are of the highest

practicable degree of purity and are subjected to stringent analy~is.

The report that .accompanies every batch states the amount of each

metallic impurity in parts per million and also the method of
determination.

Where the highest purity is not needed, many of the elements can

be supplied as metals and compounds of a lower degree of purity.

Johnson+ Matthey

& CO .. LIMITED, HATTON GARDEN LOI'olDON ENGLAND

Ava"oble Ihrough:

The Andhra SClentl'lc Co ltd
4, Blackers Road. Mount ROJd
MADRAS·2.

JOHNSON. MATTHEY

ArorJ-Matthcy Llmacd
166. NetJ" SubhJS ChJndra Bose Road.
Tollygung•. CALCUTTA·40

ASSOCLltcd Instrument (\h;:u!J.c[urers (India)
Private LImIted.
Sunlight Insurance Buildings.
26·27 A"r Alo Road. NEW DELHI

Rai·Der·Kar & Co..
Sadhana Rayon House.
Dr. D. Naoroji Road.
BOMBAY· I

The Scientific Instrument Company ld_
6. lej Bahadur Sapru Road.
ALLAHABAD· I
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Gansons ISOTOPES HANDLING EQUIPMENT

Procluctlo" Plant for 1ocI1....1)1 at the Atomic E"eru Establishment, Trombay

@ GANSONS PRIVATE LIMITED, POST BOX NO. 5576, BOMBAY-I4-

THE INTERNATIONAL
CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES

103·8. UPPER CIRCULAR ROAD
CACHARYA PRAFULLA CtfANDRA ROAD)

CALCUTTA.9
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OPTICA-INTERNATIONAL

DISSECTING MICROSCOPE

Focusing by rack and pinion.

Lens supported in a sleeve which moves backward and

forward and lens-carrier moves sideways. thereby the

whole stage is covered. Movable sturdy hand rests.

Circular glass stage with specimen holding clips. One

opaque disc. Concave mirror. Optics lOx and 20x.

Instruments and Equipment for Education, Research and Industry

INTERNATIONAL AGENCIES
79 GHOGA STREET, FORT, BOMBAY I

A8

Gram: • SCIENAPP' Phone: 325375

SP/IA/l
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Cauvery Brand

STABLE
BLEACHING
POWDER
for

.textile bleaching,

.water purification,

.environmental sanitation

THE METTUR CHEMICAL & INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION LIMITED
Mettur Dam R. s. Salem Oist.
Managing Agenrs:
SESHASAYEE BROTHERS PRIVATE LIMITED

CRITERION.MC· ~,o

for
laboratory
and
hospital
equipment \

LABORATORY GLASSWARE, ETC.: Pyrex, Quickfit, Westglass
Hygrometers, Hydrometers, Micro Cover Glasses and Slides, Vitreosil
Silicaware (Crucibles, Basins', etc.), Sintered Glasswares (Crucibles,
Filters, Funnels, etc.), Porcelainware (Crucibles and Basins), etc.

LABORATORY THERMOMETERS: Chemical Thermometers, all
types, Long Stem Thermometers by G. H. Zeal (London), etc.

FILTER PAPERS: Whatman Filter Papers and Specialities, Quali
tative Grades, Folded Grades, Single and Double Acid Washed,
Hardened Grades, Papers for Chromatography and Electrophoresis,
Papers in Reels, Sterimat Pads, etc.

LABORATORY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS: Analyti
cal Balances and Weights, Centrifuges, Hand and Electrical, Colori
meters, Comparators and Colour Discs, Haemometers, Haemocytometers,
Incubators and Ovens, Microscopes, Microtomes, Photocolorimeters,
Test Sieves, Stopclocks and Stopwatches, etc.

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL APPARATUS: BP Blades and Handles, Blood Pressure Apparatus, Diagnostic Sets,
Stethoscopes, Hypodermic Syringes and Needles, etc.

PLEASE CONTACT:

B. PATEL & COMPANY
DIRECT IMPORTERS & STOCKISTS OF SURGICAL & SCIENTIFIC GOODS

27/29 POPATWADI, KALBADEVI ROAD, BOMBAY 2
Phones: 38689 & 39702 • Grams: GLASALSORT
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Largest Stockists of

(Whatman & German)

F I LT E R PAPERS
and Other Scientific Instruments (imported) such as Ovens. pH Meters. Refractometers.

Laboratory Counters. Vacuum Pumps, Photoelectric Colorimeters, Flame Photometers.

Microscopes, Balances - Single and Two-Pan. Heating Mantles. and all sorts of

Laboratory Glassware. Porcelain and miscellaneous items

For details contact:

RATIONAL SALES ASSOCIATES
382-83 LALJI NATHU BUILDING, TELANG CROSS ROAD No.2

MATUNGA. BOMBAY 19 (DO)

Phones: 327617 & 327647

Announcing another
THE FLORA

Grams: CREAMWOVE, Bombay 2

CSIR publication
OF DELHI

by

DR. J. K. MAHESHWARI
Central National Herbarium. Indian Botanic Garden, Howrah

A flora of Delhi has long been desired. What has been particularly desired is a flora which should cater
not only to the needs of the taxonomists but should also be usable by students and anyone interested in the study
of the plants of Delhi. Several attempts were made but none before this was carried through to success and no
comprehensive flora of Delhi was published. The author has made a survey of the flowering plants of Delhi and
its environs, and has incotporated the results of his exhaustive studies in this book. Nine hundred and forty-two
species of indigenous, naturalized and cultivated plants under 549 genera belonging to 120 families have been
described; Bentham and Hooker's order of families has been followed and botanical names have been brought up
to date in accordance with the latest International Code of Botanical Nomenclature. Keys, based on easily observed
characters, have been provided to help identification of plants; local and English names and uses of the more
common plants are given.

The Flora of Delhi is a reference manual for the identification of flowering plants of Delhi. It is invaluable
to students, botanists and laymen alike.

Printed on offset paper, royal 8vo, full rexine bound
PRICE Inland: Rs 28.00 Forei~n: Sh. 56 or $ 8.00

Pa~es viii+447
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Can be had from

THE SALES & DISTRIBUTION OFFICER
PUBLICATIONS & INFORMATION DIRECTORATE, CSIR

HILLSIDE ROAD, NEW DELHI 12
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MICROSCOPES
and

MICROTOMES
for

Research
and

advanced
Teaching

Sale•• Service Centre. throuchollt the ¥torld !

Compact-Elegant-Versatile-Novel Equipment:

For Research and routine work in Science, Medicine, Technology and Industry

Specialities:
"Polyphos" condenser for variable illumination for phase contrast,
dark and bright field,"Binolux" Mercury Illuminator for contr..st fluorescence
Combination of phase Contrast and fluorescence,

Accessories for all modern techniques like micro vacuum heating,
cinephotomicrography, micro television, etc.

Sold and Serviced in India by:
Exclusive Agents and Distributors

NEO-PHARMA INSTRUMENTS CORPORATION
Kasturi ardgs., J. Tata Road, BOMBAY-1.

Technical Service Offices: CALCUTTA_DELHI -MADRAS

All



TOWA-Ad-IA

;..:;.
. . .' ..

WE LEAD AGAIN!

IOWA
TWMG

METALLURGICAL
MICROSCOPE

WITH
VERTICAL & MULTIPURPOSE

ILLUMINATION
FOR

AND RESEARCH, INDUSTRY
THESE & ENGINEERING
MICROSCOPES:----.....;..=;:::;;;-----

• BINOCULAR HEAD
& STEREOSCOPIC.

• RESEARCH, MEDICAL,
& STUDENT.

• DISSECTING.
• MICRO PROJECTOR

B'IIlI_~l=lJ=W=i_=~~~.:-~.~.~~IIllli;AIIllliCIIllliO~·LA~~IlIII'I~IIl\'ll;iIII!I~IIllliO;iIlill!IlIII'I(/1IlIII{~-~·I~·A·)·JAp·P~·N·T·.IIIIIlLIIIIIIIIIIIIMII!IIII·TIIIIIlE·D"-

'NO'A • 4. DARYAGANJ. POST BOX NO 1685, DELHI·6, Phone: 271497 Cable: VISION
DEDICATED TO •

INSTRUMENT PERFECTION. Branch: 15/16, Kondi Chetty Street, Madras-I.

Dr. RAO'S LABORATORY
BOMBAY-B.

mm G~AM: : 'ASHACOM' PHONE: llBSS

mm SUPERIOR LAMP BLOWN
mm PYREX GLASS APPARATUS;
mm ASSEMBLIES ACCESSORIES

111111 OF ALL TYPES

~~2;~~~:-~~ill~~~;~~~~-:J
i:::::

Ie:::::6 Man~~~~tured by

SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT
MFG. CO.

An associate of

ASHA SCIENTIFIC CO.

Reaction Kettles steam jacketed, Evaporators,
Distillation Unit complete, Condensers, Filters
and all accessories such as Stirrers anchor type,

Impellers, Thermowells, etc.

REPAIR WORK OF FOREIGN EQUIPMENT
CARRIED OUT PROMPTLY

DI~ECT IMPO~TE~S & MANUFACTU~E~S' ~EP~ESENTATIVES.

SOl, GIRGAUM ROAD, BOMBAY 1.

~~~i~~
Inter~h~ngeable Laboratory
Glassware 'Our Special it/

r..··
WE SUPPLY COMPLICATED RESEARCH APPARATUS
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YOU SAID IT!
When you get that just-can't-wait-to-tell-it feeling the best thing to do is to say It with a
telegram-over wires criss-crossing the country. But, wait! what happens if the lines
fail? How to reach remote corners beyond jungles, mountains and snow fields
hazardous terrain not connected byTelegraph lines? The Posts &Telegraphs depart·
ment does not go haywire because there are no high-wires. Medium and High Power
Transmitters, a range of Communication Receivers and special attachments for
lending and receiving wireless messages supplied to the P & T department by BEL
Ire there to do the job teUingly, to signal your message through space. The genial
telegraph mescenger is knocking at ihe door already IAnd, you have said ill*GEARED UP TO MEET THE NATION'S NEEDS

WlU4\lRIT I~I~TIWIR~~ ~YID,
REGD. OFFICE: JALAHALLI- BANGALORE
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SALES REPRESENTATIVES:

MOTWANE
PRIVATE LIMITED
127 Mahatma Gandhi Road, POlt 80x No. 1312 Bombly-1
Phone: 252337'Graml: 'CHIPHONE' ,II oHic••. Branch•• at:
New Deihl, Calcutta, lucknow, Klnpur, Madr•• and Sang.lor••

Air tsepara Ion
plantsfor the

Steel Industry
- --::=::: -Osslgn, construction and erection of air

::::;: separation plants of any capacity for the
"""" production of pure oxygen and nitrogen

in gaseous or liquid state, as well as argon
and other rare gases.
Experience gained from more than 1,600 units
guarantlles safety, reliability and economy.

Gesellschaft fiir Linde's Eismaschinen Aktiengesellschaft
Division Hoellriegelskreuth Hoellriegelskreuth near Munich Western Germany

A14
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everywhere!Colour-Chern CO

CO]Ollr.. cl..
t1el11

When you see the thrilling world of man
made colours around you-spectacular prints
on your fabrics, colourful inks in your
magazines, pleasing paints in the interior
of your home, fascinating tapestry and the
attractive furnishings of your drawing room,
plastic balls in the hands of your children
remember that COLOUR-CHEM, India's
leading makers of Pigment Colours, is very
much a part of your daily life.

jSIR-NOVEMBER 1965

..
Bcu:ked by 100 years of
GermQJI experience
COLOUR·CHEM LIMITED
221, Dadabhoy Naoroji Road.
Fort, Bombay-l
In direci participation with:
FARBEN~ABRIKEN BAYER AG.,
Lcverkusen, W. Germany
FARBWERKE HOECHST AG.•
frankfurt, W. Germany
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FOR ADVANCED
RESEARCH

ELECTRO MAGNETS
Type EM 50 (2") 7,500 gauss
Type EM 75 (3") 10,000 gauss
Type EM 100 (4") 15,000 gauss

MAGNET SUPPLIES
Type EMP - 100 D.C. Supply
Type EMP - 75 D.C. Supply
Type EMP - 50 D.C. Supply
Type CCP - 100 Constant -

Current Regulator

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS
L.T.,H.T. & E.H.T. Power Supplies, Transistorised Power
Supplies, Temperature Controllers, Timers, Constant Current
Regulators, Electromagnetic Demonstration Apparatus, Photo
Electronic Devices, Shortwave Demonstration Apparatus, ElM
Demonstration Apparatus (with Cathode-ray tubes), Valve
Characteristic Apparatus.

for electronics, science and technology

POLYTRONIC CORPORATION
20A, Shakti Sadan, Junction of lardeo Bridge, &

Lamington Road, Bombay- 7 WB.

A16
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ELECTROLYTIC
CONDUCTIVITY

EQUIPMENT
Electrolytic Conductivity Solu Bridges, Indicators, Recorders and Controllers. Soil
Moisture, Salinity and Fertilizer Testing Equipment. Concentration Indicators and
Controllers for acids, alkalies, detergents, electroplating rinses, etc. Gas and Steam
Analyzers. Continuous Sugar Detectors. Dissolved Oxygen Analyzers

Self-balancing Conductivity Indicator

Soil Moisture Meter

~ Industrial Instruments Inc.
~U.S.A.

Sold and serviced in India exclusively by

BLUE STAR

j5IR-NOVEMBER 1965

. Solu Bridge Conductivity Meier

Portable Conductivity Recorder

Get complete detoils (,om BLUE STAR offices or:
Connaught House, Conn aught Circus, New Delhi 1

Band Box House, Annie Besant Rd., Bombay 18
7 Hare Street. Calcutta 1

23/24 Second Line Beach. Madras 1
18 Kaiser Bungalow, Dindli Road, Jamshedpur

14/40 Civil Lines, Kanpur
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New CSIR Publications

LOW TEMPERATURE CARBONIZATION OF NON-CAKING
COALS AND LIGNITES AND BRIQUEmNG

OF COAL FINES

Symposium: Volume I
Price Rs 35.00 Sh. 72 $ 11.00

In India, with large resources of weakly caking coals and limited resources of good quality
caking coals which have to be reserved for essentially metallurgical purposes, there is urgent
need for the establishment of large-scale low temperature carbonization (I.t.c.) briquetting
and gasification plants at different coalfields. Realizing this need, two pilot plants have
been in operation: one since 1954 at the Regional Research Laboratory, Hyderabad, and
the other since 1961 at the Central Fuel Research Institute, Jealgora.

The Regional Research Laboratory, Hyderabad, organized a symposium on low tempera
ture carbonization of coal during 20-22 November 1961 in order to take stock of the
results. of the pilot plants and plan the future programme of investigations. A wide
cross-section of research scientists, coal technologists and industrialists and representatives
from several leading coal processing firms in UK, West Germany, and Japan took part
in the deliberations.

The papers contributed to the symposium covering the two main heads, Briquetting
of non-caking coal fines and Low temperature carbonization of non-caking coals and
lignites, along with the discussions held during the symposium have been brought together
in the present volume.

Symposium: Volume II
Pages 348; Royal 8vo Price Rs 35.00 Sh. n $ 11.00

The second volume of the symposium on low temperature carbonization of non-caking
coals (I.t.c.) has been published. This volume contains papers and discussions on two sec
tions: Utilization of products of low temperature carbonization, and Survey, economics and
statistics of I.t.c. products. Of the total of 38 papers included, 32 relate to the utilization
of products of I.t.c. and the rest to survey, economics and statistics of I.t.c. products.

Both the volumes will be of great value to all those interested in the progress and
development of the low temperature carbonization and briquetting industry in the country.

Can be had from

THE SALES & DISTRIBUTION OFFICER

PUBLICATIONS & INFORMATION DIRECTORATE, CSIR

HILLSIDE ROAD, NEW DELHI 12
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BOROSIL

NOW OFFERS

CORNINO®

BRAND

Machine made

GLASS TUBING
for

apparatus in heavy, medium

and

light wall

CAPILLARY TUBING
of

various bores

and

GLASS RODS
of

different sizes

Manufactured by:

BOROSIL
BOROSIL GLASS WORKS LTD.
CHOTANI ESTATES,

PROCTOR ROAD, BOMBAY-7
Phone: 71166

Grams: 'BOROSIL'

Branches

8/9 THAMBU CHETTYSTREET,
MADRAS-1.

Phone: 23775

Grams: 'BOROSIL

19/90 CONNAUGHT CIRCUS
NEW DELHI-1

Phone: 42176

Grams: 'BOROSIL'

4 CANAL WEST ROAD,

CALCUTTA-15

CORNINGII
Is Registered Trade Mark of Corning Glass Works, New York U. S A.
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Two stage, Rotary Vacuum
Pump, suitable only for
power drive through V-Belt,
mounted on C.1. Base Plate
with Electric Motor.

'Ultimate no·lead Vacuum:
0.005 mm. of Mercury (Mc
Leod Gauge) with close.d
Ballast& 0.5 mm. of Mercury
with open Ballast.

OTHER AVAILABLE MODELS

* DRY/20 *SSRP/20 *TSRP/2O
* SSRP/30 * TSRP/39
* SSRP/5O*TSRP/5O*DRY/l00
* DRY/SO ,. SSD/15O
,. TSRP/15O * SSRP/325
* TSRP/325 * SSD1750

Also five items of Vacuum
Accessories-
Moisture Trap. Type: MT/30 &
MT/50 * Non·return Valve.
Type: NRV/30 & NRV/5O
* Surface Plate. Type: RSP/2O

BASYNTH
l$OO~/iP~
ROTARY
VACUUM
PUMP
OIL SEALED TYPE

Manufactured by

BASIC & SYNTHETIC CHEMICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
25, EAST ROAD * JADAVPUR * CALCUTTA-32

Different types like:

• Laboratory-Belt & Pulley arrangement, Multi-stirrers unit, Direct
driven, Industrial heavy duty, Magnetic-light duty, etc.

• Speed variation

• With different blades, stirring rods, different speed controls,
hollow and flexible shafts, different fiXing arrangements, etc.

• Rigid and robust design, working on AC or ACiDC supply, painted
hospital white or pale cream duco colour
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Current

Research & Development Work
at the Telecommunication Research
Centre: An Example of Successful

User Oriented Research
THE report of the committee set up under the

chairmanship of Dr S. Bhagavantam, Scientific
Adviser to the Ministry of Defence, to review the work
and progress of the Telecommunication Research
Centre (TRC), New Delhi, attached to the Posts and
Telegraphs (P & T) Department, is a document
meriting serious study by all those concerned with
research and development work in the country.
The work and achievements of the centre, as reviewed
in the report, present a refreshing approach to the
problem of utilization of research results, which often
bristles with complex and apparently insurmountable
bottlenecks. Effective and speedy utilization of
research results is conditioned by the efficiency
with which the following objectives are achieved:
(i) identification of the problems of the user and
planning of research programmes accordingly;
(ii) development of suitable machinery for quick
exploitation of the research results; and (iii) collabora
tion between the research organization and the
user. It appears from the report that the work
and achievements of TRC show the way as to
how the above objectives can be achieved. The
projects and programmes of TRC, as the committee
observes, are user oriented, and it would be, there
fore, of interest to examine how TRC has found
the answers to speedy and effective utilization of
research results.

Established in 1956, the TRC has emerged into
an efficient research organization, and has added

. considerable resources to the development of
communications and electronics industry in the
country. The chief objective of the centre is to
improve and expand telecommunication services in
India, to the maximum extent possible, through
modern technology and with the resources available
in the country. Briefly the efforts of TRC are
directed to (i) provision of long distance telephone
circuits utilizing carrier techniques; (ii) development
of carrier telegraph systems to provide large blocks of
circuits; (iii) design and development of different
switching circuits and exchanges; (iv) design of
electronic instruments for production, installation,
maintenance, fault location, general measurement,
etc.; (v) design of equipment for providing power
supplies to different types of telecommunication
equipment; (vi) collection of data for use in planning;
(vii) drawing up of broad engineering plans for
expansion to serve as guide lines for development
and utilization of technology; and (viii) consultant
services, training and advice.

Topics

The magnitude of the task imposed on the centre
can be judged from the fact that it involves design of
equipment and systems, and the application of recent
advances in technology, particularly in the field of
electronics where the developments are many and
rapid. The work also involves a major undertaking
requiring considerable accumulation of experience
and knowledge of all aspects of telecommunications
as well as of many scientific and engineering
disciplines. Finally, effective methods have to be
evolved to get the designs of equipment and systems
developed translated into industrial designs, and
manufacture has to be established. Above all, the
programme of work has to be coordinated at all stages
with the planning and other branches of P & T
Department in order to fit into the expansion plans
of the department. In all the projects undertaken
by TRC, its efforts have been well directed towards
drawing up of programmes, directing of research and
translating the designs developed to manufacture
and getting the manufactured product into practical
application - thus completing the whole cycle of a
typical user oriented research programme. The
programmes are drawn up taking into account
modern trends and developments in various fields,
and specifically to meet the requirements of the user
in a given time. For this purpose, the basic studies
concerning the systems, the design of the different
units constituting the system, and the development
of the necessary scientific and engineering disciplines
are tackled in a well-directed manner and reviewed
to keep them in proper perspective. The economic
aspects of the programmes are kept under constant
review so that the range of applications of the
systems developed is as wide as possible. Since the
time element is an important factor, considerable
advance planning and coordination between TRC
and the planning and other branches of P & T
Department, and the manufacturer (usually the
Indian Telephone Industries Ltd) is done. This
aspect is given the greatest importance at all stages
of the programme.

It would be pertinent to present some of the more
important achievements of TRC. Considering the
fact that the centre has been in existence for a
short period of 10 years and the modest budget of
Rs 16lakhs currently available to it, its achievements
are impressive and many-sided. The number of
items designed by TRC and in large-scale production
is considerable and the centre is able to meet the
major needs of the P & T Department. The work
of the centre has effected considerable savings in
foreign exchange and this in turn has permitted the
steady growth and expansion of the P & T Depart
ment. This has been made possible because of the
ability of the centre to design the needed equipment
from indigenous sources. The TRC, in addition to
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meeting the needs of the P & T Department, has also
designed equipment for other users such as the
railways where all the items fOf communication and
signalling have been made indigenously from TRC
designs. The TRC has developed a large variety of
carrier telephone systems, the annual value of the
equipment produced being about Rs 2·5 crores.
The interstice carrier equipment designed is considered
to be unique and the Indian P & T Department is
among the first in the world to use carrier systems
economically and reliably on interstice pairs to provide
communication to small towns and rural areas along
the coaxial cable route. Many important items of
transmission equipment, vital for the balanced
development of telephone services, have been
developed and are in extensive use. The centre has
carried out important studies in the field of electric
traction. It has designed more than 40 items of
test equipment for use by the P & T Department,
Defence Services, Indian Telephone Industries Ltd,
Hindustan Cables Ltd, Hindustan Teleprinter Ltd,
etc. A variety of power plant systems, ranging from
24 to 50 V. supplies and higher voltages for use
in different communication systems, have been
developed. Microwave systems, which constitute an
extremely important category of equipment for the
development of telecommunications, are being
designed; a system in 7 kMc/s. for providing 300
channels has been designed and its large-scale
production is under way. Switching systems covering
almost the entire range of equipment needed in the
country have been evolved. Other designs developed
include gas pressure systems for cables as well as for
jointing plastic cables. The centre has also developed
many techniques for developing the systems employed
in carrier communication networks, VHF and
microwave equipment, pulse, logic and memory
devices, and power plant. The centre has also
played an important role in the standardization of
equipment and operational procedures, training of
engineers in many specialized areas of electronic
designs and communication equipment.
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The impressive work and achievements of the
TRC and its overall contribution to the national
development should not be measured just in terms of
the results achieved by the centre. What is more
important is the fact that the TRC has shown that
it is possible, with proper planning and direction,
to design and manufacture complex equipment
with indigenous resources and know-how rapidly and
on a competitive basis. The collaboration between
TRC and the Indian Telephone Industries Ltd
in translating the designs developed by the former
into large-scale manufacture is an important achieve
ment, and has been responsible for the setting up of a
large and complex industry in the country. This
example could be followed with much benefit in other
spheres of industrial research. The manner in which
TRC has developed the expertise and know-how, and
put them to practical ends to meet the increasing
diversity of demands made on it is also worthy of
notice. The TRC forms part of the P & T Department,
which in effect sponsors the research programmes
as well makes use of the end product of research, and
this is an advantage. Such an overall scheme of
research programming and research utilization as
followed by the P & T Department could be followed
with much benefit in other government departments,
defence establishments, public and private sector
enterprises and the cooperative research associa
tions to achieve the same degree of success as that
of TRC. Considering the excellent record of achieve
ments of TRC, the fine tribute paid by the Review
ing Committee - ... the centre has an extremely
important and vital role to play in the develop
ment of telecommunications and of electronics in
the country, and it should be treated as an institu
tion of national importance ... - is well merited.
The recommendations of the committee in regard
to the future set-up and expansion of the centre
should be given effect to in toto in order that the
centre continues to shoulder and discharge the
tasks assigned to it with the same efficiency as in
the past.



International Conference on Cloud Physics
BH. V. RAMANA MURTY

National Physical Laboratory, ;-<ew Delhi 12

THE International Conference on Cloud Physics
was held in Japan from 24 May to I June
1965 under the joint sponsorship of the

International Association of Meteorology & Atmo
spheric Physics of the Union of Geodesy & Geo
physics, the World Meteorological Organization, the
Science Council of Japan and the Meteorological
Society of' Japan. About 200 delegates from IS
countries participated in the conference.

The conference consisted of two main events:
Tokyo Scientific Session and Sapporo Seminar on
Precipitation Physics and several associated acti
vities. The agenda for the first series of meetings
held during the 6-day session at Tokyo (24-29 May)
covered 12 different topics. Following this, during
the seminar held on I June at Hokkaido University,
Sapporo, invited papers, one each on (i) the theory
of ice crystal nucleation, (ii) the nucleation and
growth' of ice crystals, (iii) the mechanism of hail
stone formation, (iv) the aerial observations of snow
and rain clouds, and (v) the snowfall in the winter
monsoon season of Japan, were read and discussed.
An informal discussion meeting on charge genera
tion was held on 2 June.

Movies on cloud physics which relate to 'Snow
crystals', 'Icing' and 'Frost flower' taken by
the late Prof. Nakaya were shown. Laboratory
demonstrations of the experimental work done or
in progress in the Laboratories of Snow, Ice and
Meteorology at the Hokkaido University were
arranged on one of the days during the conference.

The meeting offered a unique opportunity for
exchange of ideas, greatly helped further elucida
tion of various problems currently under investiga
tion and provided encouraging stimulus for future
development of research in different aspects of the
subject.

Cloud Dynamics

Features relating to cumulus convection received
major attention. Model experiments conducted and
actual observations made in the free atmosphere on
rising thermals have pointed out that appreciable
buoyant material mixes into the environment at
all heights. However, in large-scale systems, theory
and direct observations indicated that entrainment
is of no importance.

Release of latent heat under certain conditions of
environmental lapse rate is found to promote addi
tional growth of cloud. Variations in lapse rate in
time and in space make it obvious that extensive
observations and advanced planning are necessary
to anticipate. the consequences of artificial cloud
modification experiments in a given situation.

Aerosol and Air Chemistry

Organic matter of microbiological origin in sea
water and bursting air bubbles at the surface of the
sea have been shown to be of significant importance

for interaction between the atmosphere and the
ocean surface. The organic layer, on account of
its high molecular weight and lack of volatility,
helps retard evaporation of the droplets of salt
solution-phenomenon considered responsible for the
observed persistence of fogs below their humidity
limits. Sea salt particles have been found to
undergo chemical fractionation during the process
between their supply from sea spray into the air
and rainfall.

Studies on aerosols have shown that the size
distribution of particles in the troposphere changes
very little with altitude up to about 20,000 ft and that
it is a conservative property of the geographical
location more than of altitude. The most charac
teristic feature of the particles is that they have
peak concentration around 0,2-0,3 fL diam. and that
their source is in the near surface atmosphere.
It has been found possible to infer the relative
colloidal stability of clouds during different seasons
and in different locations from a knowledge of
aerosol state of the atmosphere.

Cloud Particles

The role of giant sea sal t nuclei in the formation
of large size droplets in clouds, the influence of
wake capture and of electric fields on the collision
efficiency of cloud droplets and the refinements
introduced in computations on collection efficiency
of small drops (less than 30 (1. radius) have been
considered.

The majority of large droplets in clouds which
may freeze and rime while ascending in up-currents
above the O°C. level seem to originate on giant sea
salt nuclei. The careful methods employed for
detection of collisions in model experiments by the
charge transfer technique, devised with a view to
verifying computational results in the size range
30-130 fL radius, have not provided a definitive
answer. Computed collision efficiencies have been
considered to be approximately correct in the higher
size range, but experimental verification by more
accurate means has been found essential for drop
lets in the smaller size range. The theoretical
prediction that the collection efficiency of droplets
less than 19 fL radius is zero has been supported by
experiments. At drop radius ratio less than 0'1,
the experimental values of collection efficiency are
found to be higher than the calculated values and
failed to show sharp cut-off as predicted by theory.
It was pointed out that theory itself might be
unreliable in this region.

Some advance has been made in the understand
ing of the probable features aiding coalescence when
droplets are charged or when set in an electric field.
The electric forces may distort the liquid surfaces
so that drainage of the air film and formation of
liquid bridge are facilitated. The efficiency of colli
sion between 5 fL droplets and 30 fL drops was found
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to increase by a factor of 10 in an electric field of
2100 V./cm.

Atmospheric Ice, Nuclei

The precautions found necessary to obtain valid
measurements with millipore filters, sources of
origin of the ice-forming nuclei and their role in
precipitation and the implication of the observed
pattern of lunar influence on rainfall with latitude
on the possible air-exchange mechanisms between
the stratosphere and the troposphere figured promi
nently in this session.

One point of interest which emerged from studies
using millipore filter is that the millipore filter when
used in conjunction with mixing-type cloud chamber
will reveal whEther the ice nucleating material
under question is a good sublimation or freezing
nucleus.

As regards the nature of origin of the ice-forming
nuclei, i.e. terrestrial or extraterrestrial,_ there have
been evidences in support of both. Some of the
investigations reported pointed out that the ice
nuclei distributions are more closely related with
upper air circulation (the position of jet stream)
than to surface weather patterns. Ice nuclei and
giant sea salt nuclei have been considered to playa
combined role sometimes in the development of
individual precipitation elements as, for example,
when embroys of graupel pellets form as a result of
interaction between supercooled drops grown on
giant sea salt nuclei and ice crystals formed on
ice nuclei near the tops of clouds.

Ice Nucleation and Crystal Growth

The importance of fit between the crystal lattice
of ice and that of the nucleating substances, the
existence of an activation process in the case of
some solid particles under dry and very cold condi
tions which helps to initiate ice phase even after
the particles have been warmed to temperatures
near O°C., and the possible interactions between
water molecules and the surface structure of nuc
leators which appear to play vital role in the case
of certain organic compounds known for their effi
cient ice nucleation received attention in this
session.

It has not been so far fully understood what is
the most important requirement for a good ice
nucleator. In an interesting experiment described,
it has been found that the phase which best fits
the nucleator has been preferentially nucleated
even though that phase has the lower stability.
In the case of certain solid particles, ice once formed
and retained in the capillaries has been found to
be the source of their ice-forming ability - a process
which does not depend on the property of the
particles but only on their surface characteristics,
such as low contact angle, existence of capillaries,
pores, etc. In the case of organic substances, the
formation of hydrogen bond between water and a
polar group on the nucleating molecule appears to
be the controlling factor for nucleation. It has
been found possible to explain a large- portion of
the observed variation in the nucleating power of
similar organic compounds on the basis of energy
differences only without recourse to crystallographic
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considerations. In the case of silver iodide acting
as ice nucleus, the mechanism of contact nucleation
appears to play significant role.

Ice and Snow Crystals

The characteristic features of ice crystal growth
in the temperature range -40° to -90°C., the
probable cause for the observed dislocations in the
natural snow and hoar crystals and the factors
which contribute for the' stability of ice crystal
movement in the atmosphere were the important
items considered in this session.

Entrapped aerosol particles have been shown to
be mainly responsible for the observed dislocations
in snow crystals. The crystal porosity has been
pointed out to be one more vital factor to be
considered, in addition to the parameters charac
terizing the value of Reynolds number, for judging
the growth of ice crystals in supercooled clouds.

The famous Nakaya's Ta-S diagram regarding
the temperature conditions for various crystal
shapes has been verified in actual practice by direct
observations on the shapes of snow crystals in
clouds by the 'Snow Crystal Sonde' technique
developed very recently.

Precipitation Physics

The influence of cloud structure on precipitation
in middle Europe, the effect of drop disintegration
on raindrop size distribution, the possible mechan
isms by which ice can form in natural clouds at
temperatures warmer than -10°C. figured promi
nently in this session.

One of the interesting features pointed out in
the case of a particular type of drizzling rain from
fairly low nimbo-stratus clouds with no noticeable
updraft inside, popularly - known in Japan as
, Saiu " has been that cloud particles, after having
grown by condensation to certain size, get off
immediately without growing any larger inside the
cloud by collision-coalescence mechanism. Wide
droplet spectra in clouds -of middle Europe have
been found to be associated with rain down the
valley and narrow spectra with snowfall. Pre
activated nucleus mechanism and drop agitation
mechanism have been provisionally considered to
be relatively more important for primary ice forma
tion in small cumulonimbus clouds.

Hail Studies

The mode of hailstone growth, its structure inter
pretation and the various heat transfer mechanisms
operating in the course of growth history of the
hailstone were the important items considered.

An examination of hailstones has revealed that
they grow as three-dimensional arrays of almost
completely frozen lobes separated by regions of
spongy ice characterized by radial lines of bubbles.
Knobs produced by the lobes on hailstone are
found to serve as excellent heat loss regions. This
fact combined with the results of some laboratory
experiments, which showed that unfrozen water
instead of being shed could be retained to give a
spongy ice-water mixture, has been found to explain
the growth of hailstones to a diameter of 8 em.
without becoming appreciably spongy. One of the
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most striking features pointed out about hailstone
structure is the very short transition from large
crystalline to small crystalline zones and vice
versa. Characteristic air bubbles embedded in
transparent ice have been considered to be a reli
able sign of wet growth.

Radar Meteorology

Discussions on Signal Integrator Device, fabri
cated at the National Severe Storms Laboratory of
the US Weather Bureau, for obtaining estimates of
weather echo average power, using solid state
circuitry of the type used ·in digital computers and
monostable transistor circuits, and on 3·2 cm.
pulsed Doppler radar developed at the Meteoro
logical Research Institute, Tokyo, to measure the
size distribution of raindrops at different heights
in the vertical, were of considerable interest during
this session.

Measurements made with a vertically pointing
5·45 cm. pulsed Doppler radar have revealed the
presence of what is known as . balance level' where
the mean Doppler velocity becomes zero on account
of half the reflectivity observed having been contri
buted by rising particles and the remaining half by
falling ones. The feature appears to be very inti
mately related with 'first echoes 'in convective
clouds, which have been observed to develop in
the upward and downward directions at roughly
the same rate. One of the interesting features
pointed out from study of an extratropical cyclone
was that the bright band observed on the radar
screen has been found lifted up by 1000 m. within
a few minutes. The effect is interpreted as due to
lifting up of the pre-existing melting layer by the
sudden updraft brought out by the advancement
of the cyclone centre over the area.

Atmospheric Electricity

This was the session in which maximum number
of scientific papers were presented. The several
possible charge generation mechanisms considered
responsible for the observed electric state of the
atmosphere. of cloud droplets and of precipitation,
and the influence of thunder and lightning on the
precipitation characteristics attracted attention in
this session.

Two charge generation mechanisms, i.e. whenever
bubbles produced by wave action break and wh~n

ever there is volcanic eruption, have been pointed
out to be operating at the surface of the sea.
Ejection of photoelectrons, frictien, desorption of
gases are some of the new nrocesses suggested for
production of electric charge on a small scale.
It has been f0und possible to reconcile the con
flicting results of most of the experiments on charge
production during riming by taking into account
the effect of non-uniformity of the growing hydro
meteor (when ice crystals and supercooled water
drops coexist in clouds, the growing hailstone
becomes more rough and this feature is considered
responsible for enhancement of charge) and velocity
of impact.

An interesting observation reported was that
addition of small quantity of ammonia to water
before freezing would reduce the thermoelcctric

power of ice to zero or even change the sign - a
feature which is of possible importance to cloud
physics as it suggests a mean~ of investigation or
even control of thunderstorm activity. One very
interesting phenomenon pointed out in connection
with studies relating to clouds of volcanic eruption
was that the clouds so formed produced rain and
lightning even when they rose to only a few kilo
metres in altitude. The evidence suggests that the
electric charges observed in the cloud have been
acquired by a subterranean process and not by
mechanisms acting after the affluent gases had
entered the atmosphere. No one single process
of charge generation known has been found to
explain satisfactorily the observed electrical state
of rain in the tropics.

Attempts made by chaff seeding - a novel tech
nique which is being experimented in USA with a
view to bringing about reduction in the electric
fields of thunderstorms - have shown encouraging
results.

Atmospheric Radioactivity

Features relating to the interaction between
radioactive substances and aerosols, atmospheric
washout and the radioactivity of precipitation were
the main items of investigations considered during
this session.

The mean life of radioactive ion is found to be
inversely proportional to the concentration of
condensation nuclei in the atmosphere. The
• melting zone effect' which pointed out reduced
content of fission products in the transition zone
from solid to liquid precipitation has been consis
tently observed. The high value of the ratio of
Cs-137 to Sr-90 (2'7) observed in rain-water in
Japan suggested re-examination of the comparatively
low value (1·7) obtained in rainfalls in UK and other
countries.

Cloud Modification

Some of the more eflicient cold cloud seeding
techniques which have been recently developed,
the comparative merits and demerits of silver
iodide and solid carbon dioxide when used as seed
ing agents, the results of seeding experiments con
ducted in fogs, clouds and hail, and some of the
important lessons learnt irom long-term cloud
seeding experiments using silver iodide, were the
subjects figuring prominently during this session.

Studies on metaldehyde whieh is seen to possess
remarkable qualities as an ice nucleator even at
temperature as high as -0·4°C. have opened up a
new and promising field for experiments on weather
modification. Use of liquid propane, which has
been found to yield' very large numbers of ice
crystals when sprayed in supercooled clouds or in
air supersaturated with respect to ice, suggested
one more new line of approach in this connection.
The latter method has been experimented and
found effective in the dispersal of supercooled fogs.
A point of extreme importance suggested as a
result of 10 years of silver iodide seeding experi
ments in mountainous regions in France is that
silver iodide might have no ice-forming action in
natural clouds such as observed in cloud chambers.
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The doubt has been further strengthened by the
results of later experiments conducted on stationary
orographic clouds both with silver iodide and liquid
carbon dioxide. The results of silver iodide seeding
trials by aircraft in Western Quebec, Canada, during
1959-63, which have been conducted with utmost
care and all possible precautions, have indicated a
slight negative effect. Experiments in progress in
Japan have suggested that silver iodide seeding has
been effective in increasing annual rainfall.

Cloud seeding experiments with silver iodide
conducted so far have in general not been con
sidered sufficiently sensitive to give unequivocal
results. The factors pointed out as responsible for
the uncertainty are: (1) silver iodide on some occa
sions may increase precipitation and on other occa
sions may as well decrease it; (2) seeding may
increase the variance of rainfall in the test region,
and hence extend the time necessary to achieve a

significant result; and (3) cumulative effects due to
seeding, if any, will make the design of the ran
domized experiment progressively more insensitive.
The design of future experiments in this connection
should be suitably improved so as to reduce or
eliminate these effects. The Upper Geyser Basin
area of Yellow Stone Park (7300 ft m.s.!.) in USA,
where ground-based supercooled clouds form in
abundance in winter from moisture from hot springs,
has been considered to be one of the finest outdoor
laboratories in the world for conducting studies
and research related to atmospheric and other
natural sciences.

In the only paper of its kind presented on
hail suppression, it has been pointed out that firing
of explosive rockets in Kenya does reduce the
damage caused by hail, a result which has not been
readily deduced from the previous experiments
conducted in other parts of the world.

Micro-metallurgy-The Role of Minute Additions to Ferrous &
Non-ferrous Metals & Alloys-A Symposium

P. K. GUPTA

National Metallurgical Laboratory, Jamsheopur

M ICRO-METALLURGY, with special refer
ence to metals and allovs, is of basic
importance in the context of develop

ment of alloys and super-alloys, which depend
chiefly for their metallurgical characteristics and
physical properties on the minute additions of
certain elements. The subject of micro-metallurgy
is not new. Examples of minute additions of vari
ous substances to metals exerting harmful effects.
or conferring beneficial properties, particularly in
the case of ferrous and non-ferrous alloys, are
abundant. However, the mechanism of action of
micro-additions is not yet properly understood and
presents to the theoretical scientist and the metal
lurgist considerable scope for research and develop
ment work. With a view to focusing attention
on' the various aspects of micro-metallurgy, a
symposium on 'Micro-metallurgy' was organized
by the National Metallurgical Laboratory (NML)
during 29.March to 1 April 1965. The symposium
provided an international forum for discussing the
role of minute additions to ferrous and non-ferrous
metals and alloys, and for exchanging technical
know-how, examining interrelated problems and
facilitating further study and research on the sub
ject. More than 200 delegates, including some top
ranking scientists and technologists, participated
in the deliberations of the symposium. Of these,
twelve were from abroad.
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Welcoming the delegates, Dr B. R. Nijhawan,
Director, NML, surveyed the research and develop
ment projects essential to the growth of mineral
and metallurgical industries, which NML had been
called upon to handle during the successive five
year plans. He observed that a prominent place
has been given in the laboratory's research pro
grammes to research in the field of micro
metallurgy.

Shri Asoka Mehta, Deputy Chairman, Planning
Commission, inaugurating the symposium, observed
that the subject of the symposium was of profound
interest, particularly to the developing countries
lacking in certain crucial metals. He congratulated
Dr Nijhawan and his colleagues for organizing
international symposia and for the splendid work
they have done in diverse fields.

Dr Husain Zaheer, Director-General, Council of
Scientific & Industrial Research, addressing the
delegates, complimented NML for the valuable
work done in diverse fields of metallurgy and the
number of project-oriented industrial problems
undertaken on behalf of industries. He referred
to the tribute paid to NML by the Third Reviewing
Committee headed by Sir A. Ramaswamy Mudaliar
that the laboratory, with its interest in applied and
basic metallurgical research, has forged close links
and won the confidence of Indian mineral and
metallurgical industries. The valuable suggestion
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made by the Reviewing Committee that NML
should also focus attention on fundamental aspects
of the work being carried out in the laboratory
has been implemented by holding the sympo
sium on micro-metallurgy, a subject in which the
laboratory has done pioneering work.

Sir jehangir Ghandy, Chairman, Executive
Council, NML, speaking on the occasion, stated
that. ML has been holding an international svmpo
sium every year on subjects of fundamental and
applied metallurgical interest and this is the
fourteenth annual symposium to be organized under
its auspices. Sir Jehangir observed that NML has
undertaken important research programmes on
various aspects of micro-metallurgy. These related
to grain size control in steel and abnormality and
strain-ageing effects in steel. Research is abo
being conducted in micro-additions of rare earth
elements to stainless steels and aluminium-magne
sium alloys, and on the ageing of aluminium alloys.
In addition, studies on phase changes in relation to
micro-constituents, micro-metallurgy of aluminium
silicon alloys and heat resistant alloys, and analyti
cal techniques are being made.

Shri M. S. Rao, Chairman, Hindustan Steel Ltd,
who was the Chief Guest, referred to the yeoman's
service that NML has rendered to Hindustan Steel
Ltd, not merely through general research studies
carried out, but also by carrying out pilot plant
studies, specifically for Hindustan Steel Ltd, on
beneficiation of the iron ores for the three steel
plants, and also studies on the sintering of Barsua
iron ore for the Rourkela and the Rajhara iron ore
for the Bhilai steel plants. NML is regarded as the
main research centre for original studies for
Hindustan Steel Ltd. Continuing, Sh~i Rao said
that purposive research on micro-constituents in
metals and alloys would put in our hands not only
the abilitv to control or eliminate their occurrence
so as to improve the speed and quality of produc
tion of metals and alloys with reference to the
raw materials available in the country, but would
also enable us to replace certain rare and costly
metals not readily available in the country in the
making of alloy steels by indigenously available
metals.

Technical Sessions

Twenty-nine papers .covering various facets o'f
micro-metallurgy were presented and discussed in
six technical sessions.

At the first session, five papers were presented.
R. 1. Craik (Bisra Laboratories, UK) presented
the results of laboratory trials relating to low
carbon high manganese, niobium and vanadium
steels in both controlled rolled and normalized
conditions. Low carbon contents in ferrite-pearlite
steels have been found to improve toughness and
weldabilitv of the steels. However, in air-cooled
carbon steels, low carbon contents lead to coarse
ferritic grain structures which bave an adverse
effect on the yield strength and toughness pro
perties of steels. Manganese lowers the transfor
mation temperature and when present in mode
rate amounts improves toughness. Niobium and
vanadium are excellent grain refining additions.

j. M. Capus (Gillette Industries, UK) presented
the results of studies on the influence of residual
trace elements on the mechanical properties of
constructional alloy steels. Phosphorus, arsenic,
antimony and tin, in trace amounts, have been
found to promote temper-brittleness of alloy steels;
silicon and manganese procluce the same effect
when present in larger amounts. The embrittle
ment of quenched and tempered alloy steels around
350°C. can be promoted by nitrogen. Sulphur is
a contributing element in high temperature em
brittlement as well as the brittleness encountered
in welding.

1. Nemethy (Atlas Steels, Canada) discussed the
role of rare earth metals in stainless steel making.
After the Second World War, stainless steels are being
produced on a mass scale due to their numerous new
applications such as automobile rims, cooking utensils,
architectural appliances and food processing equip
ment. A number of special grade austenitic stainless
steels have been developed for special applications,
such as the extra low carbon austenitic stainless
steels, molybdenum bearing stainless steels, special
austenitic steels for cold heading and welding wire
applications, etc. Despite many improvements, the
processing of stainless steels presents some difficulties,
particularly during the initial stage of hot working.
The author criticallv discussed the effect of rare
earth metals' addition to solve the problem of hot
workability.

Techniques for the study of micro-phases and
their influence on properties of materials were
discussed by D. Scott [National Engineer
ing Laboratory (NEL), UK). In NEL, many
metallographic techniques are currently in use
in materials research, including electron micro
scopy, replica methods, thin foil techniques, fracto
graphy, dynamic electron metallography, etc.
B. F. Oliver, F. Garofalo, S. Arajs and R. Preistner
(Edgar C. Bain Laboratory for Fundamental
Research, United States Steel Corporation, USA)
contributed a paper on the purification of iron by
selective purification and oxidation zone melting.
Employing gas-metal oxidation reaction and zone
smelting simultaneously, several high purity irons
have been successfully prepared in a levitating zone
melter. Iron samples ranging in purity from 99·89
to approximately 99·99 per cent with low interstitial
contents have been obtained.

In the second technical session, Y. Imai (Tohoku
University, japan) presented the results of studies
on the transformation of austenite to martensite
based on statistical thermodynamics and crystallo
graphy using iron-nitrogen alloys and the results
were compared with those obtained in the case of
iron-carbon alloys. M. Tanino (Yawata Iron &
Steel Co., japan) dealt with the effect of addition of
a small amount of vanadium and niobium on the
macro-structures and the strength of pro-eutectoid
ferrite of iron-carbon alloys. It has been found
that the strength of pro-eutectoid ferrite in steels
containing vanadium and niobium is generally
higher than that in plain carbon steels, and the
maximum strength can be obtained when the steels
are cooled at the rate of 60-80°C./min. T. Saito
(Technical Research Laboratory, "Kawaski Steel
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Corporation, Japan) dealt with the effect of minor
elements on normal grain growth in singly oriented
silicon iron and presented data relating to the
normal grain growth of cold rolled 3 per cent silicon
iron sheet. The rate of primary grain boundary
migration has been found to be strongly retarded
by the existence of minute quantities of impurity
elements such as silver, gold, copper, nickel, tita
nium, niobium, antimony, sulphur, selenium and
tellurium. The value of free energy of activation
for primary grain boundary migration in specimens
containing sufficient addition of these elements is
in close agreement with the free energy of activa
tion for lattice self-diffusion of ~-iron. Impurity
atoms with a low intragranular solubility segregate
preferentially at the grain boundary because they
can reduce the misfit energy; then the free energy
of activation for boundary migration tends towards
a value approaching that characteristic of lattice
self-diffusion.

T. R. S. Goel (Delco Radio Division, USA) and
F. H. Vitovec (University of Wisconsin, USA)
presented the results of studies on grain boundary
segregation in binary iron-molybdenum alloys based
on variations of grain boundary internal friction
peak with increasing concentration of molybdenum
in iron. The activation energy for grain boundary
segregation of molybdenum in iron has been calcu
lated to be 5300 cal.Jmole. The segregation of
molybdenum in the test sample has been verified by
X-ray microscopy using Co-K~ radiation.

In the third session, six papers were presented.
Research in micro-metallurgy at the NML formed
the subject of a paper by Dr B. R. Nijhawan.
Almost a decade back, at one of the NML symposia,
the role of micro-metallurgy in relation to alloy
steels was discussed, with particular reference to
some pioneering work undertaken in the field at
NML. Basic and applied researches on diverse
facets of micro-metallurgy have since been pursued;
the problems studied include the effect of micro
additions on grain size control of steel and on
abnormality, strain-ageing effects in steel in relation
to residual micro-constituents, micro-additions of
rare earths to stainless steels and aluminium-magne
sium alloys, micro-metallurgy of liquid metals,
ageing of aluminium alloys in relation to micro
constituents, micro-metallurgy of aluminium-silicon
alloys and heat resistant alloys and analytical
techniques for estimating the amounts of micro
constituents in alloys.

Abnormality in steels was discussed in a paper
presented by B. R. Nijhawan, A. B. Chatterjea and
S. S. Bhatnagar (NML). Micro-additions of alumi
nium and nitrogen to steels exercise significant
effects on their austenitic grain growth character
istics and physical properties. The effects of micro
additions of aluminium and nitrogen in relation to
the properties, isothermal transformation charac
teristics, MS points and grain growth characteristics
of steels were discussed in a paper entitled ' Micro
metallurgy of austenitic grain size control of steels'
by A. B. Chatterjea and B. R. Nijhawan (NML).
It has been established that in steels containing
optimum aluminium content, the precipitation of
AIN provided the requisite grain growth inhibition
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while its solution leads to abnormal grain growth.
The agglomeration of AlN in high aluminium bear
ing steels causes reversion to normal grain growth
behaviour.

K. B. Mehta (Foundry Forge, Heavy Engineering
Corp. Ltd, Ranchi) presented the results of his
studies on the effect of aluminium additions on the
primary 'grain size of steel castings carried out with
the object of determining whether a relatjonship
exists between the lattice of the nucleating particles
and that of the solidifying metal. The influence of
the casting conditions, such as the state of deoxida
tion of the melt, casting temperature, pouring rate
and turbulence of the melt during solidification on
the as-cast primary structure in steel castings has
been studied. The results obtained have indicated
that maximum grain refinement can be achieved
through combined effect of optimum aluminium
additions, low casting temperatures and suitable
turbulence. The effects of micro-impurities and
alloying elements on zirconium and zircaloy-2 were
discussed by H. C. Katiyar, P. Pande, K. B. Moorty
and N. K. Rao (Atomic Energy Establishment,
Trombay). L. J. Balasundaram and 'Rajendra
Kumar (NML) discussed the distribution and func
tion of micro-phases and micro-additions in metals
and alloys and attempted correlation of the micro
additions and subtractions with the mechanical
properties of steels.

At the fourth session, four papers were presented.
B. Minari, H. J. Latiere and R. Michaud (Centre
de Recherches Physiques, CNRS, France) presented
the results of their studies on the morphology and
polygonization of copper whiskers in the form of
ribbons.. From morphological studies it has been
deduced that the ribbon-shaped whiskers are rich
in dislocations. Annealing under elastic strain leads
to polygonization which cannot be explained unless
the presence of dislocations is assumed in the initial
ribbon. The importance of micro-metallurgy in
non-ferrous metals and alloys used in navy was
discussed by G. Venkateswarlu (Naval Chemical
& Metallurgical Laboratory, Bombay). Addition
of arsenic (0·02-0·06 per cent), antimony or phos
phorus inhibits the dezincification in alpha brasses
used for condenser tubes. Addition of 0·03-0'45.
per cent iron improves the resistance to impinge
p1ent attack of cupro-nickel alloys in sea water
environment. Aluminium bronzes containing small
amounts of silicon, nickel or iron have been found
to possess high strength and corrosion resistance.
The influence of small amounts of boron and zirco
nium on hot working characteristics and creep
rupture properties of some vacuum melted nickel
base alloys was reviewed by V. N. Madhav Rao
and R. V. Tamhankar (Defence Metallurgical
Laboratory, Hyderabad). The combined effect of
the two elements has been found to be more than
additive. The permissible amount of the two
elements has been found'to be critical. Stress rupture
strengthening brought about by micro-additions
of Band Zr has been found to be accompanied by
increase in total rupture ductility, K. Balarama
moorthy, B. C. Katiyar and N. K. Rao (Atomic
Energy Establishment, Trombay) contributed a
paper on the effect of minor additions of alloying
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elements on the irradiation behaviour and mecha
nical properties of natural uranium. Carbon and
aluminium have been found to have a marked
effect in minimizing volume increase during irradia
tion of uranium. Molybdenum also has a bene
ficial effect, while chromium, iron, nickel and
titanium have no effect. Chromium has been
found to be very effective in promoting grain
refinement and increasing the strength of ura
nium at room temperature. High carbon con
tents do not counteract the beneficial effects of
chromium.

Six papers were presented at the fifth session.
Jatinder Mohan (NML) presented the results of a
study on the effect of micro-additions of different
elements on the surface tension of Swedish iron
ores. It has been observed that addition of 0·05
per cent silicon, molybdenum, phosphorus, calcium,
vanadium, nickel or chromium causes rise in sur
face tension of the iron, whereas addition of alumi
nium, titanium, lead, manganese, sulphur and
zinc at the same concentration level lowers the
surface tension. Antimony, tin and copper do not
have any noticeable effect. A paper presented by
M. Croutzeilles and J. Moriceau (Metallurgical
Research Centre, Pechiney, France) dealt with
studies on the distribution of impurities in the
allovs Be-Fe, Be-AI and Be-Si and several varieties
of commercial beryllium employing electron micro
scopy and micro-diffraction techniques. It has been
observed that heat treatment of commercial beryl
lium does not have any influence on some of the
impurities which always remain out of solution.
Iron has an important role. At 800°e., beryllium can
dissolve 0·25 per cent iron and ageing treatments
in the range 500-700°C. precipitate the oriented
phase BellFe, mainly in the grain boundaries. In
the presence of aluminium, the solubility of iron
in beryllium falls considerably. The nature of the
precipitate appearing during ageing treatment at
500-700°C. depends on the temperature of heat
treatment. The precipitate appears in the bounda
ries and decorates the dislocations within the grains.
G. P. Chatterjee, B. P. Sen and J. Bhattacharjee
(Hindustan Steel Ltd, Durgapur) reviewed the
results of their recent investigations on the nature
of micro-constituents in metals and alloys employ
ing the electron microprobe and by some specialized
chemical techniques based on the use of X-ray
diffraction. It has been shown that the ferrite
banding in steel, usually attributed to micro
segregation of phosphorus, may be due to some
other reasons. A special heat treatment for elimi
nating the banding and methods developed for
recovering inclusions in steel for structure study
were reported.

Ved Prakash (NML) reviewed the progress made
in understanding of the role of trace elements
in the ageing of some aluminium base alloys.
Y. N. Trehan, S. P. Bhadra, P. K. Gupte and
B. R. Nijhawan (NML) presented the results of
their studies on micro-additions to AI-Mg wrought
alloys. The results obtained on the effects of addi
tion of misch metal up to 3 per cent, silver up to
0·1 per cent, copper up to 0·1 per cent to AI-7 per
cent Mg alloys were presented. It has been observed
that additions of misch metal do not cause any
significant changes in the hardness of the alloys
after ageing. Addition of silver and copper im
proves the response to age-hardening at 250°C.
Such improvement is perceptible on ageing for
24-100 hr after quenching from the solution-treat
ment temperature. N. G. Banerjee (NML) reviewed
the recently developed methods for the analysis of
gases in metals and alloys, and discussed the merits
and demerits of the conventional methods in use
for the determination of nitrogen and hydrogen.
R. D. Naidu and M. Nirmala (Defence Metallurgical
Laboratory, Hyderabad) described a spectroscopic
method for the determination of micro amounts
of different elements in steels. The method consists
in grinding a filed flat of the specimen at one spot
to form the electrode surface, to which a low voltage
condensed discharge is directed from a graphite
counter electrode. The spectrum is photographed
and the intensity ratios of the spectral lines of the
selected pairs of elements determined with the
microphotometer. The photographic plates are
calibrated with a group of iron lines whose relative
intensities have been measured previously. The
concentrations of the elements are plotted against
the respective intensity ratios to obtain standard
curves for the estimation of each element.

M. K. Ghosh, P. e. Debnath, Sumitra Dasgupta
and B. e. Kar (NML) described some new methods
developed at NML for the spectrographic analysis
of micro-constituents in ferrous and non-ferrous
metals and alloys. These include methods for the
estimation of boron in steel; trace amounts of
aluminium in steel; magnesium in nodular cast
iron; copper and magnesium in zinc alloys; trace
amounts of antimony in Pb-Sn solders; and impur
ities in tin. P. Koteswara Rao, S. 1. N. Acharyulu
and M. K. Joshi (Defence Metallurgical Laboratory,
Hyderabad) reviewed the analytical methods in
micro-metallurgy, including special methods, such
as micro and ultramicro techniques.

A resume of the symposium proceedings was
given at the end of the technical sessions by
Dr B. R. Nijhawan. The delegates were conducted
round the various research divisions of NML and
the pilot plants of the laboratory.
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Some Aspects of Lubrication & Combustion Problems of
Ground Vehicles at High Altitudes

N. K. CHAKRAVARTY

Institute of Armament Technology, Poona 12

Fig. 1 - Variation of pressure with altitude

TABLE 1 - FALL IN PRESSURE AND AIR DENSITY WITH

ALTITUDE
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should contain approximately 2'49 per cent by
volume of fuel. The air-fuel ratio works out to
10·08: 1. For a typical gasoline mixture, the lower
and higher inflammability limits are 1,1 and 6·6.
For the same gasoline, the gross calorific value and
theoretical air-fuel ratio (by wt) is respectively
20,000 B.t.u./lb. and 14·85 (ref. 3).

Thus, although under ideal conditions, the mix
ture composition entering the combustion chamber
at an altitude of 15,000 ft may remain within the
limits of inflammability, the combustion will be
incomplete, resulting in incomplete release of en
thalpy. The power output and efficiency of an
internal combustion engine depend on the heat of
combustion (enthalpy) of the fuel. Numerical calcu
lations relating brake efficiency with calorific value
are given in the Appendix. It is evident that the
brake efficiency becomes less at high altitudes due
to calorific value becoming less as a result of in
complete combustion.

Heimel and Duggert showed that the initial mixture
temperature has a direct effect on laminar flame
velocity (SL) and can be expressed by the following
equation with fair degree of accuracy:

SL = 1O+0'000342T~'O ... (2)

where To is the temperature of the working fluid.
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I NTERNAL combustion engines of both 5I.and
CI types are used at high altitudes. The fuels
and lubricants recommended for such engines

are generally suitable for sea-level conditions. With
change in altitude, there is wide variation in ait
density as a result of variation in air pressure and
temperature. This affects the combustion and
lubrication efficiency of the engines. The compres
sion ignition engines are designed to operate with
excess air (air-vapour ratio, 27) at normal sea-level
conditions to achieve a clear exhaust smoke. As
such, the power loss with altitude is much less in
CI engines as compared to 51 engines. Neverthe
less, there seems to be a definite advantage in using
petrol engines at high altitudes for the following
reasons: (i) the compression ratio of a diesel engine
is around 19: 1; that of petrol engine from roughly
6·1 to 8·5: 1. It is easier to turn over and start
the 51 engine using more volatile fuel in emergency
when all starting aids have failed; (ii) the basic
engine weight of a diesel engine is much higher than
that of a petrol engine; (iii) the 'cold-starting'
behaviour of a petrol engine is superior to that of a
diesel engine and can be adjusted easily by stipulat
ing suitably volatile components of the fuel used
for petrol engine; and (iv) a petrol engine generally
gives a rich mixture composition.

The discussion in this article has been restricted
solely to methods of improving the performance of
51 engines.

General Properties and Combustion
Problems of Gasolines

Considering tl-heptane as a typical component of
motor gasoline, we get for theoretically perfect
combustion

C7H16+1l0S = 7C02+8Ht O ... (1)

Thus, one volume of hydrocarbon vapours to
11 volumes of oxygen or assuming air to contain
20 per cent of oxygen (by vol.), one volume of
hydrocarbon vapours to 55 volumes of air are needed.
The theoretical mixture, therefore, contains 1/55 or
1·87 per cent of n-heptane (by vol.). Another method
of expressing mixture strength is to state the number
of parts by weight of air present for every part of
hydrocarbon vapours. In the above example, this
works out to 15·12: I for the theoretical mixture.

The relation hetween the pressures in mm. of
Hg and the altitude in 1000 ft as defined by the
International Commission for Air Navigation (ICAN)
is shown in Fig. I (ref. 1).

The relation between decrease in pressure and
density of air with height is evident from the data
presented in Table 1 (ref. 2).

It follows that at an altitude of 15,000 ft and
under ideal conditions, the theoretical mixture
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TABLE 2 - CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FUELS

Sp. gr. (60°F./60'F.) 0·7220 0·7070
RVP at 100°F., Ib.fsq. in. 5·0 6·5
Distillation
lEP, ooe. 48·0 40·0
Recovery ('Yo) at

50°C. 1·0
60'C. 1·5 6·0
80°C. 24·0 33·0

100'C. 64·0 65·5
130°C. 95·5 95·0
140°C. 97·0 96·5
FBP'C. 153 147
Loss 1·5 1·5

that the release of air gives rise to problems which
are insignificant compared to those arising from
vapour release and fuel boiling. Air release from
high vapour pressure fuels is, therefore, not dealt
with in this article. The percentage loss of fuel
(by wt) for altitudes 5000, 10,000 and 15,000 ft is
12,8, 15·2 and 15·0 respectively. The volumetric
rate of vapour evolution on change of altitude in
respect of two high vapour pressure fuel samples has
been reported to be 730 and 60S cu. ft/min./100 gal.
fuel. The main characteristics of the fuels are given
in Table 2.

No data concerning the extent of vapour loss at
lower altitudes are available in the published litera
ture. Nevertheless, from the data presented, it is
evident that the problem of fuel loss and vapour
release from volatile fuels at high altitudes is con
siderable and is expected to give rise to serious
troubles by way of ' vapour-lock' and reduction in
expected mileage. In addition, if adequate venting
in the fuel line is not provided or other precautions
are not taken, there is a possibility of excessive
pressure huild up in the fuel tanks. 'Two promising
methods by which both the fuel weight losses and
tank venting problems can be reduced seem to he a
moderate degree of tank pressurization or refrigera
tion of the fuel on the ground.

Spark Ignition
The influence of altitude on minimum spark igni

tion energy required to relight a combustion chamber
is appreciable. However, the mixture strength in
the chamber, particularly in the region of the
spark ignitor, is also an important consideration.
The work of Swett8 on minimum spark energy
requirement for propane-air mixtures using a fuel
air ratio 0·08 and spark duration of 600-800 flosec.
showed that the minimum spark requirement is
nearly doubled for a change of altitude of 5000 ft.

Lubrication
The problem of lubrication with change in alti

tude is relatively simple as the effect of altitude on
lubrication efficiency is solely related to lowering of
temperatures and the change in air pressure has no
bearing on lubrication efficiency. It is desirable to
use universal oils and greases where possible to
improve logistic reserve factors and simplify the

At high altitudes, considerable quantity of cold
air is inducted in the combustion chamber. An
approximate relationship between atmospheric tem
perature and altitude has been given in the Appen
dix. Eq. (2) shows that as a result of induction
of cold air and consequent lowering in temperature
of the working fluid, there is possibility of flame
velocity being affected which may give rise to
, knock' as a result of low temperature oxidation
of the fuel.

A simple way to improve the combustion efficiency
of gasoline at high altitudes seems to be incorpora
tion of some hydrocarbon soluble liquid oxidi7.er
which is expected to make up oxygen deficiency
and increase reaction velocity. The extent of
increase of reaction velocity should he such that
it should not give rise to flame travel of more than
1000 ft/sec., as such fast reaction is known to cause
, knock' or detonation.

Cold-starting
Twenty revolutions are regarded as the practical

limit for starting. BrownS found that an engine
could be started in approximately seven revolutions
if the 10 per cent evaporated point on the ASTM
distil1ation curve, expressed in OF., does not exceed
(engine temperature °F.+ 100) X 1·25.

It is, however, evident that 10 per cent distillation
temperature should not also be too low as this may
lead to 'vapour-locking '. BrownS obtained the
following relation for the minimum 10 per cent
evaporated point on the distillation curve for which
freedom from ' vapour-lock' trouhles can normally
be expected.

Minimum 10 per cent evaporation temp. (OF.)
= 100 + ! [avo atm. temp. (OF.)] ... (3)

The above relationship does not take into account
the viscous drag offered by lubricating oils. Never
theless, taking oil viscosity and fuel volatility into
consideration, 'cold-starting' can be easily effected
in a petrol engine.

Vapour and Air Release from Fuels
The solubility of air in petroleum hydrocarbon

products is small when expressed on weight basis.
However, up to 25 per cent by volume of air, mea
sured at· standard temperatures and pressures, can
dissolve in the lighter products, such as gasoline.
This dissolved air, however, affects the behaviour
of gasoline at high altitudes. There are a number
of different ways of expressing the solubility of a
gas in a liquid under equilibrium conditions. From
Henry's law of partial pressure

K =Pa/Na
where K is the soluhility coefficient; Pa, the pressure
of gas A in mm. Hg; and Na, mol. fraction of gas
A in solution.

The Bunsen absorption coefficient (0:) is defined as
the volume of gas reduced to O°C. and 760 mm.
which is absorbed by one volume of liquid under a
partial pressure of 760 mm. The other factor
affecting performance is the evaporation of fuel
due to reduction of altitude.

Air solubility has been exhaustively studied in
the ease of gasoline type fuelss,7. It has been shown

Fuel 1 Fuel 2
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TABLE 3 - SCHEDULE OF LUBRICANTS RECOMMENDED FOR OPERATION AT HIGH ALTITUDES'

Lubricant Specification Viscosity Pour
cs. point

OF.

Crankcase Detcrgent/dispersant oil CS 2994 5·0 (210'F.) -65
Gear (hypoid) Extreme pressure oil CS 3108 50000 (65'F.) -65
Gear (non-hypoid) Special formulation 5825 (-4O'F.) -65

Detergent/dispersant oil CS 2994 3·0 (210'F.) -65
Steering (hydraulically operated) Mineral lubricating oil DTD 585 10 (130'F.) -70
Water pump Multi-purpose grease Mil-G-I0924
Wheel hub do do
Hydraulic brake Hydraulic brake fluid CS 2906 A 4-6'5 (70'F) -50

Drop
point
of.

140
140

'Data based on information gathered during Vivian Fuch's Trans-Antarctic Expedition.

work of operators. Although generally the fall in
temperature with altitude can be calculated on the
basis of the equation presented in the Appendix, the
rate of decrease of temperature with altitude is
subject to considerable variations for local reasons.
The fall is generally less in winter than in summer,
less at night than <luring the day, less in plateau
than on mountain and still less in planes9 • In
addition, the vehicles have usually to ply at dif
ferent altitudes on a particular <lay. It is, there
fore, necessary to provide for lubricants which
should work satisfactorily at ambient temperature
ranging from + 120° to -50°F. A recommended
schedule of lubrication un<lcr different conditions is
given in Table 3.

Another way of achieving satisfactory lubrication
is to dilute the oil or grease with gasoline to obtain
the desired viscosity. However, this practice is not
desirable and is not conducive to efficiency, as
there will be loss of gasoline once the engine is
sufficiently heated up resulting in frrquent ' topping
up , operation of lubricants with gasolines.

Summary

Some salient features of SI engines have been
discussed with special reference to their use at
high altitudes in preference to CI engines. The
change in air-fuel ratio at altitudes of 15,000 ft has
been calculated. Relation between theoretical
b.h.p. and heat of combustion has been presented.
It has been shown that the composition of the
resulting mixture at 15,000 ft will be such that it
will lead to incomplete combustion resulting in
lower heat of combustion than the theoretical
value and consequently lower b.h.p. Mathematical
relationship linking 'cold-starting' ability of gaso-

lines with their volatility characteristics and pre
vailing engine temperature has also been presented.
It has been suggested that other possible major
troubles to be expected at high altitudes are:
(i) increase in spark energy requirements, (ii) air
vapour release resulting in 'vapour-lock', (iii) 'flame
extinction', and (iv) loss of fuel.

A method suggested for improving combustion
efficiency is incorporation of a liquid oxidizer. A
practical means to overcome troubles arising out of
air-vapour release at high altitudes has also been
suggested. A schedule of lubrication suitable for
use at ambient temperatures ranging from +120°
to -50°F. has been included.
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APPENDIX

Calculation of b.h.p.

I! an engine has a fuel consumption 0·5 Ib./b.h.p.
hr, the overall efficiency can be calculated from the
calorific value of the fuel used, e.g. 0·5 lb. fuel with a
net calorific value of '20,000 B.t.u./lb. supplies
10,000 B.t.u./hr to the engine. The brake output
is (33000 X 60)/778 B.t.u./hr, since 1 h.p. = 33,000 ft
lb./min. and 1 B.t.u.= 778 ft lb. The ideal brake
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efficiency is, therefore,
(33000x60)/(778 X 10000) = 25·5 per cent (approx.)

Calculation of Temperature

Talt. = Tstand.-0·0035 h

where Tall. is the environmental temperature at
any altitude; T't,nd., environmental temperature at
normal sea-level condition; and h, altitude in ft.



Integrated Field Intensity of Atmospherics 10 Relation to
Radio Wave Propagation

A. K. SEN

Institute of Radio Physics & Electronics, University of Calcutta, Calcutta 9

I N recent years, particularly during the IGY and
post-IGY periods, round-the-clock observations
of the integrated field intensity of atmospherics

(IFIA) at different frequencies particularly in the
very low frequency (v.I.t.) range have been syste
matically 'recorded in various parts of the world.
The object of these investigations are mainly
threefold: (1) to gather a better knowledge
about the world distribution of noise power at
various frequencies and to evaluate the spectral
distribution of the same; (2) to study the influence
of various meteorological phenomenon on the IFIA
and to explore the possibility of predicting noise
on a global basis; and (3) to observe the diurnal,
seasonal and solar cycle variations of the IFIA
besides the various transien t variati':ms and to
explain these on the basis of corresponding changes
in propagation conditions.

A vast amount of literature is now available on
the various aspects of atmospherics' measurements.
The purpose of this paper is to give a brief account
of the nature of atmospherics incluqing the histori
cal background of investigations on atmospherics
and to review the present state of knowledge parti
cularly in respect of the last aspect of the investiga
tions as mentioned above.

Nature of Atmospherics .

Interfering noise in the form of clicks, grinders,
sizzles often limit the useful sensitivity of a radio
receiver. The noise may either be man-made as
those generated in sparks in various types of elec
trical machinery or may be those generated by
electrical disturbances in the atmosphere such' as
lightning flashes. It is the latter type which is
termed as atmospheric noise, with which the present
review is concerned. It is now well established
that lightning flashes give rise to electromagnetic
impulses. In general, these impulses last about
100 fLsec. and have a spectral distribution of power
with a maximum at about 10 kc./s. The corre
sponding electromagnetic wave when received at a
distance is called an atmospheric.

The studies of atmosph~rics were commenced by
Appleton et aU and they found excellent correla
tion of atmospherics with lightning flashes. An
investigation by Schonland et ai. 2 revealed that
electrostatic and electromagnetic fields are generated
by a lightning discharge and it is the electromagnetic
radiation field that is propagated by reflection in
ionospheric layers to long distances. However, for
short distances either or both of the waves, viz.
ground wave and the sky wave, will be predominant.
Location of the sources of atmospherics by direction
finding methods have shown that the great majority
of the sources are situated in the region of definite
meteorological disturbances where thunderstorms

would be expected and very frequently where
thunderstorms are reported3• It has also been
shown that the major sources of atmospherics lie
in certain well-defined regions usually associated
with equatorial continental areas and that all
thunderstorms within 6000 km. of the observing
station are significant as possible sources. The
radiation field produced is the resultant of a large
number of individual disturbances, the mean dura
tion of the rapidly changing portion of each atmo
spheric being about 6 fLsec. These impulses arrive
in random time relationship and the ratio of peak
to average value is about 4. The number of
impulses received from a large distant storm centre
is probably not much less than about 3000/sec.
Brooks4 estimated that 50,000 thunderstorms occur
everyday throughout the globe and that on the
average about 2000 storms are in progress at any
moment. corresponding to at least 100 flashes per
second.

A lightning flash can be regarded as an impulse
generator having energy components extending over
a wide range of frequencies3. Within any specified
band the nature and intensity of atmospherics at a
place will, naturally, depend on (a) the distance of
the flash; (b) the power of the electromagnetic wave
radiated by the flash within the specified band;
(c) the waveform of the impulse generated by the
flash; (d) the height of the flash, for its effect on
propagation; (e) the orientation of the flash with
respect to the direction of propagation; and (f) the
propagation characteristics of the path for the
specified frequency, time and location.

The nature and intensity of the resultant response
in the receiver will depend on the magnitude of the
individual disturbances, duration of each distur
bance, the rate of repetition and the total duration
of the discharge. It will also depend on the fre
quency of operation and the bandwidth of the
receiver. Extensive studies of atmospherics have
been made before 1940 at a number of places,
though these early studies confined their attention
to the frequency range 10 kc/s. to 30 Mc/s.

Since then intensive studies on various aspects
are being carried out in many laboratories all over
the globe covering a frequency range from 1 cis.
to 10,000 Mc/s. These studies were initiated by the
pressing need for long-range navigation systems,
long distance communication and worldwide
frequency standards. Prompted by these needs
extensive theoretical as well as experimental studies
of radio propagation are, in fact, being made in
recent years, employing the electromagnetic energy
radiated by a continuous wave transmitter. \¥hile
theoretical studies are quite comprehensive, experi
mental studies are handicapped by the rather
limited power of such transmitters, particularly
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when propagation over long distances are considered.
The studies based on the harnessing of the results
of a study of IFIA characteristics, on the other
hand, offer a distinctive advantage over the conti
nuous method for the following reasons: (i) the
power radiated by a source of lightning is enormous
(of the order of 1000 kW. peak power at 10 kc/s.
for a 1 kc/s. bandwidth): (ii) propagation over
long distances is relatively easily detectable; and
(iii) the spectrum of the source radiations extends
over a very wide range of frequencies, which facili
tates also the spectral studies of radio propagation.

Experimental studies employing continuous wave
transmission is particularly impossible at extra
low frequencies (e.IJ.). In fact, there is no trans
mitter in operation at e.l.f. and between 25-50 kc/s.
Furt.her, since the sources of actiyity are distributed
over a wide area, interference effects between the
ground wave and the ionospherically reflected wave
are not likely to be present in the integrated field
intensity and hence the variations in IFIA truly
represent those of the ionospherically reflected
wave alone.

Studies of atmospherics can be classified under
one or the other of two well-defined topics:
(a) sources of atmospheric noise in lightning
discharge and (b) propagation of the electro
magnetic energy from lightning disc~arge.. Of
these, topic (a) can be further subdivided mto:
(i) nature of lightning discharge; (ii) characteristics
of an atmospheric from a single nearby lightning
discharge: and (iii) directional studies of sources
of atmospherics; and so far as (b) is concerned
investigations were mainly concentrated to study
the influence of propagation on waveforms, spectrum
and the peak field intensity of the atmospherics.

Besides the two topics mentioned above, intensive
studies are being made, in recent years, on the
properties of integrated atmospheric radio noise
for estimating or predicting the performance of a
given radio system and thus provide data useful
for the future design of the radio systems. During
the IGY period, two aspects of the integrated
atmospheric radio noise extensively studied were
the world distribution of noise power and the
description of noise structure in statistical termsS,6.

Besides these measurements to establish the distri
bution and properties of noise, other experiments,
in particular those of the diurnal variations of
noise at frequencies near 27 kc/s., were also carried
out with the object of studying factors affecting
radio wave propagation. The study of integrated
atmospheric radio noise has four distinct aspects,
viz. (i) the amplitude probability distribution
(APD): (ii) world distribution of noise power;
(iii) integrated field intensity; and (iv) waveforms.

In early measurements of the integrated atmo
spheric radio noise the objective in most cases was
to evaluate the noise level with a view to assessing
the interfering effects in radio transmissions of
various types. Moreover, the data were obtained
by observations at discrete time intervals. As a
result, only certain general features of atmospheric
radio noise level could be ascertained while the
finer structure of the variations of the radio noise
was largely overlooked.
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There has been no correlation between measure
ments made at different plac~s and consequently it
is exceedingly difficult to make comparison between
the results and deductions made at one place and
time with those made at another place and time.
Furthermore, a variety of different methods of
measurements have been employed and in the
absence of any agreed standard method of measure
ment it is difficult and often impossible to interpret
the results in terms of any known definition of
noise. In most cases the significance of the band
width of the receiver has not been appreciated and
corrections to a standard bandwidth is impossible.

It was only during the IGY that systematic
studies were started with continuous round-the
clock observations. And employing a relatively
large time constant in the detector recording equip
ment, a smooth trace, indicating directly the IFIA
as a function of time, was obtained in a form which
is rather easy to interpret. In certain observations,
by making a discharge time constant larger than
the charging time constant, the equipment was
made specially suitable for the recording of sudden
enhancement of atmospherics (s.e.a.) subsequent
to a solar flare. Such equipments were extensively
used in different countries for the radio patrol of a
solar flare. The same equipment will, in fact, be
highly suitable also for the recording of a s.e.a.
subsequent to a high altitude nuclear detonation
and also enhancements associated with certain
local meteorological disturbances. It is the purpose
of this paper to review the present state of know
ledge in the subject of integrated field intensity of
atmospherics particularly in relation to radio wave
propagation.

Regular Variations of the IFIA

The IFIA at a place exhibits a diurnal, seasonal
and yearly variation, which arises from the changes
of either of the source activity or of propagation
conditions or of both of them.

Diurnal variations - Diurnal variations in re
corded atmospherics were observed by a large
number of workers in different countries and the
results of these investigations have been reported
in literature3. During the IGY period, such studies
were continued with special emphasis on observa
tions of IFIA at a large number of countriesS- 12•

The general diurnal variation pattern has, in fact, been
subdivided in accordance with Recommendation
No. 40 of the World Meteorological Organiza
tion into the following parts: A - sunrise effect,
B - first minimum, C - re~overy effect, D ~ morning
minimum, E - afternoon maximum, F -late mini
mum, and G - night maximuml3• A typical record
of the diurnal variation showing these effects is
reproduced in Fig. 1. The sunrise effect has been
explained to be due to the absorption in the D-region
of the ionosphere which is formed with the sunrise
at the layer. Likewise, the night maximum marks
the disappearance of the D-region from the propaga
tion path12,U,15. The late minimum arises partly
due to variation of thunderstorm activity and partly
to the D-Iayer absorption16. The afternoon maxi
mum occurs due to the increase of local sources of
activity at such times, while the recovery effect
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Fig. 1 - Diurnal variation of the IFIA [A, sunrise effect;
~. first minImum; ~, recovery effect; D, morning minimum;
E. afternoon maximum; F,. late minimum; and G. night

maximum]

arises pr~sumably from a transient improvement of
propagation wIth some of the reflections from the
D-layerIS. Besides these. a sharp single or some
times, a double peak in intensity occurs just before
and Just after sun,set and, sunrise respectively.
Potterl7 ,and Khastglr ~nd AlI18 have given similar
explanations of the smgle peak. During sunset.
wlt~ t,he gradual d,sappearan~e of the ionizing solar
radIatIOns. the electron densIty of the D-Iayer as
well as that of the E-Iayer decreases. As a result
non-deviative absorption in the D-layer decreases'
while at. the same time deviative absorption in th~
E-layer mcreases. At the beginning. the increasing
;E-Iayer ~bsor~tion is, predominant thereby decreas
mg the mtenslt~. whIle after sunset the decreasing
D-Iayer absorptl?n be~omes more effective causing
an mcrease of mtenslty. The single peaks near
sunrise have also been explained by a similar
reasonmg. The double peaks sometimes observed
can be explained in terms of reflection involving
two layers, E and F. and the ~udden increase of the
h~ight of refl~ction from the lower E-Iayer to the
higher F-layer18•19. In fact, location of thunder
storm centres has been determined from the times of
occurrence of the peaks20. It is worthy of note that
the sunrise and the sunset effects had been previously
recorded by Espenschied et a1.2l . The diurnal charac
teristics of the distant atmospherics were also studied
by Khastgir22 and Khastgir and Ray23.

Seasonal variation - The integrated field intensity
of atmospherics exhibits a seasonal variation. The
noise level in the northern hemisphere is greater in
summer than in winter. This arises presumably
due to the greater source activity in the summer3.
However. the summer to winter ratio of the noise
level is highly variable with location as well as with
frequency. In regions near to the equatorial storm
centres. the seasonal effect is determined predomi
nantly by local meteorological conditions. For
instance, in India the atmospheric noise level is
exceptionally high in the monsoon period2': local
thunderstorms occurring in the premonsoon months
in the north-eastern part of India give rise to un
usually large atmospheric noise25. A typical record
of the .IFIA on a disturbed day is shown in Fig. 2
along ~ith the record for an undisturbed day for
comparison. The seasonal variation decreases with
increasing frequency until above about 15 Mc/s. it

2400/800

Hours 1ST

120006000000

be~om.es unim~ortant.. In polar regions, the radio
nOise IS exceptIOnally low in all seasons26.

From the available data. it seems that the seasonal
var!at!ons of the IFIA are, in general, dominated by
var~atlon 111 source acti~ity•. which is in fact highly
variable and. therefore. It wIll be rather difficult to
d.iscern any seasonal variation of propagation condi
tions from these studies.

Solar c:r.cle ~ariation - Influence of solar activity
on the IHA IS not yet clearly known. Austin27•28
found an inverse relationship between the yearly
averages of day-time noise level at 24 kc/s. and the
sunspot number. However, the correlation falls
markedly ~vhen the. averages of less than a year
were considered. Pickard has also indicated an
inverse correlation of the noise level at 1·3 Mc/s.
With sunspot number. The day-time noise level
at 15-25 .kc/s. is als? subje~ted to a small 27-day
cycle vanatlon associated With solar rotation. The
availa~le information is too meagre. However.
there IS a general tendency that the day-time noise
lev~1 ~ould be decreased with sunspot activity
whIch IS lIkely to 1I1crease the absorption. Besides
~he absorption, the source activity might also be
mfluenced by solar activity and one should be
cautious about this while interpreting the results.
In fact, Brooks29 has shown that the eleven-year
cycle of sunspot activity produces a variation of
about 11 per cent on either side of the mean noise
level. Recent mea!!urements of the IFIA in Japan
on the v.U. range mdlcated an annual variation of
inte.nsit,Y in inverse pr?portion to solar activity30.

It IS lIkely that the mverse relation arises from
propagation variations induced by solar activity.
~his ,deduction is justified by the. fact that propaga
tIOn m the v.U. range IS determmed predominantly

Fig. 2 - Comparison (If typical records of the lFIA on a
normal day with that on a disturbed day observed at Calcutta"
[Upper record shows the usual diurnal variations as observed
on a normal day. The lower record shows the gradual in
crease m atmospheric activity in thunderclouds prior to
a nor'wester. Markings A-G indicate the same effects as
10 FIg, 1. (a) RIse of IFJA at 1002 1m; (h) exceeding the
range of measurement at 1330 hrs; (c) re·entering the range
of measurements at 2230 hrs; and (d) attammg the normal

value at 0043 hrs on the follo,ving day]
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frequencies on certain nights; the fading may
have relation to the disturbed condition of the
ionosphere.

Scope for Further Investigations
The general features of the world distribution of

integrated noise power have been determined during
the IGY by a network of sixteen stations distributed
throughout the world49 . However, such studies
were confined to the measurement of the average
noise power within a 4 hr time block. As a result,
the detailed features of the integrated noise occur
ring within the time block would be smoothed out.
Further studies are needed in the world distribution
of the noise, with a network of a larger number of
stations and employing, preferably, time blocks of
shorter duration such as a 1 hr block, in order to
explore the true nature and the origin of the lati
tude and longitude dependence of the integrated
noise. Now that the statistical properties of the
integrated atmospheric noise have been determined
fairly well, the noise power could also be deduced
{rom the integrated field intensity of atmospherics.
Extensive theoretical and experimental studies have
been made on the propagation of continuous wave
transmissions49- 60. At present, the world distribu
tion of the sources of radio noise is now precisely
known61 along with the spectra of the sources.
By combining the knowledge about these aspects
of the noise sources with the known characteristics
of propagation it would now be possible to predict
radio noise on a worldwide basis. Observations
regarding the dependence of the integrated noise
on frequency might reveal important features of
radio propagation. For instance, the spectrum of
the source varies inversely as the square of the
frequency above about 10 kc/s., while the propaga
tion modified the source spectrum tending to
produce an inverse frequency dependence of the
integrated atmospherics. Further studies in
ascertaining the true nature of these frequency
dependences will be worth while. Besides this, the
s.e.a. produced by a solar flare or a high altitude
nuclear explosion reveal distinct features in the
spectra of the enhancements. For example, the
s.e.a. show a peak around 27 kc/s. when the enhance
ments are induced by a solar flare, while a peak at
120 kc/s. occurs when the enhancements are induced
by a high altitude nuclear detonation. The differ
ence might be due to a difference in height gradient
of electron density in the D-region in the two cases
and further studies in this direction would be
important since they provide a successful method
of detection of a high altitude nuclear explosion
from a long distance47• The diurnal variation of
IFIA has, in general, been explained in terms of
variations of either of the source activity or of
propagation or of both of them. However, certain
important features of the diurnal variation still
warrant further investigations. For instance, the
duration of the sunrise effect in the v.I.f. and 1.£.
ranges and particularly its frequency dependence
cannot be explained in terms of the existing
theories of radio propagation62• The afternoon
maximum is often characterized by a double peak
of which the first one arises from propagation

effect, while the second one is caused by the source
variations. The first peak caused by the propaga
tion effect indicates a variation affected by the
solar cycle variation. The diurnal pattern of the
variation of IFIA often exhibit unusually large
enhancements associated with local meteorological
disturbances. Such enhancements supplemented by
directional studies of atmospherics would provide
an aid to weather forecasting. For example, there
are definite indications that thunderclouds produce
large increases of integrated atmospherics several
hours before their culmination into a thunder
storm25• The seasonal variation has not been
studied thoroughly. However, there are indications
that the seasonal variation is dominated by local
meteorological conditions. The wide variation of
the activity of the sources in different seasons
makes it rather difficult to discern any seasonal
variation of propagation. However, the seasonal
variation has a potential usefulness in assessing
the meteorological conditions in the neighbourhood of
the observing station. So far as the solar cycle varia
tion is concerned, although there is a general agree
ment in the finding of the inverse correlation with
sunspot activity, the cause is not yet precisely known
and further investigations would be informative.

Summary
A brief account of the nature of atmospherics

including the historical background of the investiga
tions on atmospherics is given. The advantages
of the IFIA studies as compared to the continuous
wave method in providing data useful for the future
design of radio systems are pointed out. The
results of observations made on the IFIA during
the IGY period and post-IGY period at a number
of places are reviewed with special emphasis on
aspects which affect radio wave propagation. The
nature of and causes for diurnal, seasonal and
solar cycle variations, sudden enhancements and
decreases originating from solar flares and high alti
tude nuclear explosions and long period fluctuations
are discussed. The scope for further investigations
on the IFIA in relation to radio wave propagation
is indicated.
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Measurement of Pressure in High & Ultrahigh Vacuum Regions Using
Ionization Gauges: Part I- Hot Cathode Gauges

S. K. SHARMA
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THE problem of production and measurement
of pressures in high and ultrahigh vacuum
regions (pressure of the order of 10-3 to

10-8 mm. of mercury is referred to as high vacuum
and below that as ultrahigh vacuum) has gained
considerable importance in the field of vacuum
technology. Applications of ultrahigh vacuum
technique is indispensable in many investigations
where gases of very high purity arc needed, parti
cularly in thermonuclear machines1 and for study
ing the interaction2 of electrons, ions and the
atoms in a gas. Other fields where high vacuum
techniques find application are in the study of the
physics and chemistry of surfaces3 and production
of thin film circuit elements for microcircuitry·,
superconducting films for cryotrons5 in logic and
memory devices and vacuum evaporated ferro
magnetic films used in computer memory systems.
Also, the testing of electronic components under
conditions simulating free space8 will probably
require pressures as low as 10-18 mm. of mercury.

Until 1950, devices were not available for the
measurements of pressures in the ultrahigh vacuum
region. Among the techniques developed for the
measurement of very low pressures one is the
method of measuring the partial pressures of the
gases present in a system using the mass spectro
graphs? But the total pressure is not evaluated
with this method and it is only the ionization gauge
in its various forms and modifications which has
adequate sensitivity for the measurement of the
total pressure in the regions of high and ultrahigh
vacua. In 1957, Gomer et at.s succeeded in pro
ducing an ultimate vacuum estimated by them
to have a pressure of the order of 1O-1? mm. of
mercury and only recently Lafferty9 has developed
a device for the accurate measurement of such low
pressures.

Even though several reviews10- 1? covering the
field of production and measurement of vacua have
been published from time to time, many important
developments have taken place in this field recently
and it would be worth while to focus attention on
these developments.

A survey of the literature dealing with the use
of ionization gauges for vacuum measurements
shows that these gauges could be divided into
two classes, viz. hot cathode types and cold cathode
types. The present paper reviews the recent develop
ments in the field of the design and operation of
hot cathode type gauges.

Measurement of High Vacuum
Most common devices18 for the measurement of

pressures in this range are the McLeod gauge,
Knudsen gauge, Pirani gauge and the ionization

gauge. McLeod gauge is an absolute gauge and
is used for the measurement of pressures ranging
from I mm. to 10-8 mm. of mercury. It cannot be
used for the entire high vacuum range since the
vapour pressure of mercury at 20°C. is relatively
high (~ 10-3 mm. of mercury). The readings with
this gauge are never very dependable below 10-5

mm. of mercury and in order to eliminate mercury
vapours from the system it is necessary to insert a
liquid air trap. The other disadvantages of this
gauge are that it does not indicate the pressure of
condensable gases and vapours like carbon dioxide,
water vapours, etc., and does not give the con
tinuous indications of pressure when pressure
changes. In addition to the above disadvantages,
it takes also appreciable time to make observa
tions of pressure. Various modifications19 to the
original McLeod gauge have been suggested recently
and as a result the accuracy of the gauge has
been increased enormously in the above-mentioned
ranges.

The Pirani gauge, based on the dependence of
thermal conductivity of gases on pressure, cannot
be used below 10-3 mm. of mercury, because at such
low pressures the heat loss by conduction becomes
negligibly small as compared to the radiation
losses.

The ionization gauge20, which covers the entire
high vacuum range, consists of three electrodes
(cathode, grid and ion collector) sealed in a glass
bulb. Tungsten filaments used in these gauges are
either bare, thoriated or oxide coated. If the
potential of the grid is higher than the ionization
potential of the gas molecules, there exists a finite
probability that the electrons will ionize the gas
molecules on collision with them. At sufficiently
low pressures the collision probability is so low
that anyone electron does not make more than
one collision during its movement from cathode to
grid. Under these conditions, the electronic space
charge is small and so the number of positive ions
produced will be proportional to the gas pressure
and the electron emission. Consequently, the rate
of production of positive ions is an indication of the
gas pressure. Under the conditions discussed above,
the ion current is given by

ip = SPIo ... (1)

where 5 is a constant known as the sensitivity of
the gauge and partly depends upon the nature of
the gas. At higher pressures, of the order of 10-3

mm. of mercury and above, the ionization gauge
does not work properly due to space charge and
other considerations. The sketch of the ionization
gauge designed by Dushman and Found21 is shown
in Fig. 1. Buckley20 has suggested two different
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Fig. 1~ Ionization gauge
designed by Dushman and

Found:!1

I
(

(I I

" II( II
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ways of using the triode structure in the ionization
gauge and these are shown in Figs. 2(A) and 2(B)
and are known as internal and external control
types respectively. The use of the latter type is
always preferred because it gives higher sensitivity
than the former under similar conditions of voltage,
pressure and emission current.

The typical values of voltages and currents used
in the ionization gauge are: grid voltage, + 250 V.;
ion collector voltage, - 22 V.; and emission current,
0·5 rna.

The above type of the ionization gauge worked
properly up to about lO-Bmm. of mercury; at lower
pressures, the ion current becomes constant, thus
rendering the gauge ineffective. Efforts to extend
the working range of the gauge to lower pressures
are discussed in the following sections.

Measurement of UItrahi~h Vacuum
Nottingham22 and Apker23 observed that the

conventional ionization gauges (Fig. I) were not
capable of measuring pressures below 10-8 mm. of
mercury because the ion current measured at
pressures below 10-B mm. of mercury was constant
and independent of pressure. This constant current
was called as residual photocurrent. Nottingham22

suggested that this residual photocurrent was pro
duced by the impact of soft X-rays (wavelength
approximately 100 A. produced at the grid due
to the impact of the electrons) and ultraviolet
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Pig. 2 - Modifications suggested by; Buckley" lor using the
triode structure of an ionization gauge [A, internal control
type; and B, external control type; ip and i, represent the

positive ion and electron currents respectively]

radiations (emitted from the heated filament) on
the ion collector.

Bayard-Alpert (B-A) and Lander Gau~es

Design considerations of ionization gauges for
the measurement of the degree of ultrahigh vacuum
were first discussed by Bayard-Alpert24 and Lander2•

who also gave independent designs for the ioniza
tion gauge which will extend the lower limit of
pressure measurement. In designs suggested by
them, the residual photocurrent was decreased by
incorporating the following two changes in the
design of the gauge: (i) minimizing the surface area
of the ion collector and (ii) changing the potential
distribution in the gauge in such a way that the
ion collector acts efficiently.

Sketch of the ionization gauges based on these
designs are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Though the
principle of working of both the high vacuum and
the ultrahigh vacuum gauges is the same, the
latter requires special considerations in its construc
tion, calibration and operation, since these gauges
should be bakable and must not act as a source
of contamination and should retain the calibration
even after baking.

In the B-A gauge (shown in Fig. 3), the positions
of the filament and the ion collector are interchanged
and hence it is also known as the inverted ionization
gauge. The surface area of the ion collector is
thus reduced to about one-hundredth of that in
the conventional designs and hence the lower limit
of pressure measurement is also extended by this
factor. A comparison of the grid potential versus
the ion collector current characteristics of the
conventional as well as the inverted gauge is shown
in Fig. 5. It is clear that the curve showing the
relation between the ion current and grid potential
for the conventional gauge is a straight line below
a pressure of 1O-B mm. of mercury which was
shown by Bayard and Alpert to be due to the
photocurrent produced by the X-rays. On the
other hand, in the inverted type gauge the charac
teristic is not a straight line even below a pressure
of 4 X 10-9 mm. of mercury. These workers found
that the sensitivities of the conventional and the
inverted gauges were the same.

The Lander gauge (Fig. 4) has two ion collectors
Pi and P2 which are used for measuring pressures
at high and ultrahigh vacua respectively. For the
latter type measurements, the effective surface
area of the ion collector P 2 is reduced by keeping
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i 1 = ip+i, (2)

i 2 = otip+i, (3)

ip = (i1-i2)j(1-ot) (4)

where ot, called the modulation factor, represents
the fraction of the total ion current collected by
the ion collector when the modulator is at ion
collector potential and may have values ranging

Fig. 5 - Grid potential versus the ion' collector current
characteristics of the ionization gauge [-. characteristics
of the Bayard-Alpert gauge; and - - - • characteristics of the
conventional ionization gauge. Pressures in mm. of mercury:
curve I. 10-'; curve 2. 4x·10-'; curve 3. less than 10-',;

curve 4. 4 x 10-'; and curve S. near 5 X10-11]

100 1000

it sufficiently away from the filament. Thus p.
intercepts about one part in 500 of the direct radia
tion from the grid. But it has been observed by
Lander that under normal operating conditions
the ion collector collects about one-fifth of the total
ion current. Thus the ratio of the photocurrent to
the ion current should be lowered to one-hundredth
of that corresponding to the ion collector Pi of
the conventional gauge. Using this design Lander
could measure pressures of the order of 10-10 mm.
of mercury at an ion current of about 10-12 amp.

In 1954, Nottingham" tried to increase the sensiti
vity of the B-A gauge for pressure ranges below
10.10 mm. of mercury, by introducing another
electrode, called the modulator, between the grid
and the ion collector (Fig. 6). Redhead27 has
explained how the range and sensitivity of this
gauge is increased by introduction of the modulator.
While using the gauge for measurements of pres
sures at ultrahigh vacua, the error caused by the
photocurrent is eliminated by measuring the appa·
rent ion current under two different conditions:
first when the modulator is at grid potential and
then when the modulator is at ion collector potential.
Let i 1 and i 2 be the measured values of the ion
currents under the above two conditions, i, the
residual photocurrent and ip the actual ion current"
then

--_......J--G
~-It.:-t--F

Fig. 3 - Bayard-Alpert (B-A) ionization gauge"

Fig. 4 - Ionization gauge designed by Lander" [P" ion
collector for high vacuum measurements; P" ion collector
for ultrahigh vacuum measurements; F. filament; and

G. grid]
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electron collector. The outcr cylinder is kept at
ground potential and serves as an ion collector.
One of the leads of the filament has a non-emitting
extension which acts as a shield so that a large
portion of the electrons leaving the filament will
have sufficient angular momenta with respect to
the central axis to miss the anode and will follow
curved paths the shape of which has been studied
by Hooverman29. Thus a relatively long mean
free path for the electrons is achieved. The gauge
is operated at a very low emission current (4 (-la,)
which is sufficient to produce ion current of the
magnitude obtained from relatively high emission
current (8 ma,) in a conventional B-A gauge.
The photocurrent caused by X-rays and ultraviolet
radiations is very low in this type of gauge due to
the fact that the ion collector is away from the
main source of light and X-rays and that the emis
sion current is also low,

The gauge has been found to have a linear
response at pressures below 1 X 10-5 mm. of mercury
and has been used down to 5 X 10-11 mm. of mercury
pressure. The lower limit of the pressure measure
ment with this gauge has yet to be determined,

from 30 to 40 per cent. At higher pressures ip'}>i,
and so from Eqs. (2) and (3) it is seen that the value
of a. becomes equal to i2/i!. This value of a. is used
to determine ip from Eq. (4) and hence the pres
sure in the ultrahigh vacuum region,

Orbitron Ionization Gauge

Recently, Mourad et al. 28 have suggested a new
design of hot cathode ionization gauge, called the
orbitron gauge, which has high ionization efficiency
and requires low input power. A sketch of the
gauge is shown in Fig, 7. In the orbitron gauge,
the electrons produced by heating the filament are
ejected into the electrostatic field applied between
two concentric cylinders as shown in the figure.
The inner cylinder is referred to as anode and is
kept at a positive potential with respect to the
filament which itself is kept at a lower positive
potential with respect to ground and serves as an

Magnetron Gauge
In order to extend the lower limit of the pressure

measurement with any ionization gauge, it is
necessary for a given constant emission current
to increase the ratio of the ion current to the X-ray
photocurrent. This was done by Lafferty30 by
increasing the ion current and decreasing the elec
tron current (which produces the X-rays and the
attendant photocurrent) in the gauge. In this
gauge designed by Lafferty called the magnetron
gauge (Fig, 8) the ion current is iricreased by
applying a magnetic field along the axis of the
cylindrical grid, The end plates serving as ion
collector and the shield are maintained at a negative
potential relative to the cathode, The shield pre
vents the escape of the electrons. The shield, the
ion collector and the grid are kept at -10 V.,
-45 V. and +250 V. respectively, The magnetron
gauge is operated at a magnetic field of 250 oersteds
which is more than the cut-off value of the magnetic
field 3! (He) given by

Fig, 7 - Sketch of the orbitrou ionization gauge"

where Vp is voltage of the anode and Tp the radius
of the grid.

The magnetic field increases the path of the
electrons several times, thereby increasing their
collision probability with the gas molecules and thus
increasing the ion current. This fact is obvious
from Fig. 9, where the ion current and the electron
current are shown plotted as a function of magnetic
field at a pressure of 10-6 mm. of mercury. The
gauge has high stability and maximum ratio of
the ion current to the electron current when ope
rated at an emission current of 10-7 to 10-9 amp.
Lafferty showed that in this gauge the ion current
would equal the X-ray photocurrent at a pressure
of 2·4 X 10-14 mm. of mercury. Thus a pressure of
at least this value can be measured by the magne
tron gauge discussed above.

ION
COLLECTOR
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GROUNOED
CYLINOER -

REFLECTOR
TUBE

GL.ASS

ANODE

filAMENT

He = 6'74(Vp/rp)1 ... (5)
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Fig. 8 - Sketch of the Lafferty's hot cathode mal(netron
ionization gauge30 .
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Modified Magnetron Gauge
In his efforts to further increase the lower limit

of pressure measurement Lafferty32 modified the
magnetron gauge by introducing an electrostatic lens
system which focused the ions on the first dynode of
an electron multiplier and by using a lanthanum hex
aboride coated filament33. This filament gives ap
preciableemission aUow temperatures (675°(,) and its
\'apour pressure also is very low (of the order of 10-16

III III , of mercury at a temperature of 825°(,), Thus
the photocurrent due to ultraviolet radiations and
the vapour pressure of the hot filament were both
reduced still further. The gauge in this form has a
linear response down to a pressure of the order of
10-10 nun. of mercury with an output current
approaching 10-11 amp. Recently, Lafferty9,34 has
improved the design of the electron multiplier used
with the hot cathode magnetron gauge. The new
design (Fig. 10) prevents X-rays, generated at the
grid from reaching the first dynode directly. The
ions produced are made to pass through two
narrow apertures, thereby reducing the intensity of
X-rays and ultraviolet radiations reaching the first
dynode. The ions are then focused on the first
dynode by a combination of electrostatic lenses,
thus increasing the ratio of the ion current to the
photocurrent. The output current (1) of the multi
plier is given by

1 = G[i'+'IlYS1oP] ... (6)

where i, is the residual current including photo
current and the dark current of the multiplier;
5, the sensitivity; 'Il, the fraction of the ion current
that reaches the first dynode; G, the overall gain;
Y, the number of electrons per ion; 10, the emission
current; and P, the pressure. Lafferty's measure
ments have shown that this device has a linear
response down to a pressure of 2X 10-17 mm. of
mercury. The lower limit to which pressures can
be measured with this gauge is fixed by the inherent
dark current of the multiplier.
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Fig. 9 - Variation of the ion current and the electron
current with magnetic field at a constant emission current

Fig. 10 - Skdch of Lafferty's electron multiplier magnetron
gauge"
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Limitations of Hot Cathode Ionization
Gau~es

Though the hot cathode ionization gauge measures
a very wide range of pressures, its use is beset with
the following disadvantages which restrict its use
only for cases requiring very accurate measurements:
(I) The gauge is always associated with a compli
cated electronic circuitry and hence special skill is
needed in its operation. (2) The sensitivity of the
gauge varies with the gases and vapours in the
system, necessitating changes in the calibration of
the gauge with different gases and vapours. (3) The
filament is always susceptible to burn out if exposed
to air while hot. (4) The hot filament decomposes
certain gases (specially hydrocarbons). (5) Pump
ing action is found to be present in all types of
ionization gauges specially those which employ
magnetic field. This action of hot cathode type of
gauges is mainly due to the interaction of chemically
active gases with the hot filament and due to the
ions getting adsorbed on the surface of the ion col
lector. (6) In spite of the various methods for over
coming the effect due to photocurrent produced
in the gauge, the inherent photocurrent cannot be
completely eliminated. (7) The vapour pressure
of the material of the hot filament limits the use
of the gauge for the measurement of pressure in
the far ultrahigh vacuum regions.

Some of the above-mentioned sources of errors,
namely the production of photocurrent, vapour
pressure of the hot filament and additional chemical
reactions with the filament, are completely avoided
by the use of cold cathode ionization gauges35•

A revie:n article bringing out the recent develop
ments m the design of cold cathode ionization
gauge will be published later.

Summary

The recent developments and techniques used in
t~e measurement of pressures near high and ultra
hIgh vacuum regions with particular reference to
the use of hot cathode ionization gauges are criti
cally revIewed. Comparative merits of the McLeod
g.auge, Pirani gauge and different type of ioniza
tion gauges are discussed. Limitations of even
impr.ov~d types of. h~t cathode ionization gauges
are mdlcated and It IS pointed out that the cold
cathode ionization gauge is free from some of the
limitations.
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EVER since the inception of curiosity in human
thinking an explanation has been sought for
phenomena such as olfaction, palate and

various other sensory responses. Over 2000 years
ago, a simple explanation for olfaction was suggested
by Leucretius, the poet l . According to him, every
odorous substance gave off tiny 'molecules' of
a particular shape, which could enter the pores of
various sizes and shapes to elicit the responses of
the odour depending upon the pore in which a
particular molecule fitted. Since then, analogous
speculations have been put forward to explain such
diverse biological processes as enzyme catalysed
transformation, antigen-antibody interaction, fertil
ization, parasite infection, olfaction, drug action,
nerve impulse initiation and transmission, etc.

Macroscopically, involvement of cells is one of
the common features of almost all these biological
processes. This may be in the form of a cell-to-cell
interaction or as an interaction of a cell with a
foreign body. One of the most fundamental features
of the cell function in these processes is their dis
criminatory capacity for admitting or excluding
selectively specific physical stimuli and chemical
agents. However, the mechanism of these processes
are microscopic and ultimately molecular. A single
molecule interacts with another single molecule in
such a manner that the fundamental event occurs as
a topochemical reaction, and these elementary events
coordinate into the appearance of macroscopically
manifest phenomena. In recent years, some of these
phenomena have been interpreted in terms of inter
locking of molecules of matching configuration.

Biology, by and large, has so far followed a course
to rely upon direct observation of the events, mainly
with the help of more and more powerful micro
scopes. But all these tools get exhausted no sooner
than they come into operation. The obvious reason
is their limited utility in the study of intact and
living organism in general and microscopic pheno
mena such as the subcellular and molecular events
in particular (due to their functional limit of opera
tion). The description of the molecular events
underlying the manifest phenomenon is, therefore, the
cherished aim of molecular biologists. The present
review is an endeavour to trace the evolution of the
concept of structural complementarity (of surface
topology and binding forces) in biological activity
at the molecular level. It also embodies the
applications of this concept together with some of
its important implications. In spite of the fact that
the authors are well aware of the applicability of
the concept of complementarity in quite a few
biological processes, it is obviously not possible to
cover them all in a single review.

Evolution of the Concept of ' Receptor'
The modern trends in this direction may be said

to have started with the classical studies of Paul

Ehrlich. His early work was concerned with selec
tive staining of living tissues with dyes, and this
led to the discovery of antimalarial activity of
methylene blue. The explanation of this observa
tions, by Ehrlich, led to the discovery of a trypano
cide (Trypan Red) and the development of Bayer
205 (Antrypol). This was followed by his studies
in immunization which resulted in the enunciation
of his' side chain' or ' receptor' theory2,3, in which
he postulated specific points or areas of chemical
affinity in antigens and antibodies and subsequently
similar receptor points were brought forth to
explain the parasite-drug interaction4. He also
developed this idea in terms of 'intrinsic affinity'
or, in his owns words, 'the primary attraction of
toxins', which was elaborated to explain different
responses. He also advocated the validity of
anchoring a particular part of the organism and
foresaws that . both kinds of substances exert their
power by purely chemical means'.

A new dimension to this concept was given by
Hopkins6• He emphasized that an essential and
indispensable condition for the occurrence of a
multitude of biochemical reactions was an exact
coordination, in time and space, between the
'seats of chemical events' and the interacting
molecules. He further pointed out that the atten
tion of a chemist in the study of a living organism
should mainly be focused on these seats of chemical
events. which are intrinsically synonymous to the
term 'receptor' given earlier by Ehrlich. Since
then this unifying influence of chemistry in biology
has been experienced increasingly, although such
studies have been largely scattered. The term
, receptor' has since been retained in the functional
sense and defined7 as ' a pattern of forces of diverse
origin forming a part of some biological system'.
Obviously, this . part of biological system' is con
sidered to be the origin of molecular events.

More or less similar ideas have been used in
different disciplines such as pharmacology, thera
peutics, chemotherapy, enzymology, cancer research,
study of olfaction and gustation, hormone action
and the action of insecticides and pesticides, etc.
Through the studies in these fields, attempts have
been made to refine the concept of drug-receptor
interaction to explain specific phenomena, and these
refinements have firmly established the so-called
'key and lock' theory. The usual approach of
these hypotheses has been to seek an explanation on
the basis of available information and to test their
predictability by further experiments. In general,
they offer satisfactory models but are, more often
than not, the oversimplification of the reality.
The terms receptor, active site, biologically reactive
site, attachment site, binding site, etc., have all been
used by workers in various fields to explain, more
or less, similar phenomenology and thus carry the
same sense, i.e. a part of the biological system which
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is directly involved in the interaction with a foreign
molecule. Similarly, the terms phage, antigen.
hapten, drug, ligand and substrate have all been
used, at one time or another, by various workers to
describe the interacting foreign molecule. We shall
retain the term 'Ii~and' for all types of inter
acting foreign bodies, and the term 'receptor'
for all biological ultrastructures directly involv
ed in the interaction, throughout the present
article.

The Nature of Receptor
The receptors seem to represent only a small frac

tion of the total surface of the cell or the organism
on which they are situated, since extremely low
threshold concentrations of some ligands elicit the
corresponding responses, e.g. acetylcholine and atro
pine are active in concentrations of 10-s mM, the
antidiuretic hormones at 10-12 mM, musk and ethyl
mercaptan9 elicit their odours at about 10-15 mM,
and some pheromoneslo are active at as low con
centrations as 10-17 mM. These extremely low
concentrations do not even permit a monomolecular
spreading of the ligand over the receptor cell
surface. Similarly, it has been shown that the
area of the cell surface which is suitable for
the attachment (and infection) by any particular
type of bacteriophage is only a small fraction of
the total cell surfacell.

A rather indirect, though intersting, proof of this
fact was provided by the work of Janoffl2 who
showed that the tetanus toxin bound only to a
certain fraction of the ground rat brain cells. This
immediately leads to the conclusion that the active
portion of these cells (receptors) which interacts
with the tetanus toxin comprises only a small
fraction of them. A more direct substantiation of
this fact came from the important observations of
Woolley and Gommi13• They found that the sero
tonin receptors which are directly involved in the ion
transport mechanism could be extracted by fat sol
vents and that in fractionation they behaved similar
to sphingolipids or phospholipids14,15. Recently,
Kimural6, from a study of the interactions of var
ious substances with acetylcholine receptors at
different pH values, has postulated their size
to be of the order of only a few Angstrom units.
Thus the receptors appear to be of molecular
dimensions.

As already pointed out, most of the hiological
processes are initiated by receptor-ligand inter
action. Various theories and hypotheses have been
put forward to explain the specificity, selectivity,
response type, efficiency and antagonism which
characterize these processes and appear to be the
manifestations of the ligand-receptor complementa
rity. The theories and hypotheses which have been
put forward on the basis of the above concept can
be grouped in the following representative types:
(i) steric theory of olfactioi1 and related phenomena;
(ii) complementariness in immunological reactions;
(iii) antibiotic activity of various naturally occurring
substances; (iv) hypothesis of metabolite antagon
ism and related phenomena; (v) carcinogenicity of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; and (vi) 'active
sites' in enzymology.
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Sterle Theory of Olfaction and
Related Phenomena

The hypothesis of Lucretiusl has been rejuvenated,
of course, with modifications, in recent times, by
quite a few workers to fit in with the needs of their
specific problems. In 1938, Timmermans pointed
out that the shape of the molecules having cam
phoraceous smell was sphericall '. Later on he
drew attention to the fact that the olfactory beha
viour and the stereochemical configurations of the
odorants were closely related and their shape was
probably responsible for their characteristic odourlB•

Pauling compared the behaviour of antibodies with
simple chemical substances (ligands) and concluded
that molecular configuration was important in
determining the biological activityl9. He further
maintained that the sense of odour was also based
upon the molecular configuration and not on ordinary
physico-chemical properties such as osmotic pressure,
partition coefficients, surface tension, etc., as was
believed earlier by some workers20• He hypo
thesized that a molecule having shape, for example,
like camphor molecule must smell as camphor even
though it might be quite unrelated to camphor
chemically. But these theories did not receive
much attention till 1951 when this hypothesis was
reformulated in modern terms20• This prompted
the most significant contribution to the stereochemi
cal fit of odorous molecules and their shapes and
dimensions by Amoore21- 25 who in a series of papers
has outlined the so-called steric theory of olfaction.
According to him, the response of seven primary
odours are elicited as a result of specific fits of the
odorous molecules at the selective sites. He has
deduced the dimensions and shapes of the receptor
sites corresponding to the seven primary odours
assuming a great degree of complementarity in the
ligand-receptor interaction. He has further sug
gested that the odours different from any of the
seven primary ones are the result of mixed responses
at two or more receptors due to different molecules
or a single molecule having different structural
features to elicit the response under question.
Johnston26, following this suggestion, has success
fully synthesized many complex odours; for example,
one of the complex odours resembling cedarwood
has been synthesized by mixing musky, camphora
ceous, floral and minty odorants. The theory has
been able to explain2'-29 successfully the pheno
menon of olfaction and has encountered only one
exception, the odour of hydrocyanic acid30, which
according to Amoore31 is due to some secondary
reasons. In an attempt to explain the odour of
musk, Beets32 independently put forward the con
cept of ' profile-functional group', which has recently
been developed to explain the phenomenon of
0Ifaction33 ,34. The broad outlines of both these
theories are almost the same, but Amoore's study is
more exhaustive in that he has deduced even the
receptor dimensions.

The phenomenon of gustation is also a related
one. Many attempts35- 39 have been made to explain
the taste of a substance in terms of its chemical
constitution. Although some correlations have been
found, yet no unifying generalizations have been
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given. However, some of the recent studies seem
to be quite promising. From a study of 80 com
pounds related to saccharin, Hamor'o concluded
that' perhaps a lock and key fit at a receptor site
is necessarv for the taste'. Even earlier, Finzi
and Colomia'1 had concluded from an extensive
study of sweet and bitter compounds that taste
depended not on any single functional group but
on a particular structural feature of the molecule
participating in the interaction. A study of the
structural features of the naturally occurring lac
tones points out that the Y- and il-Iactones, having
an exocyclic double bond in ~Y- or Yil-positions from
the alcoholic oxygen atom of the lactone ring, are
bitter'2. The structural features responsible for
the bitterness in certain other types of bitters, e.g.
hop bitters, cucurbitacins, etc., also appear to be
isosteric43 with the structural feature already pointed
out. Similarly, Horowitz" deduced the structural
feature responsible for bitterness in some of the
flavanoids and polyphenolics, which also appears to
be isosteric with the above feature. The study of
the models of various bitter compounds is in pro
gress in this laboratory and it is hoped that the
measurements of the exact dimensions and shapes
of these molecules may provide a clue to the receptor
model and a unifying generalization about the
taste-constitution correlation.

The mode of action of these gustatories appears
to be through adsorption on the specific receptors
and, therefore, the magnitude of the response is
directly proportional to the number of sites
occupied·5. It follows that this adsorption would be
competitive and a particular molecule may, by
preferential adsorption, block some receptor sites.
This is probably the case with gymnemic acid which
gets preferentially adsorbed on both bitter and
sweet-taste-receptor sites. The antagonism of the
taste response by the application of a mixture of
weak and strong stimulant to give a response less
than that of the stronger one has also been
observed". Tlwse studies definitely indicate that
the receptor modalities for the taste'receptors could
be deduced, based on the assumption that a fair
degree of ligand-receptor complementarity exists.

Complementariness in Immunolo~ical

Reactions

The immunological reactions are characterized by
a high degree of specificity, which is one of the most
important and fundamental propositions of all
types of induced biological activities. However,
an absolute specificity and homogeneity of the
antibody forming molecule is inconceivable since a
number of variables are involved in these inter
actions. Ever since the Ehrlich's concept of
anchoring group in the haptenic body (ligand)
was advanced, the mode of action and formation of
antibodies has been studied through its various
aspects.

The idea of antigen-antibody' complementariness '
was suggested by various workers almost simul
taneously48-'8, and was later on elaborated by
Pauling49 according to whom the chemical com
position of all antibody molecules as well as of
, normal' globulin was the same and immunological

differences were the results of variations in specific
spatial configurations assumed by the terminal
amino acid chains of antibody proteins. This
appears to have been confirmed by the studies of
Porter50 on the amino acid composition of the anti
body reactive groups. Moreover, the mode of
formation and action of an antibody appears to be
through the formation of 'prints' on the host
compounds (e.g. globulins) which then act as attach
ment sites for the guest molecules (infection or

,parasite). An extremely interesting parallelism has
been reported by Dicky51, who has shown that
silica gel formed in the presence of a certain dye
stuff has, after removal of the dye, a strong ad
sorptive capacity for that dye. Based on these facts
Beckett and Anderson52-54 put forth the hypothesis
of ' configurational footprints '. It follows that if
the interacting ligand has a rigid structure, then a
stereoselective adsorbent could be obtained, which
ma~, be able to distinguish even between a pair of
enantiomorphs - a rather common phenomenon ob
served in biological processes. Similar aspects of
the interactions have been covered bv the 'occlu
sion ' theory55 and the ' framework' theory·6.

The forces involved in these antigen-antibody
reactions are generally non-specific, weak, short-·
range and physical in nature, and the specificity
results from the complementariness of antigen
antibody surfaces5? Rothen56 postulated some
novel long-range forces involved in the antigen
antibody reactions which extended over a distance
of 200 A. These forces, however, were later on
shown to be artefactual manifestations of the
, film '.9. The manifestation of coulombic attrac
tion in the so-called 'hepten inhibition constant'
has also been demonstrated60.61 in the cases of
haptens carrying some charged groups. Moreover,
the extraordinary rapidity of the hepten-antibody
reaction and its small activation energy indicate
that little or no conformational change (rearrange
ment) are required within the active sites of the
antibody molecules on specific bindings of the hep
ten82. The various aspects of the antigen-antibody
interaction have been reviewed by Campbell and
Bulman63, and the important factors in these inter
actions according to them are: (i) chemical com
position of the site, (ii) size and/or area of the site,
(iii) total number of sites on a single antibody
molecule, (iv) relative positions of the sites,
(v) degree of specificity with respect to single
determinant, (vi) stability of the sites and (vii) the
possibility that a single molecule contains .sites of
different specificities.

A critical examination of the above factors led
them to the conclusion that the basis of specificity
is the spatial configuration of the combining site
on antibody and the specific determinant on the
antigen. The forces involved in the combination
of antigen and antibody molecules are relatively
weak and come into operation when suitable
complementariness of surfaces exists.

Antibiotic Activity of various Naturally
Occurrin~ Substances

Symbiosis is observed in pairs of organisms
having complementary metabolic requirements6.,65.
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Parasitism may result when this complementariness
is destroyed, and it may be achieved through slight
changes in the metabolite or metabolic apparatus
of either of the two. These changes in metabolites
are discussed in the next section. The metabolic
apparatus is the whole organized molecular struc
tu're of the organism and its variation appears to
be the species determining or differentiating factor.
Various' fungi, for example, yield some molecules
as the product of their metabolism which have
typical antibiotic activity. In all these cases,
there appears to be some common basic structural
pattern complementary to the site of synthesis and
to the site of action of these molecules. This makes
them antimetabolites from metabolites due to slight
variation in the biological ultrastructures acting as
receptor and the site of synthesis respectively.
The architectural profile of both of these sites and
that of the ligand remains complementary enough
to maintain the affinity, 'and so the biological acti
vity is exhibited in the functional sense of the term.
Similar factors appear to be responsible for the
diseasecresisting properties of the plants and
animals66.

Curiously enough, in most of the cases, only the
naturally occurring isomers have the activity, which
is almost absent in the synthetic ones, since the
latter do not possess complementarity. These natu
ral molecules have served as modalities in the
design of potential drugs, and have dominated the
line of thought in drug design for the past 20 years.
The basic patterns in the biosynthetic molecules
thus appear to store considerable information about
their 'mould' or the site of synthesis and the site
of action.

The complementarity at the molecular level has
been demonstrated recently bi Hershey and Burgi67

in the case of, the interacting sites at the ends of
Lamda DNA molecules.

In an attempt to explain the mode of action of
plant hormones, it was .suggested by Skoog et al. 66

that an auxin must possess a special configuration
which would allow it to occupy a specific place in a
larger molecular aggregate (receptor), and it must
also have special reactive group. Veldstra69 de
veloped this' idea into a specific physico-chemical
theory of auxin .action, according to which its acti
vity is governed by: (i) the presence in the mole
cule of a correct balance of hydrophilic and lipo
philic groups, and (ii) the existence of a flat mole
cule from which an acidic group projects at an
angle to the plane of the molecule. All these
structural restrictions clearly emphasize the role
of complementarity in this field.

Hypothesis of Metabolite Antagonism and
Related Phenomena

Although Ehrlich70 and later on Quatal and
Wooldridge71 seem to have realized the possibility
of the existence of competition in the ligand-receptor
interactions, yet the principle of antagonism was
first conceived by Woods72 who proved that the
chemotherapeutic action of sulphanilamide was
based on a competition of this drug with p-amino
benzoic acid for a spe,cific enzyme. This was
followed by a thesis by Fildes73 who stated that
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chemotherapeutic substances might be obtained by
the synthesis of compounds related to metabolites
and growth factors. These synthetic molecules may
antagonize the action of the metabolites by compe
tition for or neutralization of the site of action.
These potential antimetabolites have provided the
basis for the design of drugs for the subsequent
years.

Through its predictive value the theory of
antagonism stimulated the experimental work in
various fields and its success lies in that it offered,
indirectly, the dimensions of the receptor sites. The
concept has since been used to explain various
phenomena such as competitive dualism in action,
adaptation, synergistic action, drug modification,
etc., on the basis of the degree of complementarity
in the agonist and the antagonist with the receptor,
and their mode of interaction. Although this
theory is still far from complete, some of its impli
cations are strikingly noticeable. Clark7~ tried to
explain the action of acetylcholine in terms' of
(i) fixation of the drug on the receptor and (ii) its
power to produce action after fixation. Both these
factors are involved when the agonist has to pro
duce a secondary effect and are apparent when the
stimulus is competitively antagonized because then
the secondary effect of the interaction is inhibited,
e.g. the inhibition of the nerve impulse in neurons
or chemical transformation in enzymes. The two
features of the ligand differentiated above were
respectively assigned the more general terms
, affinity' and 'intrinsic activity '75,76 or 'affinity'
and 'efficacy '77. They were also distinguished in
various other types of biological activities such as
drug interaction78, cancer chemotherapy79, enzymo
logy80 and vitamin activity81.

As already pointed out the interacting ligand
elicits the response only if it possesses intrinsic
activity in addition to the affinity. If the ligand
is a small molecule both these factors are liable to
be more interdependent, and any change in one will
naturally influence the other. Also, comparatively
less flexibility of the smaller molecules would demand
a higher degree of ligand-receptor complementarity.
A critical study of the factors has been made by
Ariens et al. 82 with special reference to mimetics and
lytics. They have proposed the following three
zone receptor model.

Zone I: Innermost zone where charges are located
and hydrogen bonding and other physical inter
actions occur, which may result in the induction of
stimulus.

Zone II: The' attachment zone where coulombic
and other comparatively long-range interactions
occur. The matching in the shapes of receptor and
ligand may determine the specificity in the affinity,
only to a comparatively smaller extent.

Zone III: The biophase which plays a part in the
penetration of the drug but does not influence the
drug and the receptor.

Some of the interactions have been found to
directly influence the ionic ,permeability of the
cell membrane, for example, DDT acts through a
charge transfer complex formation to inhibit the
K. permeability83, and aldosterone stimulates the
active, transport of Na by interacting with the
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epithelial cells of the toad bladder84 . This action
is incidentalh- similar to that of the antidiuretic
hormones,. i<ecently, an attempt has been made
by Singh and Jain"" to cxplain such pcrmeability
changes in ncurons on molecular basis. Antagonism
in all such cases appears to have been observed
which may manifest itself in various types of
secondary biological activities"'.

Local 'anesthetics prevent conduction along the
axon either by decreasing the amount of released
acetdcholine"K-!lO or bv blocking acetylcholine recep
tors9l Their potency will thus be proportional to
their binding capacity with the specific receptor82 .!l3.
The acetylcholine receptors have been isolated
through fractionation by Ehrenpreis and Nachman
sohn91 and thry possess curare binding properties.
They compared the binding strengths of the isolated
protein with a great yaricty of tertiary bases, which
arc known to act as inhibitors, and mono- and di
quaternary compoun<]s related in structure to acetyl
choline, and found a great difference. From this
thC'y concluded that binding of activators was poorer
than that o( iuhibitors.

It is believed that the action o( volatile an
esthetics depends on physical interaction at a site
which is still uncertain but may be the cell mem
brane o( certain ncuron9,. An intC'resting sugges
tion has been made in this respect that a stabilizing
effect o( anesthetics, including compounds like rare
gas xenon, on the hvdrate microcrystals of various
dimensions (ormed bl' water molecules, mav be
essential for their action9B • These hydrate micro
crystals might be in the organized hydration sheath
0\"('1" these receptors whereby the interaction might
block the attack b~' the transmitter or any other
stimulant.

Various aspects o( antimetabolites amI their mode
of action have be('n discussed by Woolley97.

Carcino~enicity of Polycyclic Aromatic
Hydrocarbons

All the polvnuclear aromatic compounds which
arc known to cause the mamman' cancer are flat
molecules with a system o( conjugated double bonds.
Their acti\'ity is depC'ndent upon their planarity
and the dectron dcnsity profile9B ,.., the latter being
directly \'l'latrd to their ability to (orm charge
transft'!" eompkxes with local receptors100.

l{ecently, Yang et al.'ol in the'ir studiC's on carcino
gC'Il('sis ha\'e tried to correlate thC' role of steroidal
hormol1C's and carcinogens, and shown that there
exists a marked stC'rical similaritv between the two
groups of molecules and that' the carcinogenic
actiyit\' of a molecule is directlv related to its simi
larity to the steroids. This immediately leads one
to the interC'sting speC'llation that there exists
competitive antagonism between carcinogens and
the steroids. The molecular mod('ls of the carcino
gens can be inserted into the frame constructed
from the molecular, models of the base pair (guanine
cytosinC'). This frame also incorporates the mole
cular models of progesteronC', testosterone and
estradiol-17r~. The polynuelear carcinogens have an
identical thickness (3,6 A.) to the base pairs and
thus there exists a possibility o( their incorporation
into the nucleic acid chain. The thickness of the

steroid molecule (5-6 A.), however, precludes their
intercalation in the double stranded structure of
nucleic acid, and thus they are not carcinogens102.
Handdow103 earlier pointed out that there exists
some significant association between the molecular
planarity of the carcinogens and the flatness of the
nucleotide plates of purine: pyrimidine bonded pairs
of the Crick-Watson model, which are of the same
order of size. Electron transfer and geometric
factors thus appear to be involved in determining
the carcinogenic activity of a molecule.

Antagonism seems to have been observed in
carcinogenicity; weakly active carcinogens have
been reported to antagonize the carcinogenesis
induced by highly active ones104.

Concept of ' Active Site' in Enzymolo~y

Ever since the discovery of substrate concentra
tion dependence of enzyme catalysed reactions10"
their kinetic aspects have been studied and an
explanation o( this phenomenon has been put
forward which is based upon the assumed formation
of an intermediate enzyme-substrate complex.
Various aspects of these enzyme catalysed reactions
such as reaction rate, solvent and pH dependence
have been reviewed106. These enzymatic processes
show antagonism and various examples of diverse
types arc known. Bergman et al. 107 studied specifi
city of dipeptidase action on a series of synthetic
dipeptides, and postulated the structural feature
responsible for the attachment over the enzymatic
sites. Another case of stereospecific enzyme action
is that of succinic dehydrogenase106• A particularly
striking evidence of a thorough llllderstanding of
this phenomenon is borne out in the work of Wilson
et al., in their prediction and development of an
effective antidote for insecticide poisoning. Choline
sterase is irreversibly phosphorylated with organo
phosphorus insecticides, which results in the death
of the animap09. Wilson suggested that a suitable
nucleophilic group should be able to displace the
phosphoryl group specially if the former is at a proper
atomic distance from the quaternary nitrogen which
may promote dephosphorylation. Among a number
of compounds suggested by Wilson and GinsbergllO

pyridine-2-aldoxime methiodide (2-PAM) proved to
be extremely powerful reactivator. From this study
it was concluded that the basis of activity was
molecular complementariness between PAM and
phosphorylated esteraselll . Similarly, Bernhard and
Gutfreund106 concluded from their stud\' that
the binding of molecules to the enzymatic site
is always dependent on the extent of stereo
chemical complC'mentarity between enzyme and
substrate.

These active sites which directly interact with
the substrate are the small portions of the large
molecules which come in direct contact with the
substrate molecules. They arc functionally the same
as the receptor sites. They can be described as
constituted of functional groups, peptide linkages
and hydrophobic regions of the protein structure
and these structures are direct Iv involved in the
construction of transition state· for the chemical
transformation catalysed by the enzyme112,1l3.

Slight conformational changes might result in the
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loss of activity. For example, the activity of renin
is lost within 30 min. in 4·6M urea solution at 3TC
- a comparatively too mild condition to dcnature
most of thc proteins. Such a loss of activity can
be attributed only to a minima! change in molecul"r
configuration114.

At these sites transformation takes place through
actual contact. The selectivity and the specificity,
the manifestations of complementarity, determine
the efficiency of the contact or the complex forma
tion. The sites in these cases also have solvation
sheath and a certain degree of internal association
and hydrogen bonding, These factors influcnce the
rate, the activation energy and the transition state
energy profile of the transformation. In thrse
processes low activation energy is involved as in
chelation and inclusion and clatherate complex
formation, which is further reduced by reorientation
of the hydrogen bonds present in the free enzyme l15.

The close contact of the substrate and the enzyme
has the further advantage that for the whole pro
cess such a mechanism can be concerted and the
local concentration and electrostatic effects may
reduce the activation energy, and the electron
transfer may occur easily through conjugated struc
ture or through secondary structure of the macro
molecule l16 , The distortion of the active site (by
bond stretching, bending, etc.) is expected to acti
vate the enzyme, per11ap~ by releasing its strain
energy in causing the substrate to react. Eut for
overall cooperative reaction a rigid active site
skeleton appears to be a prerequisite. An induced
fit accompanied with conformational changes may
be thermodynamically Jess favourable. These
systems thus offer very satisfactory models
for the' study of more complex biological
phenomena.

The foregoing study leads to the conviction that
the specificity and antagonism are the consequences
of complementarity, which is also the guiding force
in the ligand-receptor interactions. The mode of
interaction not only determines the response type
duration and efficiency of the overall process, but
is also one of the prereCjuisites for thr evaluation
of the degree of complementarity. It is evident
that there does exist the complementarity of sur
face topology of the gross macromolecular skeleton
and that of the electronic charge profile. Although
both of these are interdependent, yet during inter
action one may overweigh the other since the
forces governing the interaction are determined by
the proximity to which the complementary topo
logical surfaces and the charges can be brought.
This in turn may govern a part of the permissible
free energy changes - mostly changes in the entropy
of the system. Moreover, some of thesr forces have
limited range in which they are operable. Thus
the permissible variations in the dimension and
relative configuration without any appreciable loss
of activity will also be determined by the operable
limiting conditions, The dose-response relationship,
of course, will be determined by the mode of inter
action and is thus also a manifestation of comple
mentarity.

These interactions may be of one of the following
types.
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Interactiolls through Non-specific Short-range
Physical Forces

(i) Dispersion (orces 1l7 - The,e can arise from
induced electronic dipole moment. Two molecules
which can lJring large portions of their surfaces
into close contact (about ]0-7 cm. apart) will in
general show much stronger mutual attraction than
molecules with less ex!c'nsive complementarity
of the surface topology. Obviously, a difference of
a few Angstroms at certain points in complcmentary
profiles shall not altogether (b;troy the forces of
intrraction and hence the activity.

(ii) Hydrogen bonding - Hydrogen bonding with
the polar groups of the macromolecul;lI- strncture or
the solvation sheath may lead to binding of approxi
mately 4-8 kca!. strength l18. The complementarity
of the surface topology is not as important as the
orientation of the polar groups since tI,e bond is
spa tially directional' HI.

(iii) Couiombic altraclions - They require the
complementarity of the electronic charge profile,
arc not strongly dirrctioml and permit separation
over a consi<1erabll' dista nce.

(iv) Ion-dipole in/cractious - Ions and polar
groups as well as non-polar groups interact with
water. These groups modify the strncture of
water (and so the solvation sheath). The range
of influence of ions has been estimated experiment
ally (it is approximately 5 A. for alkyl ammonium
ionI20). l':on-po]ar groups cause water molecules
near them to become more strongly hydrogen bonded
to one another than in pure water giving rise to
abnormally high heat capacity12l. Therefore, the
chargrd and also the non-polar groups can induce
changes in the cybotactic region resulting from the
organized water structurel22 . The role of water
may be further important in the rate processes by
diffusion con tro!.

(v) Charge fluctuation in/cmctions - \Vhrn the
.large molecules in soilltion have many ionized
groups such as COO-, NH.;. At any instance when
only a fraction of these gronps arc fully ionized
(over a time awrage, each group mav be partially
ionized) the protons move in a more or less random
way from one group to anothl'1' and t!le dipole
moment of the entire molecule Huctuates. This
Huctuation induces dipo!cs in the nrighbouring
molecules and leads to an attractive interaetion l2".

The fluctuation frequency is lO7 cycles prr seconel
and it is a short-range interaction.

Cllem;wl Forces

Thest: forces arc involved when atoms arc, at
very small distances. In order to lJring two atoms
close together from the equilibrium distance
gOVE'rned by the dispersion forces, it is necessary
for the electronic orbitals to interpenetrate, In
this region of separation of two atomic nuclei there
is large coulombic repulsion, Hence a compara
tively large 'activation energy' is required to
attain the proper distance and the critical orienta
tion for the formation of stable ch"mical bonds.
Thus when large changes in the binding stability
are encountered in the interaction of a series of
structurally related ligands with the receptor,
then the formation of a chrmical bond is implicated,
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I-\owen'r, in pi-pi int('raction and charge transfer
complex f'>rJllation the "I1<'r/.:y barrie'r is not high.
The 'complementaritv of the electronic profile along
with that of the surface topolog,v appears to ))('
important in dH'mical interactions.

Based on the abon' stuel\', th,' following pro
positions conducin' to the' concept of comple
n1<'ntarity, with particular reference to the
conceptu'al amI functional Inode! of the receptor,
are put forward.

Pril/lary slruelure: (i) Skdetal profile -It is rhl('
to the p'rimarv macromo],'cular structure which is
ex tren)('I\' rigid and no chang,) is possible in it
without making or breaking of some covalent bone!.
Such chang,·s are expected to n'su!t in the irrr\'er
sibil' denaturation and deacti\'ation of the system.
This retains the proper orientation and rigidity of
the structure. (ii) Electron rlensity profile - It
is manifrsted in the fonn of conventional functional
groups, which mayor may not be in contact to
translate the electrouic effects by conjugatiou,
polarization, etc. It is disturbed when the inter
action, which is accompanied by charge transfer,
covalent bonrl formation, pi-pi iuteraction, coordi
nation and coulombic interaction, takes place.
The dependence of the biological activity on pH is
probably due to the change induced in this profile
anrl this in tllrn may also effect the secondary
receptor strncture.

Sl'C.mdary slrudlfrc -- (i) The structural profile
arising due to S('comlary, tertiary and quaternary
macromolecular structures which determine' the
degree of internal association and the shape of the
o\'('rall structure, as well as the initiation of the
train of events leading to the response, in coopera
tion with other structural features. (ii) Solvation
profile - The distribution, orientation and relative
conformations of various functional groups deter
mine till' extent 'Inri stabilitv of the solvation
sheath, and consetjlH'ntly the' dimensions of the
receptor ca\·ity. Th,' short-range physical forces
arc' ojwrable in this region. The receptor is
('un'loped with the so-called 'hiophase' which
detnmines the pharmacodynamic properties of the
ligand.

Summary

The concept of ligand-receptor complementarity
at molecular le\'c1 has been <Idvanced as a unified
e'xpl<lnation for many diverse biological processes.
Some important manifestations of this concept
,uch as specificity, l'iliciency, antagonism, etc.,
as ohsl'I'\'ed in theS(' processes 11;\\'e been dis
rlbsed at length and their implications brought
hOllle.

Importance of surface topology and binding forces
,)f yarious types in d('(enninin/.: the mode of ligand
receptor interactions has been emphasized and
explained on the basis of existing knowledge of
intermolecular forces.

A model of the n'ce'ptur, inherent in the concept
of compkmentarit~.', bas been proposed which can
account for t he pharmacodynamic behaviour of
ligands. their mode of interaction, response type
and the various types of antagonisms typifying th~

biologic! I proc('ss('s.
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The Photochemical Stage of Photosynthesis
GOVINI>.!EE", E. H.\Bl!"OWITClI

IkpartllH'nts of Botany & Bi()phys:l'~, llnin~rsity of ]Ilil~ois. Url;ani.l, lliinois, l:~~\

T HE three aspects of photosvnthesis, viz. air
improvenll'nt (i.e. oxygen liheration), enelRI'
storage and organic syntl1<'sis, are associall'd

with three distinct stages of the O\'erall process.
This tripartite nature of photosynthesis is con
cerned with three stages: (I) prodnction of oxygen
molecules hy the removal of h.nlrogen (atoms)
from water, (2) the transfer of hydrogen atoms
from an interJ]wdiate in stage I to an intermediate
in stage 3, and (3) the conversion of carbon dioxide
to a carbohydrate. All these reactions occur within
tiny cell or~anelles called chloroplasts l . Stage I is
the least known part of photosyntlH'sis. It occurs
by a non-photochemical reaction ami requires at
least one manganese-containing enzymc2,a The
third stage inclndes a series of enzymatic reactions.
It is the hest known part of the overall process
main Iv dne to the pione('ring an(1 extensive studies
with the carhon isotope tracer J4C by Benson,
Bassham and Calvin (see Bassham'). The present
article deals mainly with the second stage - the
energy storage part - the photochemical stage of
photosy·nthesis. This stage is now Iwginning to yield
soml' of its secrds to biophysical and biochemical
research. This is the part of photosynthesis of
greatest concern to photochemists and photobio
logists lwcause in it the power station function of
photosynthesis is fuitilll'd.

Photosynthesis: An Oxidation-Reduction
Reaction

That the photochemical part of photosynthesis is
an oxidation-reduction r!'action was first recognized
b,' \'an ;\ieP. These arc reactions in which hnlro
gcn atoms (or electrons) arc transferred fr~m a
donor (reductant), which is thus oxidized, to an
aco'ptor (oxidant), which is thus reduced. The
transfer of hydrogen atom Illa~' be n'placcd by
that of an electron. An electron transfer, combined
with acquisition or loss of an H' ion from the aque
ous medium, can beconll' ('quivalent to the transfer
of H-atom. Some stages in a complex redox re
action chain - such as those involved in photo
s~'nthesis - may he electron transfers; others,
hwlrogen atom transfers.

In photosynthesis, hydrogen atoms (or electrons)
arc moved uphill against the che'mical potential
with the hl'1p of light energy. Light energy is
stored in the form of chemical energy. Chloroplasts
(the microscopic chlorophyll-bearing particles in
photosynthesizing plant cells) act as chemical pump
ing stations; they can also he (Iescribed as ' savings
banks' of life energy.

A measure of chemical energy stored in the
transfer of hnlrogen atoms (or electrons) from a
certain donor to a certain acceptor is the difference
of their oxidation-rednction (or redox) potentials
(.~E,,). The higher (more positin') the Eo value,
the stronger is the oxidant; "ice versa, a low (nega-

tive) redox potential indicates a strong reductant.
(Note that a redox potential always belongs not to
an oxidant - or a reductant - as such, but to a
certain oxidation-reduction couple; thus, oxygen
has a potential of +0·81 eV. when it is reduced to
H20, but only +0·27 eV. when it is reduced to
HP2')

In ordinary chemistry, when two oxidation
reduction couples are brought together, the one
containing the stronger oxidant oxidizes the one
containing the stronger reductant. In photosyn
thesis, however, a weak oxidant (C02) oxidizes a
weak reductant (H20), producing a strong oxidant
(02) and a strong reductant (CH20),,; this energy
consuming reaction is made possible by the massive
investment of light energy.

The amount of energy stored in photosynthesis is
determined by the difference between the redox
potentials of the couple 02{H20 (+0·8 eV.) and
CO2{(CH20) (-0·4 eV.). In the transfer of a single
electron (or H-atom) from water to carbon dioxide,
the amount of energy stored is +0·8-(-0·4) = 1·2
eV. Now, four electrons (or four H-atoms) arc needed
to reduce one molecule of CO2 to a carbohydrate (see
equation below); the total energy of their transfer is
1'2x4 = 4·8 eV. Energy conversion tables tell us
that I eV. is equivalent to 23 kcal.{mole; therefore,
the energy storer! in the redox stage of photo
synthesis can be also expressed as 4·8 X 23 = 110
kcal. (per mole of reduced CO2), We can thus
write the equation

H H H
I I Io=c=o -I- 2H,O-+O - C - U + 0,

I
H

[-+ (CH,O) + H,O] + 0, + 110 kcal. ... (1)

[That the hydrogenation product, CH2(OH)2, loses a
molecule of water and becomes (CH20)+H20 is
not important for the energy balance.]

To sum up, the energy-storing stage of photo
synthesis is an oxidation-reduction reaction in
which about 110 kcal. are stored per four hydrogen
atoms transferred from an intermediate (which we
shall call ZH) in stage I to an in~rmediate (which
we shall call X) in stage 3.

Hobert Hill discovered (see Hill & Scarisbrick6)

that upon destruction of the cell, releasing a sus
pension of whole or fragmented chloroplasts, the
capacity of the cell for photo-oxidation of water
remains, while its capacity for the photoreduction
of carbon dioxide is lost. Substitute oxidants (a
ferric salt, a quinone or a dye) have to be supplied
to the chloroplast suspension to liberate oxygen in
light (so-called Hill reaction). The capacity to
reduce CO2 can be regained, as shown by Thomas
and coworkers?, by adding certain enzymes and
cofactors ; but even after such reconstruction, the
actually observed carbon dioxide-reducing capacity
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of the chloroplast preparation is only a few per cent
of that of the intact cell.

The photochemical process in photosynthesis is,
according to our belief, not a ' photolysis of water'
(H20 + light -7 [OH] + [HJ) - now a widely used
formulation; nor is it a 'decomposition of carbon
dioxide' (C02+ light -> C + 02) as has been often
assumed in the past; rather, it is an energy-storing
step (or steps) in the transfer of hydrogen atoms
(or electrons) from H20 to CO2,

The Primary Photochemical Products

The nature of the primary donor (ZH) and pri
mary acceptor (X) and thus also of the primary
photochemical products, Z and XH, is not definitely
known. There is a great deal of evidence suggest
ing that X may be that well-known cellular catalyst,
NADP (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phos
phate; formerly called TPN (Triphosphopyridine
nucleotide); and that the reduced form of this
compound, NADPH, feeds hydrogen into the CO2
reducing enzymatic reaction sequence. The redox
potential of the couple NADP/NADPH (Eo= -0·32
V.) is not sufficiently negative to reduce the couple

C02/~(CH20)n (Eo = about -0'4 eV.). However,

light is known8,~ to produce in chloroplasts adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) - an ubiquitous cellular energy
carrier, able to release about 8 kcal./mole when it
is hydrolysed. With the help of ATP as a booster,
NADPH can overcome its insufficient reducing
power, and initiate the reduction of carbon dioxide;
the now widely accepted scheme of photosynthesis
suggests that this is what actually happens.
Calvin's investigations of the reaction sequence
leading from CO2 to (CH20) in photosynthesis
suggested that ATP is needed not only in this reduc
tion step, but also in the phosphorylation of ribulose
monophosphate to ribulose diphosphate. Whether
the yield of ATP-production in light by chloro
plasts is high enough to supply the ATP molecules
needed according to this reaction scheme is an open
question.

Recent evidence has indicated that the first
reduced product in photosynthesis may not be
NADPH, but a certain iron protein (' ferredoxin ')
with a somewhat more negative potential (Eo
=-0,42 V.), which then reduces NADP by a secon
dary, dark reaction10- 12. Recently, Kokl3 has sug
gested that 'X' may be a compound with an Eo
value as low as about -0·6 eV.•The Two Photochemical Steps

We now ask: What is known about the process
by which hydrogen atoms (or electrons) are moved,
with the help of light, from the donor, ZH, to the
acceptor, X?

An important new development in this field is
the finding that this process apparently includes
two successive photochemical steps; and that cyto
chromes (a type of iron-porphyrin-protein complexes
well known from their catalytic role in respiration)
are the likely intermediates between them.

That two light quanta may be used to move one
hydrogen atom in photosynthesis was first suggested
by Franck and HerzfeldH and elaborated by Rabino-
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witchl5 ; it was then mercly a hypothesis, based on
Emerson's quantum yield measurements of photo
synthesis, which indicated that eight may be the
minimum number of light quanta required to trans
fer four hydrogen atoms needed to reduce one
molecule of CO, to (CHP).

This hypothesis has since received experimental
confirmation from several sides.

Red Drop and Emerson Enhancement
Effect in Photosynthesis

The first set of these observations pertains to
the so-called 'enhancement effect '16. Since the
measurements of Emerson and Lewis·', it has been
known that the quantum yield of photosynthesis
(the number of oxygen mokcules evolved per
quantum of light ahsorbed) is approximately con
stant throughout the spectral region of chlorophyll
absorption - except for tbe far red and the blue
end of the spectrum, where it declines. The latter
is easily interpreted hy the low efficiency of caro
tenoids as sensitizers for photosynthesis; the red
drop is more difficult to explain. In green plants
and green algae, this red drop takes place at wave
lengths longer than 680 mlll6 ,n This red drop is
clearly seen in the action spectrnm of photosynthesis,
which is the plot of the quantum yield of a light
produced change as function of the wavelength of
light. The red drop occurs in the region where
light is absorbed only in chlorophyll a ancl not in
chlorophyll b. Hed marine algae contain only
chloropbyll a; in addition, they contain a red,
water-soluble pigment, called phycoerythrin, which
absorbs in the grpen part of the spectrum; and
(in a smaller amount) a blue pigment, called
phycocyanin, which absorbs in the orange and
red. In red algae, the red drop begins at 650
mil, that is, in the region where absorption by
phycocyanin ends and chlorophyll a becomes the
only absorbing pigment lB It thus appears as if
in both cases chlorophyll a were an ' inefficient'
(or totally ineffective) pigment in photosynthesis
a strange conclusion to make in the face of the fact
that chlorophyll a is the one common pigment of
all photosynthesil-ing plants!

Emerson and coworkersI6 ,18-21 made an important
discovery. They found that photosynthesis in the
region of the red drop can be hrought up to full
efficiency (i.e. to a quantum yield of the order of
1.) by simultaneous illumination with light of a
shorter wavelength. For example, the quantum
yield of photosynthesis in Chlorella in pure 700 mil
light is only 0,06, while that in pure 650 mil light
is 0·12; when the two light beams are given simul
taneously, the quantum yield becomes 0·12 for the
total light. This has become known as the
, Emerson effect '21,22.

This observation led Emersonl~ and Emerson
and Chalmers20 to the snggestion that photo
synthesis comprises two photochemica I processes,
of which only one can be brought about by light
absorption in chloropbyll a, while the other re
quires light absorption in another pigment - chloro
phyll b in green algae, phycocyanin or phyco
erythrin in red algae, etc. Further development
of this point of view led to the generalization
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that photosynthesizing cells contain two pigment
systems, both of which have to be excited by
light absorption for efficient photosynthesis. In
the largest part of the visible spectrum, pigments
belonginl-; to hoth svstems participate in light
absorption, thus makinl-; efficient photosynthesis
possible; but in the far red, above 680 mfL in green
cells, and above 650 ml~ in red c('lIs - absorption is
limited to one pigment system, and this caus('s the
red drop.

This h~'pothesis called for a systematic study of
the yield of photosynthesis in various combinations
of monochromatic light beams. Such studies were
begun by Emerson and coworkers,o,'l. A constant
beam in the region of the red drop (e.g. at 700 mfL)
was combined with a second beam of variable wave
lenl-;th, and the rate of oXYl-;en liberation was mea
sured, first in each beam separately and then in
two of them tOl-;ether. In this way, the action
spectrum of the Emerson effect could be detennined.
In each of the four typ('s of all-;a(' studied - red,
green, blue-green and brown - the action spectrum
of the enhancement effl'ct showed peaks in the
region where one or the other of the accessory pig
ments absorbed most strongly.

The conclusion seemed close at hand that of the
two postulated pigment systems, one contains
chlorophyll a, and the other includes all other pig
ments - which were previously dismissed as acces
son', implying their relative unimportance for
photosynthesis!

This conclusion was not only startling; it also ran
into contradiction with conclusions derived from
the studv of the fluorescence of plant pigments
in viVO'3,24. These studies showed that the fluores
cence of photosynthesizing cells is always essentially
that of chlorophyll a, even when the exciting light
is first absorbed b~' another pigment. Observations
of this sensitized chlorophvll a fluorescence (i,e. the
emission by chlorophyll a of light energy first
absorbed by another pigment) showed convincingly
that light quanta absorbed by chlorophyll bare
transferred to chlorophyll a with practically roo
per cent efficiency; that for phycoerythrin and
phycocyanin, the transfer efficiency is only slightly
less - of the order of 90 per cent; that for fuco
xanthol in diatoms, it is of the order of 80 per cent,
etc. W(' arc thus driven to an implausible con
clusion that for photosynthesis, the cells need one
quantum of light to be absorbed directly in chloro
phyll a, and one quantum to be absorbed bv an
accessory pigment, and then transf('rred, by reso
nance, to chlorophyll a! How should chlorophyll a
distinguish between quanta received by direct
absorption and quanta received by resonance trans
fer, and require one of each kind to bring about
photosynthesis?

Two sets of observations helped to clarify this
paradox. One was due to the studies by Govindjee
and coworkers",·5-.7 and by French and coworkers'8,

of the action spectra of the Emerson effect. It
was found that this action spectrum contains, in
addition to peaks corresponding to the accessory
pigments, also a peak or a shoulder at 670 mfL,
within the absorption band of chlorophyll a in vivo.
(This band extends roughly from 660 to 690 miJ..)

This finding suggested that there are two kinds of
chlorophyll a in green cells - one with an absorption
band at 670 miJ., and one absorbing at longer waves.
The first form - which was called Chi a 670
must be associated in a common pigment system
with the accessory pigments; this is the form that
collects excitation energy transferred to chlorophyll
a by resonance from the accessory pigments, and is
the source of sensitized chlorophyll a fluorescpnce.
The other form of chlorophyll <1, absorbing at the
longt'r wavelength, in the region of the red drop
belongs to another pigment system (for analysis of
absorption bands, see Brown and French'9 and
Cederstrand30).

Since, upon extraction of plant cells, only one
chlorophyll a is found, the two chlorophyll a forms
in vivo must differ not in their chemical com
position, but either in their state of aggregation,
or in their association with different partners-·
proteins, lipoids or other pigments. Which of the
factors is most essential remains a controversial
subject.

Be this as it may, the new observations suggest
that what is needed for photosynthesis is excitation
of two types of chlorophyll a molecules. One of
them can be excited either directly or by resonance
transfer of energy from an accessory pigment; while
the other has to be excited directly.

This is a much more plausible hypothesis than
Emerson's original suggestion that what is needed
for photosynthesis is excitation of chlorophyll a and
of one of the accessory pigments!

According to this picture, a 'balanced' excita
tion of the two pigment systems

System I - chlorophyll a absorbing in green cells
maximally at 680-690 miJ.

System II - chloroph~'l1 a absorbing in green
cells maximally at 670 miJ. and accessory
pigments (e.g. phycobilins, chlorophyll b,
etc.)

is needed for effective photosynthesis. According
to this hypothesis, monochromatic light should
produce pho~osynthesis with a quantum yield
dependent on how well balanced is the excitation
of the two systems. The yield should be highest
where both systems participate equally in the
absorption and dip down whenever one or the other
of them receives too much (and the other too little
energy); an extreme case of such imbalance is found
in the region of the red drop. This hypothesis is
generally labelled separate package modeJ31-33. This
should cause a fine structure of the action spectrum
of photosynthesis, which remains to be confirmed
and analysed. The dip of the curve at 660 miJ.
in the action spectrum of photosynthesis in Chiarella
is one example of such fine structure. An alternative
to this hypothesis exists: It postulates resonance
energy transfer from pigment system II to pigment
system I (but not vice versa i), leading to automatic
balancing of excitation between the two systems
whenever too much energy is absorbed in system II.
This hypothesis is usually labelled spill-over
model31-33. It would be simpler if this hypothesis
were not needed; one could then postulate a spatial
separation of the two pigment systems in the
chloroplasts.
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The Role of Cytochromes

The above-described measurements led to the
postulation of two photochemical rractions in
photosynthesis, brought about b~' rxcitation of two
{onTIS of chlorophyll a.; but nothing was saiel about
the nature of these two reactions, Here, a second set
of experiments is of great importance, experimrnts
dealing with the transformation of cytochromes in
photosynthesis,

Robert Hill and coworkers (see Hi1l34) had dis
covered two types of cytochromes in chloroplasts,
One they calleel cytochromr f; it brlongs to the
type of cytochrome e known in H'spiration, What
is most important for us is that it has a positi\'e
redox potential, Eo = -1-0'42 rY, The oth('r cyto
chrom~, fDund in chloroplasts an(1 designateel b\'
Hill as cytochrome b6 , belongs to thr cytochrome
b type, and has a potential close to 0,0 cY,

Duysens35 observrd that in illuminated (and,
presumably, photosynthesizing) suspensions of algal
cells, absorption bands belonging to re(luc('d cyto
chromes disappear, aud bands belonging to oxidizrd
cytochromes appear instead, Upon return to dark
ness, the change is reversed,

Hill and Bendel}36 made the ingenious suggestion
that the two cytochromes, b6 and f, play the role
of intermediate carriers in the' bucket brigade',
carrying hydrogrn atoms (or electrons) from ZH
to X in a two-step mechanism, The following
diagram is a modified version of Hill-Bendell
hypothesis:

"),0 "~, "». {co,
ZH ." Cyt::lch(o:n~ t>6.....Cytoc"'romc f .. X

Pholoreacl1on II Pholorcoctlon I

°2 AOP~TP «(H2°)

One photochemical rraction (reaction IT) tak('<; a
hydrogen atom (or rlcctron) from ZH and trans[rrs
it to cytochrome b.; thus rrduced cvtochrome It.
then reacts, in a dark, 'dml"llhill' reaction, with
oxidized cytochromr f, reducing the latter. Another
photochemical reaction mo\'es the electron from
reduced cytochrome f to X, The !lv2 aIHI hv, in
the diagram refrr to light quanta ab<;orbed in
systems II and I respccti\'ely, In the downhill
part, one AT!' molecule can be formed [rom AD!'
(adenosine diphosphate) and Pi (inorganic pho,,
phate), storing the released energ\', in the same
way in which this happen<; in respiration,

The oxidized Z evolves O2 from H 20 by a dark
reaction (see left side of the diagram) and reduced
X feeds hydrogen atoms (or ell'ctrons) into the
'Calvin sequ('nce " ultimately reducing CO2 to the
reduction level of a carbohvdrate (CH.o),

This hypothesis was supported by the findings by
Duysens et al,3' that in red alg-ae, only light quanta
absorbed in ' pigme;,t system II ' (i,e, in phycoerv
thrin) cause reduction of the cytochrome, while
quanta absorbed in system I (i,e, in the longer
wave components of chlorophyll a) cause its oxida
tion, The pigment system II can be thus as<;igned
the role of energy supplirr for the transfer of
hydrogen atoms (or electrons) from ZH to cyto
chrome b6 , The pigment system I can be similarl~'

assigned the function of sensitizing the hydrogen
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(01' electron) trans[rr from reeluced cytochrome f
to thp acceptor X,

According to tllis sdl('nw, light ahsorption in
s\'s(em II must causl' a reduction, and light absorp
tion in system I, an oxidation, of all intel'lnediatps
in the reaction seql.1pnce connecting the t\l'O photo
chemical steps,

Duysens and Amrsz3R concluded, from quantita
tive studies of these phenomena, that the se\'C'ral
pigments are not nratly divided between the two
pignwnt systems; rathrr, some chlorophyll a. is
prespnt also in s\'stem II, and somp accessory pig
ments (particularlv, phycoerythrin in red algae)
in svstem r. This prohll'm as well as the earlier
mentioned one of possible excitation rnerg~' trans
fer by resonance from s~'stl'm I [ into s~'slt'm I
arr now under int('nsive study in s('vrral lahora
torips, The role of cytochrome li6 has not been
clearly established,

Photosynthetic Units and P700

Twenty or more rnzyme molpcules are likeh' to
be involvrd iu photosynthesis, Each is a proteiu
with a molecular weight of 10"-106 , and r(,quires a
\'olumc of thp orde'r of 10-1" to 10-19 em,". That
means that a total volmne of ahout 10-17 cm," ma\'
he required to accomlllodall' a singlr set of photo
s\'nthetic pnzynws, A typical chloroplast has a
total volullle of the order of 5 X 10-11 cm,3; thus,
e':en if it wrre tightly packed with nothing but
photosynthetic rnz\'mps (which it is not !), it could
not hold more than, say, 5 X 106 such s<'ls, On the
other hand, a chloropiast may contain - in fact,
it must contain, in order to ahsorh significant
amounts o[ light! - as much as 109 chlorophyll
molecules, Ohviously, several hundred pigment,
molecules must share a single set of enzvmes - a
common enz\'matic 'conve\'or hrlt', This calcu
lation provi~les an a priori justification of the
hypothesis of a ' photos\'l1thetic unit', This con
crpt was proposed b~' Gaffron and Woh\39 to explain
the results of Emerson and Arnold40,41 on thl'
maximum vickI of photosynthesis in intense light
flashes, This \'idd was found to he ahout one O.
molecule per flash per 2400 chloropll\'l1 molccule<
meaning that onc H-atom (or elrctron) could ·he
transferred from ZH to X per flash per 600 chloro
phyll molrcules (since four H-atoms are ill\'oh'l'd in
the relpase of one 02 molecule), This figure could
he intprprdrd as measure of the contc'nt in chloro
plasts of a 'vield-limiting' rnz\'mp - an ('nz\'me
that can Iw put to work onlv on('(' dming the practi
callv instantaneous flash, (Other experinll'nts sug
gested that this c'nzyme rrquin's ahout 10 millisee,
to complete its action and hrcomc availahle for thp
next flash), One molecull' of this pnzvme must be
prrsent (at ]rast in normal grren cells) per 600
chlorophyll molecules, If t\\'o pigment s\'stems o[
equal size are postula[('rl, one molecule of the
limiting enzvme must Il(' associated \I'ith 300 pig
ment molrcules,

Since thl'n, much e\,i(lrn('(' has accumulated,
confirming thl' rxistrnce in chloroplasts of units of
ahout 300 chlorophvllmolccules, somehow associated
with a siugle molecule of an enzvmc (or rather,
with the pntrance to a singlr en7,ymatic cOll\'eyor
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belt). The pi~nlf'nt molecules belonging to a unit
arc packed so (knselv that excitation of anyonc
of tlll'm b~' li~ht is easily transferred, by resonancc,
to its ncighbour --- thc picture rClllindin~ one of a
pinball tablc on \\"hich a st<'e1 ball is runnin~ ab?~lt,

lighting one electnc hght art<'r another. .11:e
clll-r~I' can thns lIIi~rat<' throngh the Ulllt, until It
arrin:" at an ('nzl'matir centn'. This ener~I' Illi~ra
tion is a quanium-m('rhanical plll'nomrnon; this
means that the (-xcitation ('ner~~' cannot bl' dil'idp(1
bl'l\\"een t\\"o or sCI'(-ral Illokcnh-s, as in the case of
resonatin~ nll'dlanical I'ibrators _. bells or tnnin~

forks. I<ather, what diffnses throu~h the unit is
the probability of finding the energy quantum as a
\\"hole in different pigment molecules. \\. hen the
probability of findin~ it at the entr~nce to an
('nzl'matic conveyor Iwlt becomes slglllficant, the
C]u,;ntum is in fact trapped there, and utilizNI to
injpct an I-I-atom (or an dectron) on to thiS bdt
(or to unload an H-atolll or an electron from It):

The Jli~ment molecu"'s Imnll'(hately adJolnll1g
the ('nzYll1at ic centre can be expect<-d to (hffer
sOIllI-wh;tt from those in the bulk of the unit, since
th(-I' arc the 01111' ones likell- to participate chemi
calfl' in the oxi(iation-redllctioll process (all others
s('n"illg as 1I1(-rell- ph.l'sical '('IH'rgv supplil'rs' for
the centre).

Kok42 found (-I'idence that 'pigment system I'
contains a lI1inor COll1pOIll'nt lI'ith an absorption
band at 700 miL (h" called it 'pi~nll'nt 700', or
1'700), \\"hich, similar to the C\·tochroll1es, shows
evidence of n'I'('rsihl" oxid:Jtion and reduction in
photosl·nthesis. TIll' absorption band of 1'700 lies
on the lon~-\\"al'(' side of that of the bulk of ddoro
phi-II a in S\'stem I (680-6lJO miL); i.c. its ('xcitation
ener~I' quantum is slight II- smaller: this makps
1'700 suitable to act as a trap, catching the energy
quanta migrating through the unit. The conn'n
tration of 1'700 (about 1/300 of that of chloroph~'11

II) was also found to be ' just ril-;ht ' for the purpose
assiglll'd to it - it wrn-sponds to one molecule of
1'700 per unit. (Incidentalh', the same is roughly
correct also for the number of cytochrome.r mole
cules prpsent!) l\ok43 was able to detennilll' also
the oxidation-reduction potpntial of 1'700, and
found /:'0 ~ -j 0·45 c\'. - - slightl~' abol'e that of
c~·tochrome f; this, too, i., jnst right for a pigment
that is supP(JS(-d to n'wI...r till' dectron (or I-I-atom),
\\"hich it had lost by tran,f,-r to the acceptor (X)
in the primal"\' photodwmical step, from c.vtochrome
.f. We are thns jnstified in placing 1'700 in the key
position assi~ned to it.

'I'll(- situation is less dear in pigment s~'sll'm II,
containin~ acn'ssor." pigments and ChI II 670.
0ne i., tempted to sparch th('re, too, for a small
proportion of a special form of chloroph~'11 a, with
an absorption band at slighth' longer wan'lengths
than that of bulk (perhaps, in the neighbourhood of
6BO m:L), which could serve as a trap for migrating
pJ1('rgl'; one would expect this component to be
rel'ersibll' reducible and oxidizabl(', so as to be able,
afll'r ha\'ing rec('in'd an II-atom (or electron) from
ZH in a photochemical reaction, to transfl'r it to
cI·tochrome liG or some other intermediate bl' a dark,
enzymatic rpaction. We mal' call this hl'\)othdical
energy trap 'pignl('nt 680' or 1'6BO. So far, no

convincing evidence has been found for the existence
of such a component in system II in algae. Krey
and Govimljee44 have observed a new fluorescence
band in red algae at 693 miL upon excitation with
saturating light absorbed primarily in system II.
This band mal' arise from our hypothetical P680.

'1'11'0 other interesting components have bem found
in chloroplasts--one called plastoquinone4s, a naphtha
quinone related to vitamin K, and one called plasto
cvanin, a coppt'r-protein complex4G• Both are redox
catalysts with potentials dose to those of cyto
chromes b6 and f respectively; tbey are also present
in concentrations of the order of 1/300 of that of
chloroph~'I1- suggesting that they, t~o, may .be
intermediate catalysts in the photochenucal reactIOn
chain. Reel'nt experiments41•48 have implicated
that both plastoquinone and plastocyanin play an
important role in the electron transfer in photo
synthesis.

Nothing in the suggested scheme of the photo
chemical reaction in photosynthesis is established
beyond doubt; it is merely an attempt to penetrate
analytically into the inner sanctum of photosynthesis
- its primary light reaction sequence (as contrasted
to the enzvmatic follow-up reactions).

We have alreadl' mentioned two alternatives
either spatially separate pigment packages, con
taining pigment systems I and II respectively, or a
dose assojation of units of two kinds, permitting
pnergy transfer from s~'stem II to system I (but not
"ice I'ersa !) by resonance (so-called spill-over model).

Another alternative was proposed by Franck and
Rosenberg49 . They suggested that the two photo
chemical redox steps may take place in one and
the same reaction centre or energy trap, containing
a chlorophyll a and a cytochrome molecule. In
one light reaction, the cytochrome is reduced by
electron transfer from ZH to the cytochrome; in
another light reaction, the same cytochrome mole
cule is oxidized, giving its extra electron to an
ac~pptor (X). The salient point in Franck's theory
is that one photochemical step is brought about by
chloropll\'1l a in the singlet, short-lived state (the
state in which the "alence pleetrons have opposite
spins; lifetime, 10-8 sec.), because the cytochrome is
associated with the rpaction centre and available
for immediate reaction; while the other step involves
the reduction of a free-swimming acceptor molecule
X, and therefore occllrs after a delay, during which
the excited chlf)roph~'11 a mokcule is transferred
into a metastable triplet state (with the two elec
trons having parallel spins; lifetime, several milli
seconds or more). The experimental foundation of
this picture is the approximate doubling of the
fluorescence yield of chlorophyll upon light satura
tion of photosynthesis; this was interpreted by
Franck as suggesting that of the two stpps in photo
synthe.,is one competes with fluorescence - i.e.
occurs in the singlet pxcited state - and the other
dol'S not - i.e. occurs in the triplet pxcited state.

We cannot discuss here in more detail the relative
a(h'antages of the two pictures, and the possibility
of combining them. What seems significant is the
considerable degree of agreement between them,
particularl~' in the assumption of two successive
photochemical oxidation-ITduction steps.
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Many workers in photosynthesis have been now
brought to this picture by their own observations'O-52;
it is unlikely that it should not contain some ele
ments of truth.
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REVIEWS

H. S. VENKATARAMAN

THE ATOMIC NUCLEUS by M. Korsunsky; translated
from the Russian by G. Yankovsky (Gordon &
Breach Science Publishers Inc., New York), 1965.
Pp. 454. Price $ 12.50

This is the English translation of a Russian mono
graph, with essentially the same title. The volume
is intended as a text-book, but as there is no preface,
it is perhaps meant as a survey of the characteristics
of the nucleus for the student as well as the scientific
reader who is interested in the ~eral structure of
the nucleus.

The approach is descriptive rather than mathe
matical and physical concepts are emphasized with
illustrations that are quite relevant and helpful.

The subject matter has been carefully selected
and dealt with systematically in 14 chapters. The
presentation is factual and objective and the treat
ment is at a uniform level throughout. After intro
ductory chapters concerned briefly with the dis
covery and properties of radioactive material, there
are chapters on the discovery of the positron,
artificial radioactivity, mesons, the neutrino, struc
ture of the atomic nuclei and nuclear fission. The
last 3 chapters furnish an excellent and up-to-date
survey of the nuclear chain reaction, the peaceful
uses of atomic energy and thermonuclear reactions
and a valuable appendix of 45 diagrams.

This book is a very welcome addition to the
literature on atomic nucleus, bringing together
compactly most of the recent advances and should
prove a valuable addition to all libraries - schools,
colleges and public.

LATTICE DEFECTS IN QUENCHED METALS edited by
R. M. J. Cotterill, M. Doyama, J. J. Jackson &
M. Meshii (Academic Press Inc., New York), 1965.
Pp. xxii+807. Price S22.00

I This book is a collection of twenty-eight papers
that were presented and the discussions that followed
them at a conference at the Argonne National
Laboratory in 1964. In this conference volume, all
aspects of the field of lattice defects in quenched
metals are covered although particular attention
has been given to quenched-in vacancies, vacancy
clusters and their interaction with impurity atoms.
The topic of activation energy is given much em
phasis. Detailed consideration is given to precise
experimental determination of migration and bind
ing energies and experiments which allow different
types of defects to be distinguished. Most of the
papers include an account of the authors' recent
researches, a critical review of earlier related work
and suggestions for future work. This volume thus
presents a complete and up-to-date review in this field.

It is remarkable how the study of defects in
quenched metals and alloys has transformed itself,
over the last decade from a theoretical science into
experimental one. It was first proposed by Frankel
in the mid 1920's, that vacant lattice sites and
interstitial atoms are formed in solids with densities

dependent on temperature. This followed the work
of Schottky and Wagner who worked out detailed
models of defects and carried out experiments
successfully with ionic solids. Unfortunately, these
experimental methods were not applicable to metals
and alloys and so the detailed nature of the ther
mally induced defects in such materials remained a
matter of speculation and controversy for nearly
thirty years. However, during this period several
observations intensified the interest in detailed
nature of defects in individual metals. Then quite
suddenly everything changed, the pio.neering experi
ments of Kauffman and Koehler inspired a syste
matic study of lattice defects in quenched metals
and several methods of observations of defects
appeared. The conference served the purpose of
centralizing diverse theories and bringing some
order to the mild state of confusion into which it
had fallen due to immense advancement and de
velopment of diverse experimental methods, and
no doubt this volume will form a basis for future de
velopment and research in this field. Some of the
papers could be mentioned below.

Koehler and Lund in their paper entitled 'Non
equilibrium situation involving vacancies in gold'
discussed the question of vacancy generation in pure
and alloyed gold, particularly in the case of pulse
heating. Seeger and Schumacher described dif
ferent techniques of studying quenched-in defects and
outlined the processes of analysis to obtain correct
and accurate values of activation and interaction
energies for different types of defects. In two
papers Balluffi et al. reported the results of in
vestigations on the relationship between sink struc
ture and annealing rate of quenched gold and
worked out the method of analysing complex
quenching experiments. .

Cost recommended the Zener relaxation studies of
quenched alloys as a powerful method to study
annealing even under conditions of small super
saturation and under-saturation, and thus to elimi
nate spurious annealing effects due to multiple
vacancies, variable sink concentrations and quench
ing stresses. .

In three papers by Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf, Cotterill
and Doyama dealing with divacancy and vacancy
cluster formations in quenched pure and impure
metals, a large number of models of vacancy clusters
of growing sizes were given and their formation and
migration energies were investigated both theoreti
cally and experimentally. Federighi in his paper
worked out the resistometric method fully which will
be very helpful to intending future workers in this field.

Two papers, one by Schultz on tungsten and the
the other by Meakin, Lawley and Koo on molyb
denum, have opened up new hopes of further work
in the case of quenched b.c.c. metals, attempts on
which so far proved unsuccessful.

This volume can be unreservedly recommended
to solid state physicist and metallurgist interested
in the theoretical as well as experimental study of
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quenched metals and alloys. They will be en
couraged to work in this field by the delightful
combination of experiment and theory it offers and
which is so well brought out in this volume by
eminent scientists ancL authorities in this field.

M. A. QU.\IJEI{

FUNDAMENTALS OF ENGINEEJUNG MECHAJ'ICS bv
1.. Vevinson; translated from the Russian (Gordo;1
& Breach Science Publishers Inc., 1\ew York), 1965.
Pp. 333. Price 10.50

This is a very elementary book on mechanics with an
engineering bias. Both higher secondary studen ts
and those studying in polytechnics can benefit
from it. The style is simple and direct and emphasis
is laid on fundamentals and clarity. Very little
knowledge of mathematics is assumed: not even the
elements of calculus are needed.

The book is divided into two parts - the first part
includes statics, kinematics and dynamics and covers
14 chapters. 'In the second part, the theory of
machines and the fundamentals of strength of mate
rials are treated. This covers 11 chapters. Neat
figures and illustrative examples arc in abundance
and help to understand the principles involved.
A number of oral exercises and review type questions
along with their answers are also given.

The book has all the strong and weak poin ts
of the classical treatment. 0 modern concepts are
introduced. Even though it is stated that absolute
rest does not exist, statics has not been derived as a
particular case of the dynamical treatment.

B. R. SETH

MATERIALS DATA NO~lOGRAPHS by Robert 1.. Peters
(Reinhold Publishing Corp., New York), 1965.
Pp. 224. Price 16.50

The book contains about 250 nomographs on the
strength, modulus, hardne~s, density, electric and
magnetic properties, heat parameters, atomic, nuclear,
radiation and other properties of materials. A wide
range of engineering materials is covered, including
common metals, ferrous and non-ferrous alloys,
plastics of various tyres, glass, graphite, ctc. The
material codes and the classification of the type of
materials arc also systematically drawn. In the
type code, the materials arc even differentiated as
low, medium or high density, low, medium or high
heat resistant and in the case of plastic materials,
whether they are extrusion grade or molding grade,
whether the material is compression molded or
injection molded or whether a foam is of rigid or
flexible type. It is only natural that in a work of
this nature, a few materials arc not coded, though
their properties arc given in the chart or a few
materials are left out from the list.

The charts provided give the conversion of tlie
units of properties from ene system to the other.
This is one of the important aspects of the book,
of particular interest to Indian engineers, in view of
the adoption of metric system in the country.

Detailed instructions for the use of the nomographs
with examples wherever neces~ary make the use of
the charts simple and easy.

The book will be very Ilseful to all engineers con
nected with the utilization of engineering materials
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given in this unique and highly llsdul collection of
nomographic charts and explana tory data.

K. S. CHAIU

NCCLEIC ACIJ)s: STHl:cruHE, BlOsn,THESIS .\:\1)

FUNCTIO:-l (Collncil of Scientific & Industrial
Hesearch, New Iklhi). 1965. Pp. xi+360. Price
I~s 20.00; 40s.; S6.()O

The pXFonc'ntial growth of interest in nucleic acids
evidGnced from the unending spate of publications of
symposia, seminars, tTI'iews, etc., is a phenomenon
to which the already hewildered research worker has
reconciled himself iOn a spirit of utter self-surrender.
Any meaningful retriel';li of information on nucleic
acids currently get>ttllg into print in scientific journals
and books requires tackling by the methodology of
operat ional resea rch.

The belated publication of the volume in the hands
of the reviewer trlllnpets our entry into the fashionable
era of international meds of scientific luminaries
for the ostensible purpose of exchange of information
and to seck clues for the' hn'ak-through ' of problems
challenging solution in the field of the biosynthesis
and function of nucleic acids. In January 1964, with
the ble,;sings of the Council of Scientific & Industrial
I~esearch and generous financial support from the
Wellcome Trust, London, and other charitable insti
tutions, the Regional I~('search Lahoratory, Hyder
abad, played host to 34 invited participants from
USA, UK, Israel, .lapan, Germany and India and
over ;t hundred observers who werc thrown together
for six days revicwing some aspects of the structure,
biosynthesis anc! function of nucleic acids. Thirty
three papers were presenkd at this symposium and
of these thirty-one have found place in the I'olume
under review, about a year aml half subsequent to
the holding of the symposium.

The papers presented in this volume embody the
utterances of some of the high priests of the cult of
molecular biology on the magic of the genetic code,
and its translation anc! transcription. These arc suffi
ciently awe-inspiring! ~cattered here and there arc
pedestrian and, to 'the bench workers' rdid, more
familiar accounts of isolation of nucleic acids anc!
description of em,yme systems from bacterial, plant
~nd animal tissues that mediate the synthesis of
nucleic acids. One looks in I-ain for a connecting
thread or a basic philo~'ophy of outlook in this
assembly of papers. Pcrhaps that was not OI~e

of the objectives of the sponsors o[ the sympo,ium.
Admittedly it is safer to be rragmatic in such an
exciting field as nucleic acid research! This line is
not written, however, to belittle the stimulating
nature of the articles included in the present volume.

The possibility that long homopolymeric sequences
could occur in nature is illustrall'd by Edmonds and
Abrams in their report on thymus nuclear enz\'mes
which elaborate polyadenylate. The intriguing role
of histones as regulators of nucleic acid 'yntlll'sis and
breakdown is discussed independently in two papers
by Butler and coworkers and Mirsky and cO\I'orkers
from either side of the Atlantic. The collinearity
problem of transcription is illuminated bv Crick
with his usual clarity and forcefulness of style.
The usc of purine pyrimidine antagonists in chemo
therapy and their mode of incorporation is discussed
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by HcilkllJt'rgl'r. Tile nature of ribosomal I{NA and
tile origin of ribosoml's lIave been dealt with in
fi"e papl'rs. Tlw C<lpacity of tissue I{NA to carry the
g"netic cod,' is d"monstrated by in 7,ilro experiments
on thl' indnction of tissue spl'cilic enzyml's aml species
spl'cilic ha,·moglobin.

Elevl'n pap('rs dl'aling willi Ill'palic cells in the
stull v of nucleic acid tumonT, isolation of iufl'ctious
D:\,\ from "accinia vims, ro'" or hOrInonl's in the
svntill'sis of I{j\,\, nutritional status and ]{NA
jiiosyntill'sis in li"l'r, orotic acid ml'1ab"lislll and liver
•kg('nl'ration, chromosonw nl;lpping, a theoretical
approach to gl'nl'tic crosso""r, polynncll'otide
pllosphorylas,· of .1. 7'ille/alldii, induction of enzymes
in I.. plllllii/rilllll, polynucic'o(id,' syntll"sis in c1dortl
pl:lSts ;Ind DNA syutllesis in li\'('r constitute
till' indigenous contribntion to this int,'mational
symposium.

The reviewl'r gatllers fronl OIH' of llll' invited
participants of till' symposium tklt the discussion
followillg tile p;l\)('rs W;IS of ;1 lIigh orr"'r. The
decision of the COI1\"'I1('r of tile symposinnl not to
includ,' till'sl' discnssions in the present volume is,
t lIerefore, to 1Jt' highly rl'grl't kd. It is a safe
assumption to makl' that a svmposium of this nature
is seldoln till' n'IlUI' for annonncing new discoveries
or break-throughs! Bowen'r, duriug the cours.e of
discussion, "l'rv ofkn, "alnabl<' snggl'stions arc made
not Ill'cl'ssarily by th,' anthors of papers. One sorely
misses thl's" sill'nt sparks in the prl'sl'nt volumc.

The re"il'wer has no complaint against the get-up
of thl' book. The picturt, on til(' front dust cover
reminds him, hOWl'n'r, of thl' "ali;lllt bnt futile efforts
of the neo-Picassos who c!;lim to shock the senses but
onlv stir the on-lookers' pity! One docs not sl'e
why a cOll"entional donbl,' Il('lical could not have
bl'\'n used as the mot if! TI\(' book is .'mim'ntly free
from printing mistakl's. Thl' sponsors of the sym
posium, accordillg to th(' prdatory remarks of the
COl1\'el1('r, had till' st imulation of nucleic aci.l researcll
in India as Olle of thl·ir aims ill organizing this sym
posium. It will be preslllnptuous to bdieve that tile
publication of tllis book ill its present form alone
would achic:ve that objective. The reviewer, how""cr,
can only wish that young miuds in the postgraduate
d\'partIllents of onr uni"('rsities and medical colleges
,\·ill he stimulalt'd by exposure to the contents of this
book to go dl'l'jwr into the fascinating story of nucleic
acids.

C. H. KIUSHNA MCRTI

BIOLOGIG.'L CONTIWL OF INSECT PESTS AKP WEEDS

editl·d hy Paul ))eBach &: Evert I. Schlinger
(Reinhold Publishing Corp., New York), 1964.
Pl'. xxiy+844. Price $ 22.50

This hook is the outcome of the collective efforts
of 16 eminent research workers among whom (as the
editor, Dr Paul DeBach, says in the preface) 'over
200 man-years of specialization in biological control
is represented '. In spite of this multiplicity of
authors the entire book is a cohesive whole. The
treatnlent of the subject is in a refreshingly lucid
style and the approach is incisive and analytical
throughout.

The plan of the book merits a brief description.
Ihe book is divided into eight sections and twenty-

four chapters, covering every aspect of the theory
and practice of biological control. Section I:
Introrluctory, comprises two chapters, viz. The
Scope of Biological Control (Paul DcBach) and The
Historical Dcvelopn1l'nt of Biological Control (R. L.
Doutt). Section ll: The Ecological Basis of Bio
logical Control, consists of three chapters, viz.
Population Ecology - Historical DeY\:lopment (C. B.
Huffaker & P. S. Messcnger), The Concept and
Signilicance of Natural Control (c. B. Huffaker &
P. S. Messmger) and Some Biological Control Con
cefts and Qnestions (R. 1.. Doutt & Paul DeBach) .
Sec! ion III: Biology aud Systematics, has three
chapters - Biological Characteristics of Entomo
phagous Adults (R. L. Doutt). Development Stages
of Parasites (K. S. Hagen) and Systematics in Relation
to Biological Control (E. 1. Schlinger & R. L. Doutt).
Section IV: The Introduction, Culture aud Establish
ment Programme, comprises six chapters, yiz. Foreign
Exploration for Beneficial Organisms (B. R. Bartlett
&: R V:ll1 den Bosch), Quarantine Handling of
Entomophagous Insects (T. YV. Fisher), Culture of
Entomophagous Iusects and Their Hosts (G. L.
Finney &: T. W. Fisher), Nutrition of Entomo
phagous Insects and Their Hosts (K. S. Hagen),
Insectary Facilities and Equipment (T. W. Fisher
& G. L. Finney) and Methods of Colonization,
l{ecO\uy and Evaluation (Paul DeBach & B. R.
Bartlett). Section V deals with the Conseryation
and Augmentation of I\atural Enemies and com
prises three chapters, viz. ;\1anipuJation of Entomo
phagous Species (Paul lleBach &: K. S. Hagen),
Environmental Modification and Biological Control
(R. Van dm Bosch & A. D. Telford) and Integration
of Cherr,ical and Biological Control (B. I{. Bartlett).
Section VI deals with Insect Pathology and compri<;es
four chapters: Microbial Diseases of Insects (E. A.
Steinhaus), Epizootiology of Insect Diseases (Y.
Tanada), Mass Production of Insect Pathogens (M. E.
Martignoni) and Use of Microorganisms in Biological
Control (1. M. Hall). Section VII, dealing with
Biological Control of Vieeds, has two chapters, viz.
FundanH'ntals of Biological Weed Control (C. B.
Huffaker) and Projects in Diological Control of Weeds
(,I. K. Holloway). The last part of the book (Section
VIII) - Conclusion, has one chapter, Successes,
Trends and Future Possibilities (Paul DeBach), and
is broadly a summing-up and includes two compre
hensive lists (Tables 12 and 13) of successes, complete
or partial, achieved in the biological control of insect
pests in different parts of the world.

Thus, the book follows an orderly pattern begin
ning from the more fundamental and theoretical
aspects and then touching upon the various aspccts
of applied biological control. Because of this, it
can very well serve as a text-book in colleges and
universities and thus it fulfils a long-felt need.
While all the twenty-four chapters are of interest
to any advanced student of the science of biological
control, the six chapters of Section IV (The Introduc
tion, Culture and Establishment Programme) are
of special interest for applied work on biological
control.

There is a useful bibliography consisting of over
3000 references, and an index to scientific names.
But there is no index to authors' names; while such
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an index is not very essential, it is certainly useful.
Also, the table of contents, where the chapters arc
listed, does not mention the names of the ;lUthors of
the different chapters and one has, therefore, to
turn to the actual chapters to know tl1<'m.

For certain reasons, Indian work is rather in
completely tOl1ched upon in this book. Wbile the
successful control of the pl'a aphid A ryrtllOsipholl pisi
(Harris) (=111 acrosipl11l1Jl pisi Kaltenbach) in Cali
fornia by the imported Indian parasite Apliidills
smithi Sharma & Subba ]{ao has been mentioned,
the introduction into USA of another Indian parasite
Dus11letia sangwani Subba Hao has I)('en omitted.
The latter has been playing an important roll' in
controlling its host Antollina gr!t1Jlinis (:\1askell) in
large areas of USA. The successful laboratory
culturing of Apantcles allf!,alct£ Muesl'lwck, an Indian
parasite of tbe pink bollworm, on a factitious host
(Coreyra ccphalonica Stainton) does not find mention
either in the text of Chapter I I (Cultun' of Entomo
phagous Insects and Their Hosts) or in the table
entitled 'Selected listing of mass-produced entomo
phagous insects' on page 354.

The book shoulo find a place on the sl\l.'lf of e,"('[y
entomologist, particularly those who are especially
working in the fidds of insect parasitology and bio
logical control. The book will certainly prove of
immense use to teachers and stuoents alike. The
authors have made a noble gesture in deciding to send
the royalties fn,m this book to the Harry S. Smith
Memorial Fund, University of California, set up
to honour a great teacher and a wry eminent worker
in the field of biological control, the late Prof. H. S.
Smith.

S. PllA llllAN

STRUCTUHE AND FUNCTION 11\ BIOI.O{;ICAI. MEM

ImANES: Vol. 2, by J. Lee Ka,·anan (Holden
Day Inc., San Francisco), 1965. Pp. x+760.
Price S 14.75

This volume and the preceding one of thC' series
is an attempt by the author to present a compre
hC'nsi,·e account of the CUlTent concepts on tIl(' inter
relationship of structure ancl function in biological
membranes. In the volume under review, the
following topics are dealt with in dl'lail: protoplasmic
streaming, coalescence between membranes, amoeboid
locomotion, effect of physical factors on protoplasm,
transport and diffusion mechanism across membranes
and electron optical evidence for the existence of
membrane structure. The properties of micelles,
monolavers and wat('r-solute interactions in the
biophase arc described on the b:\sis of advanced
physico-chemical theories. The existence of both
closed and open configuration of membranes is
assumed to explain ion transport and enzymic reaction
mediated by lipoprotC'in mC'mbranes. The aid of the
ubiquitous feedback control is invoked to pro,·ide
theoretical support to the assumption of a nebulous
state of equilibrium between closed and oprn con
figuration of membranes. The C'iectron optical
evidence for the existence of double membrane system
in hacterial and yeast protoplasts, mitochondrial and
erythrocyte membranes is presented in a numher of
electron micrographs. The remarkable resemblance
between an artificially prepared lecithin-cholesterol
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complex when ,·isnalized 1I11(!<-r an C'!ectron beam
afll'r exposllre to saponin and a similarh· treatl'd
prepar;\tion of spinal cord homo~l'nall' - indicat('s
how fruitful it is to ha,·(· experinll'ntal modds of
hionwmbraill's.

The author is to Ill' w:lrI11ly complinll'nlcd for
h:l\·ing l)('rfornH'd a rather Ill'at feat of assembling
;, formidable III;'SS of data alld concepts and theories
on bionwmbrane from the standpoint of structun'
function relationship. For this II(' dl·sl'n·('s the
gratitude of \\·orkers who,(' int('rest arc clllT('ntlv
conn'rging tow:mls Ihl' discon·ry of a moll'cular basis
for membranl' function.

ISTA BULLETIN: Vol. 1 ()-los. 1-4), 1%4-65, pllblished
by the Indian Sci('ntific Translators AS'llciation,
c/o Insdoc, N(,w Iklhi 12

Scanning throllgh the first fOllr iss\"'s of the' Ill'1\'

q\l:Irtl'rly (published Octob(T, .Iallllarv, April and
July) startl'd as till' organ of tlH' Indian Scil'ntific
Translators Association (ISTA). om· is con,·inced of
thl' need for sllch a jonrnal. Apart from sen·ing as a
forlllll for the scil'ntilic tr:llls!:Jlors in India, the
jonrnal will be IIseflll to :dl those intl'rested in
lingllistics. Thl' l~TA was fornll'd with till' object of
promoting the facilities for scientific translation and
for impro,·ing the stat liS and s('ITice conditions of
transl:,tors. In his presidential lIIessag,· to till' first
issu(', Prof. M. ~. Thacker has stressed the' impor
tann' of scientific translation to any den'loping
country.

Th,· -wnll'nts of tIll' isslles so far p"blisl"'d include
articles on gelH'ral linguistics, spl'cial prob'ems
encountl'n,d in tC'chnic:d translation and nolt·s on
languages, \\·hich will be of practical liS\' for practising
translators. An accollnt of the' procel'dings of till'
St'cund Selllinar on ~ci"ntific Trans!:Jtions organiz"d
hy the ISTA dnrillg 15-17 April 1965 has I)('en
r\'ported in till' .lilly 1965 issue. En'n though the
circulation of this minwographed blliletin is confined
to memlwrs of I~TA at present, pnhaps due to
economic considnations, the ISTA's plans to print
this blll!<-tin with a ,·i..w to wider circulation is to 1)('
welcomed. With a wider circulation, the ,·:due of
th\' bnlletin will 1)(' lll'tter apP1'l'ciat\'d bv all thos,'
conceflH'd with till' Il'aching of langllag..s and
lingllistic rl'search, in ;Iddilion to thos,' COIl'H'cted
with trans!:Jtion work.

1\. ~. RAXI;AHAJ.':\

A I'I'I.I(",'T101\ OF MET.\ 1.I.t: HC 1(",' I. MIC IWSCl!l'Y by
Handrickson Ii: Iannon(' (Baush &. Lomb, /Ii,'w
York), 1%5. Pl'. 2H

This unpricl'd publication giws a brid account of
all the important principl('s of metallography and
can sern' as a ll'xt-book for a short conrs.. in this
field. Th(· text which is accompanied b~' photo
micrographs is di,·idl'd into th\' following Sl'C
tions: Microstructun' and the prop\'rties of ml'tab;
Metallographic laboratory practicl'; Photographic
aspects of nwtallography; M\'asun'nwnts with a
metallograph; Types of illumination; Res('arch
tC'chniques; and Exampl\'s of outstanding ml'tallo
graphy.
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NOTES & NEWS
New theory on comet
break-up

The spectacular break-up of
comets is considered for long to be
caused only by close encounters
with the sun or the planets, A
new theory in this respect was put
forward recently by Dr Fred L.
'Whipple and Mr T{obert Stefanik
of the Smithsonian Astrophysical
and Harvard College Observatories
in a paper read at the Thirteenth
International Astrophysical Sym
posium on the Nature and Origin of
Comets held in July 1965 at the
University of 1-iege, Belgium, This
theory suggests that the break-up
could result from the comet's own
structural defects, Studies con
ducted at the obselYatory show
that the decay of radioactive
material at the comet's core may
weaken the body's structure so tha't
it breaks apart upon entering the
warmer region of the planets after a
long orbital ride through thl' colder
regions of the outer solar system
beyond the pbncts,

The new theory is a de\"l:lopmcn t
of Dr Whipple's carly work cle
scribing comets as conglomerations
of icc and particles of extra
terrestrial material.

It is believed that the comets
were created in and bevond the
region of the giant planets', Jupiter,
Saturn and Uranus, nearly 4-5
billion years ago, ahout the same
time as other bodies in thc solar
system, As the huge cloud con
gealed to form the sun and pbnets,
the comets collected as balls of
cosmic debris held together by
, ices' of water, ammonia and
methanol.

Further, the extratcIT<'strial
material in the comet's hody i,.;
thought to bl~similar to the material
found in meteorites, thu,.; contain
ing a small amount of radioac
tive matter. Radioactive material
begins to decay as soon as it is
created, thereby producing heat
and energy. The heat generated
by the decaying process in the
comet would cause the more volatile
ices at the centre of the coml'!
to sublime into their gaseous state'.
The gases would seep toward the
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outside of the comct's, body where
they would immediately refn'I'7-I'
and form a hard crust or slll'll
around the fluffy and parti;Iily
decomposed centre.

Structurally stroug and ITlatil'l'lv
hard-packed when originally kicked
into deep space, the comets return
billions of years later crystallized
to the poin-t where the solar hea t
in the region of the inner plan!'!s
causes a thermal shock that splits
them into two or mon' coml'ls.

This theory would explain why
several groups of comets ha\'e
similar orbits, All till'se groups
may have been parts of tI,e same
borly which broke up into relatnl
sister-com!'!s wamll'ring toget her
through the solar system,

Rotation of Mercury

l~adar observations made on thl'
planet Mercurv at the Areciho
Sonospheric Obsen'atory, Puerto
Rico, have indicated thaI, contr;lry
to the Cluwnt b('\id, t],is planet
cloes not rotatl' with the S;lml' siele
always facing the sun. Thi,.; oh
servation clears up a long-st;,mling
puzzlr, namely the app;Ir<'nt uni
formity of snrface temperature of
the planet in spite of there l)('ing no
atmosphere which would l'qualizl'
the temperature difference I)('twr'('u
the faces facing til(' sun and thl'
opposite sirk, assuming that the
planet is revoking ;Iround the sun
with the sanw face towards it.

Apart from heing unexpected,
this obst'rvation has interesting
theorl'!ical implications. It indi
e;,tes that either the planl'! has not
heen in its present orhit for thl'
full period of geological time or the
effect of the tidal fOlTl'S acting to
slow the initial rotation ha,.; not
been correctly interpreted in pre
yious computations of the motion
of the planet. The obscry;,tious
were made by sending son (N'C.
pulses (at 430 Mc/s. and a trans
mitted power of 2 M\\o') from a
radar system haying sulncil'nt
sensitivity to detect echoes not only
from the nearest part of the
planetary disk but also from regions
further distant up to 0·06 of the
planet's radius. Since the source

of the del;lyed echoes can quite
reliably be associatl'd with a known
area of till' plan!'!ary surface,
the magnitude of thl' apparent
pbn!'!ary rotation ell' be inferred
from the nll'asurt'd spectral dis
persion through a ,.;imple geometri
cal relationship and the actual
rotation period can I", e\';Iiuated
by applying corrections for the
1"l'lati\'l' motion o[ the obscr\"\'r aud
the target planet. Ohserved \';t!ues
of the app;Irl'nt rotation of the
pbnet wI'n' u,.;ed to CUl11putl' the
mo,.;t likely value of intrinsic
planetary j'otation, u,.;ing a pro
cedure dl'\'eloped bv J)r Irwin
Sh;lpiro of the Lincoln Laboratory,
Massachu,.;l'!ts I nstittitl' of Techno
logy. If the direction Ilf rotation
of lil('rcnry is direct (i,e. of the same
direction ;\S tllat of the l'artll), the
computed \';Iiue of the perind of
rotation is 51):\-5 davs \\'hill' for
r!'!rogradl' rotatioll t hI' period is
46:1-5 day,.;. l{alLtr ol>sl'n'atiolls
SUI-'I'0rt tli., pn''';II1l1pt inn o[ a dirl'ct
rotation jlniod of 51)cl 5 days.
Assuming thl' orbit to be circuLtr,
the difkrence Ill'tween the com
put('d rotation I'eriod ;llId the
orl>ital period ;Irollnd till' ";llll
Pi8 days) could ll](,;lll t ha t the
plan\'l I>as 1)('en ill it;; pn''';l'nt llrhit
for not nlon' t ha n 400 III illion Hars.
Otherwise the planet's ,.;pin ~\,(JlIld
have rel;l.wd from anv origioal
valliI' to 0111' tll;lt i,.; of thl' t\'pe
similar to the motion of till' Moon
around tile l';lrt h, HO\vl'\'I'r, in
(';ISI' th., orhit has suhstantial
l'cCl'lltricity, thl' tid;tl tonp,(, at
jll'rilll'\ion will ('xcel'd that at other
tim('s, ;lIll1 the ;lng"I;lr \'l,locitv of
the pLtn\'l will thus ,.;\'ltlt' ;It;1 \'alue
grl'at('r than till' '"l'an orbital
;lIlgular \'l'locity at pnihl'iion.
l: ndn t I]('se condit ions, for llll'lTlII"\'
(eccentricity, (l·2) a spin \\'ith ;1
siderl'al period Iving Ill't\\'l'('n 56
,lIld 88 days may Ill' expl'ctl'd.

)\ mon' prl'ci,.;l' calcllbtion mav
1)(' madl' ba";l'd on till' cOlhidcration
that th(' tin'll '"lgubr wlocit)' of
the planl'! will 1>1' snell that the
time a\'l'l'age of tIll' tidal torque
around t1ll' orbit is zero. J\o further
ch:lI1ge intl>e planet's spin will then
OCCIll' except all the 1l1uch longer
time sc~lc on which other orbital
l'lcnll'nts can be influenced bv tidal
friction dfects which prnhal;l\' ;Ire
unimportant in the age of til(' solar
syste1l1. The precise calculation of
tl)(' angubr \'l'locity to fit this
condition can 1)(' madl; without a



quantitatiH: description of the
dissipation properties of th(' planet,
hnt ill\'o!l'ing ('('rtain as,umpt ion,.
~ucll cdcn\;]tions indica1<' that
i\krcury is ind('ed in its lin;d stal<'
ul spin, and that its pn's,'nt
ro!;ltiun r('fkets \'l'rv ;lceuratl'lv
n'rtain char;lct,'ristt'cs of tl;,'
di,.;,.;ipation I' roCt ''';'; , Tile ;d"JI'"
assnmption, ;In' b;ISl'd on th('
suppusition that till' so\;]r tor'l'\('
ewrt('d on th(' tidal bnlg(' ('xec(,ds
tll;lt l'x'Tted on ;IIlY p('rmal\('nt
ddormation from ;Ixial symnll'trv,
In the conH'\'SC C;ISt' a p('riod of
gg ,bl's for the rotation would
resnlt.' This may imply that
lIkrcury has not much permanent
rigidity. Thc high snrfac(' l<'m
]krature may Ill' partly r('sponsibll'
for this. TIll' solar systl'm thns
prol'id,'s ('x;lmpl,'s for '('aeh of tl\(,
fin;d statl's of rotatioll th;lt tidal
friction can bring abont th('
Moon which has !oek('d into svn
chronous rotation, ;Ind ~""rci,rv
which has conll' to till' rotatiuil
that is enforc('d in till' ;d,St'nC" of
am' p('rman('nt asymlnl'lry of tl\(,
body I,Yall/fl', I.()nd" 206 (1'165\,
124(1; Sci, Ncu'"lcll" Was//., 87
(1'165), 277J.

Pure K-meson beam

A 'heam' of separ;ll<'d nega
ti\'(' K-m"sons poss('ssing more
monll'lltum than wh;lt h;ls b""n
achieH'd ,'arlil'\' ha, b"l'n ohtained
at the I':urop('an Organization for
;'\uc!l';lr I{('s('arch (CEI<I'\). (;"lwI'a,
K-nll'sons ar(' ohtailll'd wh('n a
suitabll' t;lrgl'l is hombard('d with
a str('am of high ,'n('\'gy protons,
Otlll'r partic!l's Iik,' n('utrons, anti
protons and otller typ('s of nll'sollS
;dso fornwd along with th(' K
mesons an' to b,' separ;l1<'d to g,'t
the 11l';lnl of I\-m"son,onlv, In till'
conlTntiunal nll'thod th;' separa
t iun II'a, l'fft-c1<'d hy a s1<'ady
d('ctric fidd in which the particl('s
d('f1('ct('d by diff('rent amounts
according t,; their m;ISS, In th('
CEI{N experinll'llt, an altl'rn;lting
ekctrol1lagn('\ic li('ld was us('d,

Particl('s of e'lualmom('ntum ;Ire
introduced into a tuh(' 3 m, long
in which an c!('ctromagn('\ic wave
is tra\'(,lIing, Particles having a
1'c1ocity ('qual to that of th,' wave
will get d('f1,'cted through an angle
that d('p('nds on their location
with respect to the crest of the
wan'. On '!('al'ing this first r.f.
t ub(', the particles are focus('d to a
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second tube 50 m, away. At this
dist;lllce, small differences in mass
-;Ind, th('refore, in velocity, for the
sam(' momentum - will appear as
dilft'n'nc('s in arrival time, By
suitable arrangement, th,' pi-mcsons
cm he made to arril'e at the
second tube half a w;l\'eil'ngth
lH'hind I\-nll'sons with the resllit
that these two beams arc deflected
throllgh "qllal bllt opposite angles.
Fmthl'r, it can he ensured by
prop,'r sy"chronization of the
1\1'0 cavities that K-mesons will
always 1)(' dl'f1ected by equal and
oppositl' amounts ill tllrn, thus
emerging along the axb of the
instrumellt, while pi-mcsons arc
ddkcted succcssi\'('ly further from
(hl' a xis by t h(' two GII'itil's,
III tllis \l'a\', bursts of about
10 11l'gatil'e' K-mesons of energy
]() G,-\'. 1I','\'e obtained lNew Scien
ti,t, 26 (1'165), 17H].

Laser excitation by chemical
reaction

The feasibility of exciting laser
action in the infrared region hy till'
('lIergy of a chemica I r('aetion has
Iwen dl'mollstrat,'d for the first
tillle by .lerome V. V. Kasper and
.Ill' (;eorge c. Pimelltal at the
LJnil'l'rsity of California, Berkl'ir'y,
This acliiel'ell1l'nt of the lir~t
op('rating laser haSl'd on the excita
tion by a chemical reaction, viz.
H-I-CI 2--+ HCI*+CI, confirms the
mrlier prediction made by Dr J. C.
Polyani of the Univl'l'sity of
Toronto, th;;t the vibrationallv
excited hydrogen chloride formerl
ill this rl'action Il'ould ShOll'
stimllbted ,'mission. This develop
llIent ;lIso indicated a new way
to detl'rmine energy distribution
in this as \l'ell as other chemical
r('actions. The wal'elength, int('n
sity and Ii fl't ime of the laser
elllission also gil'e valuable informa
tion ahont the natmc of the excited
species, In the operation of the
laSt'r a mixt lire containing one
\'olnnH' of chlorine and two volnmes
of hydrogen in a laser tube is
exposed to the flash from a xenon
filled quartz flash tnbe. The
resnlting laser emission is c('ntred
about the 3,g {l region, A chemical
laser COI1\'l'rts the free energy
changl' of a chemical reaction into
a specific excitation of some pro
dnct sp('ci,'s lealling to critical
population il1\'l'rsion (i.e. exccss
populations of ekctronically, vibra-

tionally and rotationally excited
a toms or molecules) and thus
to laser action, This is in contrast
to the well-known successfully
operating present-day lasers such as
the ruby or helium-neon laser whose
energy comes from outside sources
such as light and electric dis
charges,

Chemical lasers of a different type
ha\'(' also been developed earlier
and though pumped by the energy
of the chemical reaction, they
required an external source (such as
photons, gamma rays, electrons,
etc.) as the initiator of the chemical
reaction. Three types of such lasers
are in operation. The first type is
the photodissociation laser (also
developed by Kasper and Pimental)
in Il'hich photons initiate a chemical
reaction that prodnc('s excited
atoms. For example, in the first
laser of this type laser action is
observed during flash photolysis of
gaseous CF31 and gaseous CH3I
molecules, The stimulated emis
sion is due to the 2P1/2 --+ 21'3/2
transi tion of atomic iodine in the
1-315 [J- region. The second type
of laser operates due to an electrical
discharge which breaks up water
I'<ljlOur into hydrogen atoms and
rotationally excited OH radicals.
The third type of lasers operate
due to the passage of electric
discharge through carbon monoxide
;It very low pressure [C/iem. Engng
News, 43 (No.6) (1965), 38].

Nekoflavin, a new flavin
compound

A new flavin compound, neko
flal'in, has been isolated from the
choroid and tepetum of cat's eyes
at the Laboratories of the Research
Institute of Atomic Energy, Osaka
Uninrsity. Nekoflavin, like flavin,
has a yellow colour and yellowish
green fluorescence in aqueous solu
tion and can be reversibly reduced
and oxidized. Its absorption
spectrum resembles that of ribo
flavin, indicating that it is a flavin.
It differs from riboflavin, its deriva
tivcs and photodecomposition pro
ducts by its behaviour on paper
chromatography. But the similar
absorption spectra of nekoflavin
and riboflavin suggest the presence
of isoalloxazine ring in nekoflavin.
The difference in the R f values of
t he two must be due to differences
in their side chains. Nekoflavin,
therefore, seems to be a new flavin
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compound differing from riboflavin
in its side chain.

The trichloroacetic acid extract
(80 mI.) from 94 g. of choroid was
passed through a Florisil column
(2'5 X IS cm.) which was washed
successively with I litre of 5 per
cent trichloroacetic acid, 1 litre of
water and 30 ml. of 0'5 per cent
aqueous pyridine. The fhl\'ins were
then eluted with 5 per cent aqueous
pyridine. The yellowish-green
fluorescent fraction (500 mI.) was
collected and extracted four times
with 200 ml. aliquots of chloroform
to remO\'e pyridine, and then
concentrated to 6 ml. in vacuo.
The concentrate was filtered and
saturated with ammonium sul
phate. The f1a\'ins Wl're extracted
into three 2 ml. aliqnots of liquid
phenol. The extracts were com
bined and mixed with 10 ml. of
water and 250 ml. of ether. The
water layer was extracted three
times with 100 ml. aliquots of ether
and then dried in vacuo. The
residue was dissolvcd in 5 ml. of
an n-butanol-formic acid-water
mixture and chromatographed on a
cellulose column. The first fraction
contained riboflavin and the second
fraction nekoflavin [J. Bioclrem.,
Tokyo, 57 (1965), 201].

An improved disc
electrophoresis apparatus

An improved, simple and robust
apparatus for disc electrophoresis
has been designed by L. ]. Rogers,
University College of Wales,
Aberystwyth (Great Britain). The
apparatus has many constructional
advantages over the existing ones.
Besides being inexpensive to con
struct, all the breakable parts of
the apparatus can be readily re
placed. The apparatus can be
used with any suitable power
supply. Also, vertical position of
the gel tubes during electrophoretic
run is assured, and very high
resolution of protein mixtures can
be achieved in a very short run.

The apparatus, which functions
as a single unit when assembled,
consists of two parts - the lower,
a pyrex beaker and the upper, a
photographic developing tank; in
between the two, a perspex disc of
5 in. diam. and thickness 0·375 in.
rests. The gel tubes pass from
cathode to anode compartment
through six holes drilled at equal
intervals along the circumference,
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1·375 in. from the centre in the
bottom o[ the tle\'oloping tank.
These holf's are altematel\' 0·406 in.
and 0·5 in. in cliam. and hold rublll'r
grommets. Into these gromnwts
fit the electrophoresis tub,'s in a
vertical position. The arrangen1l'nt
pro\'ides a water-tight connection
between the compartn1l'nb.

The tubes of staining as wdl as
destaining also fit the grommet,;
and holes. The arrangement o[
holes, grommets and tulll'S can be
altered to suit personal require
ments. All the exposed bolts, nuts
and other parts o[ tIll' apparatns
arc well co\ued I/hucllcm. bioplrys.
Acta, 94 (1 '.165), 324J.

An improved method for
moisture analysis

;\1oisture content of materials
like leather, paper, grains, etc.,
can be easily and quickly dder
mined with an apparatus recently
designed at the US Kationall~nn'an

of Standards Institute for Materials
Research. The apparatus applies
the principle of the carbide reaction
technique, namely that when a
specimen is mixed with calcium
carbide and heated to dri\'e away
the water, the \'olume o[ the
acetylene generated by the reaction
o[ water with calcium carbide is a
measure of the moisture content of
the specimen. The apparatus con
sists of a reaction flask, a calcium
carbide flask communicating with
the reaction flask, and provision
for measuring the volume o[ an'
tylene liberated and for heating
and magnetically stirring thl' con
tents of the reaction flask. \Vhile
conducting a test, the specimens
are placed in the reaction flask
which is connected to a system of
inverted burettes filled \vith mer
cury as well as to a flask containing
calcium carbide. The calcium car
bide is emptied into the reaction
chamber which is then immersed
in a heating bath and stirred.
Acetylene liberated depn'sses the
mercury level in the burettes and
a coupled open tube o[ mercurv
and adjustable reservoir facilitate
the precise determination of the
volume of acetylene formed. The
moisture content of the specimen
can be evaluated with an overall
experimental error of less than
2 per cent. Moisture contents of
several compounds determined with
this apparatus have been round

to show cxcellent agrecment with
values determil1l'd from tile knO\,'n
chemieal compositions lTech. ,\'':,''5
iiI/lt. U.S. HI/Y. Sial/d., 49 (I '.165),
45J.

Stereochromato~raphy

Till' ns(' o[ thn'('-dinll'nsion,l!
papl'l' pulp blocks for pr"l'aratin'
chemical isolation and id('ntitica
t ion has fornll'd t h,' b'lsis oi a
n"\I' chrom;ltogr;'llhic kchni'ln('
stl'l'eochromatography - which
rnay be o[ imnl<'ns<' "aluc in hio
chemic;l! research. The ieasibility
o[ stl'l'eocllnllllatography h;1S bet'n
d('monstrakd by Ihn"'-dinll'nsional
s"l);lration o[ indicator d\'(·s in
silllph- ascending cbromatography.
TIll' blocks an' Ll!'ric'lkd by com
pn'ssing J-4 per «'nt I'apl'l' pulp
at JOOO !b.jin.2 in a nll'tal si('yt' box
by .1lll'ans o[ a hydra,ulic press.
Arll'r cOlnpression the hlocks arc
dried for J6 hI' ;It 70"<:' Ti,e
a'lu('oIlS solull' mixtnre containing
mg. quantiti,'s of brOlnocn'so! gl'('('n,
bromothymol blue and eosine blue
is inj('cted at the C('ntre of the base
o[ a 25x20x7'5 cm. compn·sscd
p;'ll('r bind;. 'I'll(' blncl, is then
plac('(l on tht· bottom o[ a I:trge
closed jar containing 0'5 in. of
soh-ent ;'Ind exposed for 3 hr. The
block is J'('mO\'cd from the jar and
serially cut into sections' by an
electric band-saw. It is \l('«'SS;lI'\'
to s('ction tbe \I'd blocks, [or
prolonged drying migbt facilitate
zone migration. 'I'll<' n~rtical and
lall'ral migrations or til(' solull'
zones an' dell'rmined on each
section by means of a mclric
calibrall'd, transparent, plastic grid.
TIll' \'('rtical migration (RI) \'alucs
are calculated in tIl(' conn'ntional
manll<·r. TIll' lall'ralmigr;ltion, or
spnwling factor (I{,), of the solute
zon('s is dctermin('d by calculating
tIl<' ratio of the later,tl spread o[ the
solute [rom til<' central axis o[ the
block to the \"'I'tical migration o[
til(' sol\'ent front. It is round that
zone resolution is adequate to
isolall' and identify constituents of
a mixture.

This technique is suitable for
preparati\'e chromatography where
larg(' "mounts of solull's are to be
rcsoh'ed 'lIld, then·fon·, ust'ful in
biological and industrial purifica
tions. The spreading factor H,
offers an additional paranll'ter for
difftorentiating cbemical consti
tuents especially useful in the case
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Research Organization (CSIRO),
Australia, for the period 1962-64
(77 pages) gi"es an account of the
research activities of the Division
in the fiC'lds of food chemistry,
plant physiology, microbiology,
meat research, and packaging and
preSl'n'ation of foods,

A laboratory scale "acuum
fn'el_e-drying unit designed to
permit continuous recording of the
sample weight and temperatures at
sel{'cted points within the sample
has heen constructed to aid in the
study of sublimation processes from
high protein foods, From results
obtained with this apparatus, a new
system of freeze-drying has been
evolved which gives higher quality
products in a shorter time than the
usual process.

A new phospholipid, tentatively
Hamed ' mitolipine " has been iso
lall'd from pigeon breast muscle;
it comprises nearly 20 pCI' cent of
the total phospholipid present in
this muscle: a method for the
determination of both nitrogen and
phosphorus in a Kjeldahl digest of
phospholipid has been evolved.

Studies of induced respiration in
pumpkin mesocarp and celery
petiole showed no significant
changes betwe('n the characteristics
of induced respiration in these
tissues and in the underground
storage organ,

'ell' methods have been devised
for the extraction, isolation and
identification of phosphorylated
compounds from tobacco callus
tissue and from washed disks of
pumpkin, carrot and turnip storage
tissues,

An enzyme, named oxalate thio
kinase, catalysing the activation of
oxalate has been isolated from pea
seed extracts.

Studies on the mechanism of
inhibition of bacterial growth on
carcasses by carbon dioxide have
shown that carbon dioxide inhibits
the oxidation and utilization of
s(,\'l'ral organic acids of the citric
acid cycle, Some of the associated
C'nzyml's responsible for the oxida
tions have also been found to be
inhibited by carbon dioxide at a
concentration of 10 per cent.

Central Building Research
Institute, Roorkee

Production of good bricks from
inferior soils, utilization of fly ash
for thC' production of puzzolanic

Progress Reports

Food Preservation Research
in Australia

The annual report of the Division
of Food Preservation, Common
wealth Scientific & Industrial

latter gi,'es [1-acdoxymesoporphy
rin dimethyl ester. I<eduction of
, (1-hydroxyporphyrin' by sodium
amalgam in methanol-acetic acid
gives directly mesoporphyrin.

hydrogenolysis is dehydragenall'd
to principally the bilene-b hydro
chloride hy t-butylhypochlorite in
dll('r, The bilcne-b hydrochlolide
on cyclization with methyl ortho
formate-trichloroacetic acid (1: 3)
in ml'lhylene chloride, followed by
;Ieration, gin's mC'soporphyrin di
methyl ester as the only porphyrinic
product in an oVNall yield of 25
pCI' CI'nt from (1 II).

The second synthesis invokes
coupling of the pyrromC'thane amide
as its phosphoryl chloride compll'x
with the pyrromethane in meth~'

kill' chloride to an imine salt.
The latter is hydrolysed by aqueous
sodium carhonate to give the tetra
pyrrolic kC'tone (IV). Hydrogena
t ion of (1 V) yields the dicarboxylic
acid which is decarboxylated at
185 0 to an oil. The latter is
cycliz,'d with mdhyl orthoformate
and horon trifluoride etlH'rate in
n1('t1l\'len(' chloride and after aera
tion 'in the presence of triethyl
amine, thC' blue' r1-hydroxyporphy
rin ' is fornll'd, Acetylation of the
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Chlorination of the l'yrrokl'lone
(I) in ml'lhykne chlorid('-HCI by
t-butylhypochloridl' in tl'lrahydro
furan-etll('r (1 :1) at 3" yields the
chloro deri,'atin'. The chloro dl'ri
,'ati",' is III xt coupled as its
pyrillinium deri,'atiH' with the
lithium salt of (II) to yide! 44 per
cent of the tetrapyrrolic ketolll'
(III). TIll' carhonyl group iu (III)
is rl'duCl'd hy dihorane in tl'lra
hydrofuran-eih~'1 acetate (1 :1) to
a nll'thyll'nl' group. The bilane
dicarboxylic acid rl'sulting from

The synth,'s<'s of purphyrins
known so far gelll'rally d",wnd on
final coupling uf two dipyrrolic
units. Two neW syntheses of por
ph~Tins, now r",iurted, proceed
through crystallilll' tl'lrapyrralic
inkrJlH'diaks, each of which is
st;lhiliz,'d hy 'Ill inkrnnc,,"ar carbo
n\'l granp 1.1. Au/cr. chol/. SOr'., 87
(1%5),676]. This approach off,'rs
great ad"anl;\gl's in the svnthl'sis
of di,'('J'sl'iy sl(bstitnll'd porph\Tins.
TIl(' svntl1('sis of nH'soporphyrin
d,'scril;,'d Ill,low may Ill' tak(,/'1 ;IS
a t",)ic;d ('X ample, .

Two new porphyrin syntheses

of cumpouuds with similar partitiou
codlicients and 1<, ";lhl('S (e.g.
kucinl' and isokncine, "a line
and nor-valine). TIl(' only dis
a(I\'antage in thl' present ml'lhod
is that it n''1nin's the us(' uf an
(,Iectric h;uld-,;aw, and the paper
hlock,;, thongh simple to fahricall',
arC' not cOlllm"ITi;dh' availahk
.Sallfr., I.oud., 205 (i'J65), 1003].
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cements, development of lift slah
technique suitable for multi
storeyed construction and a
portable scaffolding suitable for
quick erection are some of the
important achievements reported
in the Annual Report of the Central
Building Research In,titute, Roor
kee, for 1964-65.

During studies on the role of
sulphate present in raw clay on its
tendency to effloresce in the fired
products a complex salt, apthitalite,
has been identified in briquettes
containing sulphates and fired to
1000-1060°C. Soils containing less
than 5 per cent calcium sulphate
do not give rise to efflorescence
if they are fired to a temperature
higher than 1000°C. Good quality
bricks have been developed from
inferior soils of Hyderabad, Ahmed
abad and Bombay. Studies on the
corrosion of reinforcement in brick
structures have shown that epoxy
resin when applied as a coating
on the bars resists corrosion
appreciably. A semi-mechanized
plant having a double shafted
mixer and a deairing pug-mill has
been developed which is capable of
producing up to 20,000 bricks per
day. An open top, coal fired,
zigzag brick kiln operating on
fan draught which is as efficieut
as the modern Hoffman kiln
although less than hal! as costly
as the latter has been developed.
Investigations have shown that
Indian fly ash can be efficiently
used in all sorts of concrete leading
to a saving of up to 20 per cent
cement. A simple and accurate
method for the determination of
rate dependent parameters required
for the estimation of the quantity
of calcium hydroxide in hydrated
cement has been found out. The
specific rate constant (K) at any
temperature T can be represen ted
by the equation

K = (Almo)"-l(-dxldt)
(A-a)"

where -dxldt is weight loss during
any specific period t; A, the total
area under differential thermo
gravimetric curve for the complete
reaction; a, the area up to time t;
mo' the initial mole fraction of the
reactant; and n, the order of the
reaction with respect to the re
actant.
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Experiments on hydration of
Portland cement have rewakd
that the position of Fermi le\"('l
in the Portland cement clink<'r
minerals controls their rate of
hydration. The rate of hydr;l tiOIl
is found to follow direct logarithmic
law. Studie,; on adht',;ion in ,;l'!
Portland cement have indicat"d
tl1at the potential of mild s!l't'l amI
stones with respect to set Cel11ent
increases with time while tlwt of
aluminium, copper and brass
decreases and that the adhe,;iw
bond in set Portland cement and
aggregation is a donor type boncl.
The addition of ,;iJica in colloict
form in floor polishes ha,; been
found to make floors less slippery.
The addition ofl0 anel 15 per C('nt
colloidal silica causes a ri,;e of the
coefficien t of friction by 18 allll 50
per cent respectively without reeluc
ing the gloss of the polish. A tongh
and hard-wearing waterprooling
plastic coating ba,;ecl on CNSL
formaldehyde synthetic resin ha,;
been developed for building boards,
concrete roofs, etc. An attempt
to evolve a simple, <]uiek and
efficient method of pile testing lw,;
resulted in the introduction of ;l
new method calleel 'Method of
equilibrium'. An apparatu,; 11a,;
been fabricated to apply different
vertical pre:;surcs on the soil
surrounding a pile. The usc of a
small amount of bentonite slurry
during boring operations has been
found to prevent sanel boiling in
casing pipes. Model studie,; con
ducted in the laboratory to test the
nature of correlation existing
between static and e1ynamic cone
penetration values have shown
tbat the relation i,; lincar in loose
soils and exponential in e1en,;e ,;oils.
A soil pressure cell of the dia
phragm type has been de,;igned
and fabricated. A simple method
applicable to both single barrels
and long multiple shells has been
developed to analyse prestressed
cylindrical shells. Design tables
have been prepared for folded
plates of various shapes and spans.
A simple and quick method for the
determination of transient t\wrmal
response of building clements from
frequency response data has been
worked out.

An equation of the type L o=
L m cosec (0+,,-15) which gives the

sky luminance of till' ,;ky opposite
to the sun and beyond 60° on either
sirk,;, where 1'0 is the luminance at
an allitm!c 0; 1."" the oh,;en"("(1
minil11UI11 IUl11in;111ce; and 7., the
,;olar altitudl', has Iwen deriwd.

1\ portable high gain chopper
amplili,'r has heen de,;igned for
licld nwa,;urenwnt of temperatnre.
A porLtble and colbpsible unit
fram,' sC;lflolding and a donble (kck
sC;lITolding both maele of ,;leel h;m'
been developeel.

New Periodicals

Molecular Crystals

Thi,; nl.'w '1uarlerly journal to be
pub\i,;h,'d by (;ordon &. B1Tach
Science I'ubli,;her,;, New York, will
COml11l'nCe pllblication from Janu
ary 1%6. The jonrnal will carry
original rcsmrch p"pers de"ling
with mo"'clI"'r cry,;!;",; amI related
topic,; sllch as cry';I;"Jinity in
polyml'rs, liquirl and plastic cry';(;11s
allli sy,;tem,; of biological inten',;t.
The topic,; to be CO\"'l"['(1 include
euergy and cltargl' tran,;fer pro
ceS;;l'';, photo and radiation effects,
optic;t1 properti,'s, m;lgnetic pro
pertie,;, I,;,nd ,;[meture anc! hond
ing, diffusiyity and solubility, ,;ur
face phenOn1l'nOl, cry,;tal gro\\·th
and structure. Tlte annu;t! 'nb
scription for tlte journal \\"iil he
$ 20.00 per year; for indi\'id"a\';
the rate of snh,.cription \\·ill be
S 9.50.

Nuclear Data

Academic Pre,;,;, ]\ew York, are
shortly ,;tart ing litis new journal,
to be devoted to compilation,; and
evaluations of experimental <lIld
theordical [(',;ult,; in nuckar
physic,;. The journal will CO\'er
experimental ancl theoretical \\"ork
on the basic properties of atomic
nuclei, such a,; cross-,;cctions,
magnetic moment,;, energy !c-\·(·I,;,
radioactivity, ma,;,;es, transilion
probahilitie,; and gamma-rOt v con
version. The journal, to be rdeased
irregularly, will have two sections
- Section A to be deY'oteel to data
on cross-sections, binding energies,
lifetime,;, magnetic moment,; anc!
related topics; and Section 11 to
nuclear data sheds. Each \'olume
will be priceel S 15.00.



Bausch & Lomb

Stereozoom Microscope

CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE MAGNIFICATION OPTICS IN
SEALED POWER POD

Here's a completely new optical concept to speed and simplify work requiring 3D views.

Just turn the magnification knob and watch the crisp stereo image zoom to the exact size

you need. Not just a few fixed powers, but any power within the wide stereo ranges

(3·5X-I98X). The newest advance in three-dimensional microscope design ... exclusive

with Bausch & Lomb.

BAUSCH & LOMB "

For detailed listing of models, please writc for Cataloguc D-15 to

SOLE AGENTS

MARTIN & HARRIS (PRIVATE) LTD.
(SCIENTIFIC DEI'AlnME:\T)

SAVOY CHAMBERS, WALLACE STREET, BOMBAY 1
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Contact Sole Selling Agents:

DEALERS IN LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
Of EVERY DESCRIPTION

'LAB-CHEM'

Gram: . ESllijack •

•
BOMBAY II

ANALYTICAL BALANCES &

WEIGHTS

PEERBHOY MANSION

460 SARDAR VALLABHBHAI PATEL ROAD

BOMBAY 4 (BR)

INDIA SCIENTIFIC TRADERS

for

INDUSTRIAL, RESEARCH & COLLEGE

LABORATORIES

Phone: 76336

Manufactured by

LAB-CHEM BALANCE WORKS

SETT & DE
16 Ganesh Chandra Avenue

Calcutta 13
Phone: 23·9588

manufacturers of
MOVING COIL & MOVING IRON TYPE VOLTMETERS, AMMETERS (PORTABLE &

SWITCHBOARD TYPES), RESISTANCE BOXES, P.O. BOXES (PLUG &

DIAL), G.P.O. DETECTORS, EXTERNAL SHUNTS, RHEOSTATS

A.C./D.C. CONVERSION EQUIPMENT, ETC. ETC.

for

LABORATORY AND INDUSTRY

OUR SERVICE DEPARTMENT IS ALSO AT YOUR DISPOSAL
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THE FINEST
IMPULSEDDD
BAJAJ Measuring and Testing Instruments
are standard equipment in educational and
research laboratories all over the country, and
play a vital role in training scientists and
technicians for the country's industrial and
technological progress. OODDDrJOO 00 DUO

KOHLRAUSCH BRIDGE

TRAVELLING MICROSCOPESPECTROMETER

POST OFFICE BOX

READING LAMP & SClLE

~HRROR CAlWIOIHTER

bau
·au·M EASU RI NGAND TESTING

INSTRUMENTS
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SODIUM HYDROXIDE. POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE
PELLETS IN B.P. AND G.R.GRADES

• Locally manufactured for the first time in
India under the internationally reputed
standards of E. MERCK.

• Regular supply assured.

• Ease of handling and weighing.

• For Research, the Guaranteed Reagent grade
of Sodium Hydroxide and Potassium Hydroxide
are the reagents of choice the world over.

Manufactured in collaboration with E. MERCK A.G. Darmastadt, Germanv

SM38
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S. H. KELKAR & CO. (PRIVATE) LTD.
DEVAKARAN MANSION, 36 MANGALDAS ROAD

BOMBAY 2

Cram: 'Si\CHEWORKS', BOMBAY·DADAR

Manufacturers of

NATURAL ESSENTIAL OILS, AROMATIC CHEMICALS, RESINOIDS

& WELL-KNOWN 'COBRA BRAND' PERFUMES, USEFUL

FOR ALL COSMETIC & TOILET PERFUMES SUCH

AS HAIR OILS, BRILLIANTINES, SOAPS,

AGARBATTIES, FACE POWDERS, ETC.

FOR SAMPLE AND PRICE, PLEASE WRITE TO THE ABOVE ADDRESS

LI-069 Electronic Tem perature Controller
To control temperature of Laboratory OVENS,
INCUBATORS, BATHS, PLASTIC MOULDING
MACHINES, etc" where precise temperature

control is essential.

For controlling temperatures
up to 200°C.

Detailed literature available
on request

PLEASE CONTACT:

LABORATORY FURNISHERS
DHUN MANSION, 186C VINCENT ROAD, DADAR, BOMBAY 14

Phone: 62761
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Telecums : LABFURNISH

Branch Office: KAPASIA BAZAR, AHMEDABAD 2

SP/LF/II
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Available from Stock

* METROHM pH-METER E 350
• Measuring ranze 0·1<4 pH; -500+500 mY • Accuracy of reading: 0.05 pH. 5 mY • Absolute

accuracy: 0.1 pH, 10 mY

*KUSTNER ANALYTICAL BALANCE, with and without air damping from Germany.
Models AL 49 and AF 48 with weight box
• Maximum load: 200 gm. • Sensitivity: I mg.

*EDWARD VACUUM PUMP, Model RB 4 • Speedivac' Combined Vacuum
Pump and Compressor

* ENDECOTT'S STANDARD TEST SIEVES

Contact:

PHARMA TRUST
114 PRINCESS STREET, BOMBAY 2
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In laboratories and industrial plants. for analys;s and process control, and in a host of other
applications, these indicator papers are in continual use. They are the quickest and handiest
means of making pH checks 'on the spot". the paper covering the appropriate range simply
being dipped into the test solution; the colour which develops is compared with the standards
shown on each book. II is often <In advantage to use B.D.H. Wide Range pH indicator papers in
the first instance, followed by the appropriate Narrow Range papers for an accurate pH determi·
nation. Where both the Wide Range and Narrow Range papers are in use the B.D.H. Multi.
Range package IS very convenient.

B. O. H. Narrow Range Indicator Papers 0 B. O. H. Wide Range Indicator Papers
B.O.H. Multi-Range Indicator Papers 0 B.O.H. litmus Papers

jSlq, NOVEMBER 1965

~ Laboratory Chemicals
Brilish Drug Houses (India)
Private LId ..
Laboratory Chemicals Division,
BGraham Road. lJ,o:nbay 1
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Over twenty years' proved
performance

(INDIA MADE)

X-RAY DIFFRACTION
APPARATUS

complete with

MAC H LETT Shockproof Beryllium
Window Sealed Tubes of different

Target Materials

Single-valve Half-wave Rectified or
Two-valve Full-wave Rectified

•
MACHINE already incorporates voltage com

pensator to compensate plus or minus
15 volts supply change

Electromagnetic. Electronic. Servomechanical
or Chemoelectric STABILIZER can be added
to the filament circuit or to the entire

MACHINE for further STABILIZATION

CAMERAS of various types can also be
supplied for the MACHINE

•
also

X-RAY PLANT FOR BIOLOGICAL
RESEARCH & INDUSTRIAL RADIO

GRAPHY & HIGH TENSION
TESTING SETS

•
DELIVERY EX·STOCK

NO LICENCE REQUIRED

Further details from

RADON HOUSE
PRIVATE LIMITED
7 SARDAR SANKAR ROAD

CALCUTTA 26

A30

optical instruments
and

allied components
•

GHARPURE & co.
P-J6 INDIA EXCHANGE PLACE EXTN.

CALCUTTA I

Gram: MEENAMO • Phone: 22-2061

MODERN SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT
COMPANY

48Aj48B SADASHIV CROSS LANE

BOMBAY 4

*
Direct Importers & Stockists of

'PYREX' Brand
Laboratory Glassware and

Apparatus

*
Manufacturers of

'MODERN' Brand
Laboratory Eq ui pment
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LARGE
INCIDENT-LIGHT

CAMERA MICROSCOPE

Neophot 2
The introduction of new technologies and materials into the manu
facturing process calls for more sophisticated optical equipment on
the inspection side. As a universal instrument for research and routine
examinations our NEOPHOT 2 incorporates a wealth of experience
in metallurgical microscopy.

Range of magnifications from lOx to 2,OOOx; optional employment
of three illuminators, viz., for low-power work, for KOHLER illumina
tion and polarization; rapid stage lift to expedite the interchange of
objectives; large-size 13 cmx 18 cm camera with built-in exposure
timer; special exposure timer for 35 mm and 6 cm X 6 cm photo
micrography attachable, methods of observation: bright field, dark
field, phase contrast, polarization, measurement, interference, micro
hardness tests, test-strip comparison, projection.

Sole Agents in India

'
D

GORDUANI:IAS aESAI PVT: LTa.
Equipment and instruments for all branches of science, techn%lY and industry

KERMANI BUILDING. SIR P. M. ROAD. BOMBAY.! BR

NO. :12. LINGI (HETTY STREET, • P·7 MISSION ROW EXTENTlnN,. 4/2 B,IWALA MANSION, ASAF AU ROAD.
MADRAS·. CALCUTTA NEw DELHI

mass. Cli. 6S
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Leitz
TECHNICAL MEAS DRING

Division is possible by mechanical or by optical means. We are inclined to favour the
optical method, e.g. the reading of a glass master in our OPTICAL MASTER DIVIDING
HEAD, with the aid of a microscope. Thus the worm wheel and worm gear function only
as drive mechanism, without affecting measuring or dividing accuracy. But this advantage
alone would not justify the z sec. scale unit of our dividing head. Only the heavy-duty
spherical antifriction bearing the spindle, the elimination of centring errors of the master
circle through optical compensation, and last, but not the least, the torque-free clamping
of the spindle classify the dividing head as a typical precision instrument.

Accessories such as cam tester are available for measuring gears indexplates, cam shafts,
circular scales or cams pitch or tumbling errors of worm gears, holes, etc. An attachable
motor allows the machining of a workpiece for true running and its subsequent division
without rechucking.

Other Leitz products include:

Material testers, microscopes for linear and angle measurements, optical linear measur
ing instruments with mechanical tracing, angle measuring instruments, measuring
projectors, optical installations and attachments for machine tools, surface testers,
microscopes, microtomes, etc., etc.

For details please write to:
SOLE DISTHIBUl'ORS

THE SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT COMPANY LIMITED
ALLAHABAD BOMBAY CALCUTTA MADRAS NEW DELHI

Head Office: 6 Tej Bahadur Sapru Road, Allahabad
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The Only Way to Weigh a Molecule

For osmolalities and molecular weight determinations
from 100 to 25.000 (number average), Mechrolab's
Vapor Pressure Osmometer has proved to be
the most satisfactory - if not the only - way of
doing the job.

Operating o~ the principle of vapor pressure lower
ing, more than 700 VPOs are now in use. replacing
other techniques such as ebulliometry and cryoscopy.

Why 1 Because the VPO is: rapid (you can make
60 to 80 individual measurements each a-hour day);
precise (I per cent accuracy for low molecular weight
polymers, useful data for molecular weights to 25.000);
convenient (it's compact and is designed for routine
operation); versatile [wide choice of solvents (aqueous
or organic). operating temperatures. broad range of
molecular weights and samples. with sample size
requirements as low as 10 microliters].

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Bio-Medical - Osmolalities, Osmotic Coefficients, Proteins, Sugars

Chemical - Monomers, Hydrocarbons, Prepolymers, Polyoleflns, Polyamides, Cellulosics,
Elastomers, Petrochemicals, Silicones

Manufactured by MECHROLAB Inc., California

For further details:

'-DGORDHANDAS aESAI PVT: LTD.
q Eqllip.nt and instrllm.nt, ''1r all branch" 'I' ,ci.nc., t.chnllillt! and iadll't17

KERMANI BUILDING. SIR P. M. ROAD. BOMBAY·' BR

NO. 11. UNGI CHETIY ST1\EET, • Po7 MISSION ROW EXTENTION.. 4(1a.jWALA MANSION,ASAI AU l~
HAORAioI CAl-CUTIllo NEW D£LHI

iPIGO,110
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The New Bausch & Lomb
V.O.M.-7

records 500 microvolts full scale

No\\", the one Irulv \'ersatile
Recorder that n:cords 'volts, milli
amperes and ohms, without extra
:lttachments or extra cost, is avail
able in :l high sensitivity mode\.
JOO micrm'olt signals can be
recorded full scale with a 2'5
microvolt accurac\', For everv con
ceivahle applicatic;n in gas c!m;mato
graphy; monitoring of pi I, tem
pcrature, pressure and humidity
with appropriate transducers; time
fate studies; extending the useful ab
sorbance range of colorimeters-the
ncw V,O,I\I.~7 is the ideal recorder.
,\nd it's priced H'fY reasonably, tOO,

FEATURES

• 6 D.C. "oltagc ranges- o.~ Ill\', I I1W, lOlli\', 100 mv,
I V, 10 V - full scale

5 D.C. current rangcs.-t micrn~mpi 10 microamps, 100

microamps, I milliamp, 10 milli:unps

• 6 linear rl'sistancc r:\llgcs- I ohm, 10 ohm!'>, 100 ohms,
I K ohm, 10 K ohms, 100 K ohms- full sC:lk, ;"CI1<:r diode
D,C. supply (nccurJcy , per celll)

• fast rc'\pun'\c

• Built-in full SC.lle ofl"SCt control

()pcrat('s in Oat, tilt, or w:dIIllIIUl1h:J position

• Compact :lIld pon:1 hit.:

• Built-in l'VCll! markn

• 5 chart spcl.:ds Ix,tween 2'5 inchl".... hour If) 1000 illche:- hnur

BAUSCH & LOMB •

For .fllr/hfr iu.forllla/ioll, p!(asl' "",i/,' /"

So!1' ,-I.~(u/s

MARTIN & HARRIS (PRIVATE) LTD.
(~UE\TlFI(, ]II,:I',\I<nIE\T\

SAVOY CHAMBERS, \VALLACE STREET. BOMBAY I
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